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reliability you can
depend on.
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Kodak

New KODAK Diskettes are certified error-free. They
are avai lable in the most popular formats for your
PC. Trust your data memories to a name that means
reliability. See us today for new KODAK Diskettes.

KODAK.

THE NAME

SAYS IT ALL.

Clinton Computer Offers Special Pricing
to Pi Members on New Apple Products
New Products Announced By Apple

Special Pricing for Pi Members

Apple™ Computer, Inc. has just announced several
major new peripheral products for both the Apple /I and
Macintosh™ product families.
The product line is impressive! It includes composite .
color monitors for the Apple lie and IIc which also display
clear 80-column text in a monochromatic mode. The new
UniDisk 3.5 is a high-capacity floppy disk for the lie and
/lc that greatly increases storage capacity and speed. The
IrnageWriter II, a worthy successor to the ImageWriter,
features inexpensive color printing, near-Ietter-quality text,
an optional sheet feeder, and a slot for expansion cards.
Apple has also added a 20 megabyte hard disk to the Mac
intosh product line as well as a new modem and software
for both Macintosh and Apple II.

Clinton Computer is pleased to announce that Washington
Apple Pi members will receive a25% DISCOUNToff
the list price on all Apple brand hardware and software and on
AppleCare. This discount extends to the new line of Apple
peripherals, though quantities may be limited for a short
period of time depending on Apple's allocation of product to
our stores. To take advantage of this discount, just bring in
your Washington Apple Pi Membership Card to our store.
In addition, Clinton Computer guarantees that our price is
the lowest in-stock price for Apple products of any anthorized
dealer in the Washingotn Metro area.
If you would like further details, please call either of our
stores -- (301)856-2500 in Clinton, MD or (703)838-9700 in
Old Town Alexandria,VA.

Apple
Personal Modem*
300-1200 Baud
List $399.00
Pi Price $299.25

... -....--------------
..----------=.
-=----------_.
-------

Color Monitor lie and
Color Monitor IIc
List $399.00
Price to Pi Members $299.25

/mll1\\,\"\',

~~';-::,
UniDisk 3.5
for lie and IIc
List $499.00
Pi Price $374.25

Hard Disk 20
for Macintosh 512K
List $1499.00
Pi Price $1124.25

Imagewriter 11*
List $595.00
Pi Price $446.25

Sheet Feeder for
Imagewriter II
List $225.00
Pi Price $168.75

(Unidisk to /Ie Kit, Pi Price $51.75)

'*Requires P8 Cable, Pi Price $22.50

Clinton ~
Computar

I

Corporate Sales

Clinton, MD
6443 Old Alex. Ferry Road
At Branch Avenue
Exit 7 A from Beltway
Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-5

Alexandria, VA
277 S. Washington st.
At Duke Street
Exit Old Town from Beltway
Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 10-5

(703)838-9722

(301 )856-2500

(703)838-9700

Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Macintosh is a trademark
of Macintosh Laboratory, Inc. and is being used with its express permission.
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EDITORIAL

\...,..I

To sectionalize or not •. ? That is today's question. By
now, many of you have noticed that we have tried to group
together game reviews with the GAMESIG column,
languages, business, telecommunications, /I, /lc, /1/ and Mac
items, etc. This is to make it easier for the single-purposed
to fmd items of interest to them and to ignore the rest But
this raises a problem--what to do about articles or groupings
of articles which cross computer types? Take, for exampfe,
Ron wanow's grouping. We have games for both the Apple
/I series and for the Mac. The discussion on the new BBS
systems affect all members. EDSIG and the various review
columns, e.g. David Morganstein's "Softviews", Jim
Burger's "Review Comer" and Chris Klugewicz's "View
from Durham", all at one time or other cover topics on more
than one computer. This is more often the rule than the
exception.
Thus, this editor is faced with the quandary of what to
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do? George Sall in his letter to the editor in WAP Sept 85
voiced an opinion that to sectionalize was detrimental to his
own education and computer maturation. Busy people
naturally focus on things in priority order--if it IS not of
immediate concern, they don't read It But they lose some
thing in the process. How many of you have experienced the
pleasure of finding related items of interest by browsing
through the shelves of a library or bookstore? Serendipity,
how sweet it is.
So, for the hard·pressed, single-minded, and those who
need to solve their urgent problems at once, we will have
sections of concentrated interest based on particular
machines. However, be wamed--Iurking in that general
article may be something of great interest or concern to you.
Even Ihat incomprehensible article about the "wrong"
machine may be a god-send when your rich uncle gives you a
new computer for Christmas.
@
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER

by Tom Warrick

A lot of exciting things have been going on since last this
column was written. First, about 50 of us met on September
21 to discuss The Future of the Pi.. A number of inter
esting ideas came out of that meeting to which I would like to
get your reaction.
First, there was a general consensus that we should change
the format of our main meetings. Customarily, our meetings
have begun with a question and answer session at 9:00. (Yes,
Bruce and I know that the struting time has slipped till 9:30
over the past few months, but from now on we're going to
start promptly at 9:00, so come early to ask the questions you
don't want everyone to hear!) There is a short business meet
ing at 10:00 with the presentation beginning at 10:30. Those
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) that meet on meeting Satur
days begin meeting after the presentation, which usually
means about 11:45 or noon.
Instead, how about having SIG meetings first, at 9:00,
with the Q&A session beginning at 10:00. That way, SIG
meetings could go longer than one hour if that's what people
want to do. The business meeting would follow at 11:00 and
the program would begin at about 11:30 and go for as long as
the speaker, the audience and the security guards will allow. If
YOll have any thoughts or comments on this proposal, pro or
con, leave me a message on the BBS (System 1, on the
~fayette Park board) or on my answering machine at home,
656-4389.
Now for another, more radical suggestion: Instead of
having two large meetings a month as we currently do, how
about one even larger meeting once a month at a site suitable
for larger groups to meet? Having a single large meeting once
a month would enable more people to pick up their Journals
rather than having to wait for it to arrive via third-class mail.
More people could participate in such exciting things as
approving the budget and changing the bylaws. It would save
wear and tear on our volunteers who must now lug disks and
other paraphenalia to two meetings each month. Moreover,
we could pay more (if necessary) for one larger auditorium
than we must now pay for two medium-lo-Iarge auditoriums.
The meeting program would nOI necessarily be pitched toward
anyone type of computer, although there could be separate
meetings held on the same day with demos and reviews of pro
ducts specillc to one type of computer before or after the
general meeting. Alternatively, when we wanted to have spe
cific product reviews, we could have several different presenta
tions at different times during the day. What do you think?
Speaking of meetings, a meeting reminder:
the
November 23 meeting will be at Walt Whitman
High
School.
7100
Whittier
Boulevard
in
Bethesda. Whittier Boulevard is just off River Road, south
of the Beltway and north of Goldsboro Road
The December meeting will be held. as it has been in
past years, on the third Saturday at USUHS on Jones Bridge
Road in Bethesda. Also, as it has been in past years, we will
have a "garage sale" where you can bring all your solved
adventure games (Ron, are you listening?), hardware from
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which you upgraded, magazines you've read, and everything
else remotely computer-oriented you would like to unload, er,
ab, sell. Do all your Christmas shopping at one stop! There
will be the customary $1 admission fee. Remember, please,
that no commercial sales may be made at USUHS because of
site restrictions.
A final program note: Early in 1986 we'd like to have a
program on "Electronic Cottage" uses of Apples. If you use
your Apple or Mac at home to make some money by turning
out greeting cards, publishing community newsletters, doing
word processing, telecommuting or any other means of
avoiding having to make the daily trek downtown or around
the Beltway, by all means let Adrien Youell, our vice
president for programs, or John Alden, our program
coordinator, know about it. (Thanks to Pat Kirby for this
excellent suggestion.)
Neil Shapiro, the well-known SYSOP ("System
Operator") of MAUG on CompuServe, has invited
Washington Apple Pi to be one of the three users groups
whose publications will be available on CompuServe. The
others are Boston Computer Society and the Berkeley
Macintosh Users Group--a selecl group, indeed. That the
WAP Journal was singled out for this is due to all of the great
articles that our members have taken the time to write over
the years--keep up the good work! Credit also goes to the
Editor and Associate Editor for their dedication to the high
standards that the Journal has maintained over the years. If
you submit an article and do not want it posted on
CompuServe, please indicate so in the text of your article.
The Computer Pornography and Child Exploi.
tation Prevention Act of 1985: Joe Chelena, SYSOP
of BBS System 1, deserves the thanks and appreciation of
everyone who has or is thinking of getting a modern, for his
work on S.1305, the Computer Pornography and Child
Exploitation Prevention Act of 1985. This bill, introduced by
Senator Paul S. Trible (R., Va.), has the most noble of
motives, as the title suggests, but if passed as introduced
would have had a devastating effect on computer bulletin board
systems, electronic mail, online databases, and even
companies and government agencies that link micros together
on networks. Joe arranged a meeting with Senator Trible's
staff that in tum led to an invitation to testify on October 1
before the Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice of the Senate
Judiciary Committee. Joe, Bill Cook and I submitted
testimony explaining how computer bulletin board systems
work, and explaining what effects the bill would have on
microcomputer users. Copies of our testimony are available
at the Pi office and should be available on one of the Pi
bulletin board systems.
If passed, S.1305 would make criminal the transmission
of obscene matter or material pertaining to the sexual
exploitation of children. Unfortunately, given the way BBS's
work, we pointed out, it is virtually impossible to screen the
character of every caller, let alone to monitor every message.
Thus. under S.1305 if someone left a message on a bulletin
contd.
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board system that was legally obscene, the BBS operator
would be criminally liable for the transmission of that
message to the next caller. Second, the bill contained
language that made the operator of a BBS liable if he or she
knew that the BBS "is being used" for the transmission of
legally obscene matter--regardless of the steps being ~en by
the system operator to prevent it
Third, S.130S does not distinguish between messages left
by adults for the purpose of persuading minors to engage in
"explicit sexual conduct," and messages left by minors about
themselves that amount to no more than "locker room"
humor. One message I saw on a local BBS some years ago
from a 17-year old bragging about himself would be a crime if
S.l30S were enacted. Correcting such conduct should be a
family matter, not a criminal matter. Finally, you can't tell
the age of someone with whom you're corresponding on most
BBS's, where there is little if any direct personal contact with
the other people on the board. (WAP's boards are somewhat
different in this respect because of the nature of our
organization.)
The hearing itself had representatives with a wide range of
views. The Department of Justice, the Federal Communi
cations Commission and the Postal Service appeared. One of
the "highlights," if you could call it that, was the screening of
a videotape made by an investigative reporter who logged onto
several bulletin boards dealing with child pornography, one of
which was in suburban Virginia. Next came two prosecuting
attorneys from Virginia who described cases they had handled
involving computers and child pornography. One, the
prosecuting attorney from Arlington, Henry Hudson, testified
that there were five sexually oriented BBS's in this area.
(And, no, he did not name them, so don't even ask.)
After the prosecutors came the vice president and general
counsel of Citizens for Decency Through Law, Inc. You
could pretty much guess what he had to say without any help
from me. Then George Minot, executive vice president of
CompuServe, testified on behalf of the Videotex Industry
Association, the trade association that represents online
database vendors and similar services. He made essentially the
same points that we did, that the bill would impose liability
on operators of online computer systems, who could not
enforce the censorship laws on their users.
Joe and I then began our presentation outlined above, but
before we were more than a third of the way through, Senator
Trible broke in and said that it was not the bill's inumtion to
shut down innocent bulletin board system operators and
others, and that he was willing to work with us to make sure
that did not happen.
Last on the program was a representative from the
American Civil Liberties Union, whose position provided a
counterpoint to Citizens for Decency Through Law, Inc.
As a non-profit organization, WAP does· not take a
position on legislation, and we did not and do not take a
position on S.130S. Our role in such matters is to serve the
public interest as we serve our members, in other words, to
help educate us all about computers. Our testimony on
S.130S served that role. It would have been less than candid,
however, if we had not pointed out that 5.130S would have
had a serious detrimental effect on WAP member services and
on other services used by our members had it been enacted as
Washington Apple Pi

introduced. It appears now that those deleterious effects can be
averted, thanks in large part to the work of Joe and Bill.
Now if InfoWorld had only moved its camera a little
further back rha Joe would still be akin to me toda .

PIE ALA MODE
A Slice of Washington Apple Pi

by Tom Kroll
Pie Ala Mode meets on the third Saturday of each month
at the Grange Hall in Great Falls, VA at 9:00 AM.
Information:
Tom Kroll (703) 368-1929
John Gersic (703) 430-6948
Upcoming Events:
October 19 - Expanding the Apple
November 16 - Apples and Income Taxes
December 21 - See you at the WAP Garage sale!
The topic for September was Word Processors and their
uses. There was no one word processor generally used, as
those we compared ran the gamut from WordStar to the
freeware version of Apple Writer on the WAP ProDOS disk.
Interestingly enough, most seemed to be integrated with a data
base which was used for mass-mailings.
In November, Lee Raesly will be there to demonstrate his
Apple IIc expanded to 640K with the RAMWORKS Z-80
card. Should be interesting! See you then.
@

.Paragon Technologies, Inc.
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offers classes in our IBM PC laboratory
and Apple lie laboratory in Mclean:
· Getting Started With The Micro
Computer
· VISICALC, LOTUS 1, 2, 3
· d Base II
· WordStar
· Programming in BASIC
· Computer assisted SAT preparation
All classes are hands-on with one person
per computer.
Call

556-9659

or write to us:
P.O. Box 6128
Mclean, Virginia 22106
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MINUTES

EVENT QUEUE

SUMMARY OF SEPTEMBER EXECUTIVE
BOARD MEETING
The Executive Board of Washington Apple Pi, Ltd met
on September II, 1985 at 7:30 PM in the office, with Tom
Warrick presiding. At the request of Tom Kroll, the Board
received the Manassas Slice into the Pi. A motion was
approved to get a signer for the September main meeting.
Tom DeMay reported that the Disketeria meeting had been
held, and copies of the minutes were distributed. Mac disks
are still selling very well, but 1/ disks sales are slowly
declining. Lee Raesly reported on the status of the Bulletin
Board System changes. Interim copies of the program have
been obtained and will be put into operation. The hard disk
and file server have been purchased. The Classified Board has
been converted, and new passwords are being allocated for the
main Pi board. A new board - Lafayette Park - will be
reserved for "discussive" items. Steve Hunt reported that
WAP had a booth at the Boston MacWorld Expo. Five to six
thousand people visited the booth, stacked ten to fifteen deep
at times. Many Milrod reported that negotiations with the
University of Maryland had broken down, and meeting space
was no longer being offered. A video projector is being rented
for the SigMac meeting. The Board decided to inform the
membership that a vote would be taken on the purchase of a
projector at the October meeting. Tom Warrick reported on
the Users Group Conference sponsed by Apple Computer at
Cupertino. The Board approved the distribution of about 500
copies of the Journal to Alonzo Periodicals for distribution to
Crown Book stores in the Washington area. From April 27
to August 24 there were 434 new members and 364 non
renewals, for a net growth of 76 members. The new member
rate is satisfactory, but the renewal rate is disappointing.

Washington Apple Pi meets on the 4th Saturday (usually)
of each month. Library transactions, Journal pickup, mem
berships, etc. are from 8:45 - 10:00 AM. From 9:00 to 10:00
AM there is an informal "Help" session in the auditorium.
The main meeting starts promptly at 10:00, at which time all
sales and services close so that volunteers can attend the
meeting.
A sign interpreter and reserved seating can be provided for
the hearing impaired, but we need 5 business days notice.
Call the office.
PLEASE NOTE: The November meeting will Dot be at
USUH..,S,. It will be at Walt Whitman High School,
7100 Whittier Blvd, Bethesda.
Following are dates and topics for upcoming months:
November 23 - Aspects of Music
December 21 - Garage Sale
Dates for SigMac (held at Georgetown University) are:
November 2 - Decisions Support Systems
December 7 - TBA

SEPTEMBER GENERAL MEMBERSHIP
MEETING
The main meeting of Washington Apple Pi was held at
the Masur Auditorium of Nrn on Saturday, September 28.
After the Q & A session, the President, Tom Warrick, gave
some of the results of the recent member survey, and also
reported on the Future of the Pi ~eeting. A show of hands
indicated that 85 percent of the attendees in favor of having the
SIG meetings first, followed by the Q & A session, then by
the business meeting and then by the main program. Two
thirds of those present agreed with having Mac and 1/ meetings
on the same day. At the October meeting, new video projects
will be shown and a decision taken on which one to buy.
Volunteers are needed to serve on an audit committee, to do
some typing, some indexing, and to help with the Journal
ABBS. Tom Warrick also reported on the 1985 Apple Users
Group Conference in Cupertino. The main program was a
series of demonstrations by the Disabled SIG, organized by
Jay Thal.
@
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The Executive Board of Washington Apple Pi meets on
the second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 PM at the office.
All members are welcome to attend. (Sometimes an alternate
date is selected Call the office for y late changes.)
@

General Information
Apple user groups may reprint without prior permission
any portion of the contents herein, provided proper author,
title and publication credits are given..
Membership dues for Washington Apple Pi are $27.00 for
the rust year and $20.00 per year thereafter, beginning in the
month joined. If you would like to join, please call the club
office or write to the office address. A membership
application will be mailed to you. Subscriptions to the
Washington Apple Pi Journal are not available. The Journal
is distributed as a benefit of membership.
Current office hours are:
Monday - Friday - 10 AM to 2:30 PM
Tues. & Thurs. - 7 PM to 9:30 PM
Saturday
12 Noon to 3:00 PM
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SIGNEWS
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WAP
MONDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

'--"--------

1

SATURDAY
2 SigMac
9AM-Geotown
Unfv-PreCln
Bldg.GA2&4
LISA/MacXL

----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- --------------------- ----------7 SigMac
9
Mac
5 Apple/!
4
Beginning
Deadline
for Journal Tutori a1 '1
7: 30-9: OOPM
Articles
Office

3

6

7:30PM-Lady
of Lourdes;
DisabledSIG
7PM-CCCC ->

<-Thursday Tutorial
7th contd. Multiplanl
GAMESIG
Chart-Off.
lOAM-Noon
7 :30-0ff.

----------- ----------- --------------------- --------------------- ----------14STOCKSIG <- Thursday 16 Pie Ala
12 Applell 13
10

11

Beginning
Tutorial '2
7:30-9:00PM
Office

Executive
Board
7:30 PM
Office

8Ptl-0ffi ce;
Apple III
7:30PM-Conv
Ctr. Inn ->

14th contd.
FAC Slice
7:30 MRIID
Ft.Detrick

Mode Sl ice
9AM-Grange
Hall. Great
Falls. VA

20
EDSIG
7:30 PM
Office

21
Pascal SIG
8 :00 PM
Office

Sat. 23rd->
contd. Mac
Tutr. Multi
Plan/Chart
10-12AH-Off

23 WAP Mtg
9AM-Walt
Whitman HS
Music
<

17

1B
PI-SIG
8:00 PM
Office

19 Apple/!
Beginning
Tutorial 13
7:30-9:00PM
Office

24

25
Mac Begin.
Tutorial '1
7-10PM
Office

26 WAP BBS
Committee
7:30PM-Off;
FAC SigMac
7:30-MRIID

*

"-'

27

28
29
Have a good
Thanks
giving

December 1985
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WAP
SUNDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

3 Apple/! 4
Beginning Deadline
Tutorial '1 for Journal
7:30-9:00PM Articles
Office

5 SigMac
7:30PM-Lady
of Lourdes;
GAMESIG
7:30-0ff.->

<-Thursday
5th contd.
DisabledSIG
7PM-CCCC

7 SigMac
9AM-Geotown
Univ-PreCln
Bldg.RmLA4
Mac/XL SIG

10 Apple/!
Beginning
Tutorial 12
7:30-9:00PM
Office

12STOCKSIG
8PM Office;
Apple III
7:30PM-Conv
Ctr. Inn ->

<-Thursday
12th contd.
FAC Slice
7:30 MRIID
Ft. Detrick

MONDAY
2
Mac Begin.
Tutorial 12
7-10 PM
Office

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

11

B

9

15

16

17 Applel I 18
Beginning
Tutorial 13
7:30-9:00PM
Office

22

23

24
Christmas
Eve 
Office
Closed

Happy
Hannukah

Executive
Board
7:30 PM
Office

25
Merry
Chr1stmas

19
Pascal SIG
8:00 PM
Office
26

20

27

14

21
WAP Meet ing
9AM USUHS
Garage Sale
28

----------- ----------- ----------- ----------. ----------- ----------- ----------29
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Apple 11/ SIG meets on the
second Thursday of the month at 7:30
PM in the Convention Center Inn.
comer of 12th &: K NW. The next
meeting will be on November 14. See
their news elsewhere in this issue.
Apple lie meets each month after
the regular W AP meeting.
Appleseeds is the special interest
group for our younger members, age 9
and up. They meet during the regular
WAP meeting.
DisabledSIG meets on the rust
Thursday of each month at the Chevy
Chase Community Center, 7:00 PM.
The next meeting will be on Nov. 7.
EdSIG - the education special
interest group - usually meets on the
4th Thursday of the month at the office,
7:30 PM. Because of Thanksgiving the
November meeting will be on Wed.,
Nov. 20. See EDSIG News elsewhere
in this issue.
ForthSIG meets on the third
Saturday of the month at the office,
10:00 AM.
GameSIG meets on the rust
Thursday of each month at the office,
7:30 PM. The next meeting will be on
November 7. see their news elsewhere
in this issue.
LISAlMaeXL SIG meets after
the SigMac meeting on the rust Satur
day of the month.
PIG, the Pascal Interest Group,
meets on the third Thursday of each
month at the offICe. 8:00 PM.
PI-SIG meets on the third Monday
of each month at the office, 8:00 PM.
See their news elsewhere in this issue.
SigMae meets on the 1st Thursday
of each month (programmer's meeting)
at Our Lady of Lourdes School, 7500
Pearl Street, Bethesda, MO; and on the
rust Saturday (general mtg.) at George
town University, Preclinical Sciences
Building, at 9:00 AM.
StockSIG meetings are on the
second Thursday of each month at the
office, 8:00 PM
Telecom SIG meets after the
regular WAP meeting on the fourth
Saturday. See their news elsewhere in
this issue.
®
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WAP HOTLINE

For Use by WAP Members Only

Have wblem? The following club members have agreed to help other members. PLEASE, keep in mind that therer~e listed are
VOLU EERS. Respect all telephone restrictions, where listed, and no calls after 10:00 PM except where indica .
sers of the
Hotline are reminded that calls regardin~ commercial software packages should be limited to those you have purchased. Please do
not call about copied software for which you have no documentation. Telephone numbers are home phones unless otherwise
specified. When requests are made to return calls, long distance will be collecl
John Day
General
Charles Hall
Games - ~ple /I
gOI~ 3304052
672-1721
703 527-2704
Ron Wartow
Dave Harvey
301 654-4439
Games - ac
Robert Martm
301 498-6074
Hard Disks
Accounting Packages
Tom Vier (ABBS)
~301~ 986-8085
Corvus & Omninet
703 524-0937
Mark Pankin
Sider
Jaxon Brown
301 350-3283
Accountan!(Dec.sup.)
BPI Programs
Jo.on Brown
301 350-3283
Languages (A=Ap~leson, I=Integer, P=Pascal,
Home Accountant
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
M= achln~
eter Combes
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
A
301 251-6369
Howardsoftfax)
APPLE SS
Bernie Benson
301 951-5294
Jeff Dillon
A,I
301 422-6458
Apple TechNotes
Joe Chelena
703 978-1816
A
Richard Langston
301 869-7466
AppleWorks
Jay Jones (Ball)
301 969-1990
A
Mark Pankiri
703 524-0937
Communications Packages and Modems-Telecom.
A,I,M
Richard Untied
609 596-8816
Anchor Mark 12
George Kinal (7-10) 202 546-7270
John Love
703 569-2294
~I,M
Jerem Parker
301 229-2578
Raymond Hobbs
301 490-7484
P
DOnn Hoffman
412 578-8905
A~e Modems
301 672-1721
John ay
A II Express
Dave Harvey
703 527-2704
Forth
Bruce Field
301 340-7038
Marv Redd
301 944-2150
USP
Fred Naef
703 471-1479
BIZCOMP Modem
301 229-2578
MS Basic
Ra)'JIlQnd Hobbs
301 490-7484
Jerem~ Parker
General
21 867-7463
Mark Pankin
703 524-0937
Tom ebiker
Math/OR A~~lns.
301 951-5294
Monitor, R
John Day
Bernie Benson
301 672-1721
H~es Smartm:>dem
M M
Joe England (7-10)
301 953-1949
Operat~Systems
Robotics Modem
Richard Langston
Apple
301 869-7466
Joan B. Dunham • 301 585-0989
John Love
SeriAll Comm. Card
Joan B. Dunham
301 585-0989
703 569-2294
Smartcom I
Harmon Pritchard
301 9724667
Richard Untied
609 596-8816
VisiTerm
301 564-0039
Raymond Hobbs
Steve Wildstrom
CP/M
301 490-7484
Bernie Benson
XTALK CP/M Comm.
301 951-5294
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
Richard Lailgston
301 869-7466
ProOOS
Com~uters, Specffic
John Love
703 569-2294
App e IIc
John Dab
301 n9-5714
Printers
Scott Ru an
301 672-1721
General
LISAlMac XL
John Day
Walt Francis
202 966-5742
Don Kornreich
301 292-9225
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
Macintosh:
Joan B. Dunham
301 585-0989
General
01 262-9080
Steve Hunt
AJ 831 series
301 953-1949
Joe E~land (7-10)
301 n9-5714
Apple Color Plotter
John ay
Scott Rullman
301 672-1721
John Day
Donald Schmitt
Apple Daisy Wheel
301 672-1721
1 334-3265
Rob Clark
804 850-2016
D81Sywriter 2000
Bill Etue
703 620-2103
703 4714610
Chart
Terry Monks
202 363-1797
H:s; Greene
Comm. & Modems
Steve Hunt
301 262-9080
IDS 460
Jeff tetekluh
703 5214882
Concertware
703 536-4091
John Day
301 672-1721
S%Horvath
Im~ewriter
Digitizers
Jo n Stewart
703 5274072
M -80
Jeff Dillon
301 434-0405
Excel
NEC8023
David Morganstein
301 9724263
Bill Mark
301 779-8938
Okidata
File Vision
Steve Huot
301 262-9080
Michael Proffitt
301 874-2270
Hard Disk
David Jarnison(day}
301 589-8841
Dan Robrish
301 5304202
Helix
03 662-0640
Phil Leber
703 3784391
Scribe
Jim~
• 301
299-9380
Bruce Field
301 340-7038
Harm; vine
Silen~
Inside Mac
Jon ardis
301 330-1422
Sprea heets
Leon Raesly
01 460-0754
703 690-1010
Walt FrancIS
202 966-5742
Don Landing
MacDraw
Lotus 1-2-3
Walt Francis
301 434-3256
202 966-5742
Tom Berilla
MacUon (DBMS)
Mark Miani
202 362-8123
Ra~nd Hobbs
301 490-7484
703 751-3332
MacProject
Jay Lucas
301 933-3065
MUI~lan
Te~ Prodden
Jon Hardis
301 330-1422
Visi alc
Wal Francis
202 966-5742
MacTerminal
Multiplan
John Boblitz
301 356-9384
301 460-0754
Sprdshl 2.~Ma~icCalc) Leon Raesly
703 690-1010
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
Don Landing
Su~alC er. .0
Sta • Packages
Mark Pankin
703 524-0937
Steve Hunt
301 262-9080
David Morganstein
301 9724263
Walt Francis
202 966-5742
Stock Market
703 379-0512
Robert WoOd
Multi~Ian/Chart
Bob Pulgino
03 893-9591
MusicWorks
703 536-4091
Dave Harvey
TIme-SharIng
703 527-2704
Ski~ Horvath
OverVue
J.T.(1om) DeMay' Jr. 301 7194632
Walt Francis
Word Processors
202 966-5742
Spreadsheets
301 9724263
Apple Writer II
Dianne Lorenz
301 530-7881
DaVid Mowanstein
Raymond obbs
301 490-7484
Sidekick
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
Word
Marty Milrod
301 464-2154
Format II
202 298-9107
H~Donahoe
Data Bases
Gutenberg
Neil uncy Can.
41 298-3964
dBase II
301 2614124
Paul Bublitz
& Jr.
Harris Silverstone
301 435-3582
703 759-3461
John Stagles
Letter Perfect
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
dBase II & III
Raymon Hobbs
301 490-7484
Magic Window and II
Joyce C. Uttle
301 321-2989
Jim Kellock (day)
301 986-9522
Peach Text
Carl Eisen
703 354-4837
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
Jim Graham
PIE Writer/AIffle PIE
03 643-1848
DB Master
Dave EinhOrn
301 593-8420
ScreenWriter
Peter Combes
301 251-6369
Data Perfect
Leon Raesl
301 460-0754
E.E.Carter
202 363-2342
Data Factory
Bob Schmi t
301 736-4698
Su~xtll
301 229-2288
Peter Rosden
General Manager
Normand Bernache
301 935-5617
Word Handler
Jon Vaupel
301 9n-3054
Leon Raesly
301 460-0754
Word Juggler lie
Carl Eisen
703 354-4837
List Handler
Joo Vaupel
301 977-3054
Word Star
301 953-1949
Joe E~land (7-10)
PFS
Bill Etue
703 620-2103
Dana eil
301 350-3283
362-3887
202
Gi~ Spevajc
JJ. mkclstem
301 652-9375
~uickFile II
• Calls up until midnight arc ok.
isiPlot
Leoo Re.esly
301 A60-0754
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WASHINGTON APPLE PI
BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS
Bulletin Board Operator ...........
SYSOP Emeritus .................. .
Special Consultant ................ .
Hard Disk Consultant ............ .
~ramrnin~onsultant .........
ammer ........ .
Libr files
BBS~les List SOP .......... .
Group Purchase Files SYSOP...
Indexing Committee - Chairman.
Member ...........................
Member .......................... .

Leon H. Raesly, L.C.S.W.
Tom Warrick
Barry Fox
Dave Harvey
Rich Mlodoch
Mike Ungerman
Jack Mortimer
Rich Wasserstrom
Emil Levine
Bonnie Walker
Jeff Berger

SYSTEM 1 (986-8085) SYSOP.. Joe Chelena
Hardware, Software, General &
Lafayette Park Boards SYSOP.Joe Chelena
CP/M Board Board SYSOP ..... Joe England
dBASE II Board SYSOP ......... Nick Veloz
Apple /II Board SYSOP ......... Carl Bowman
CommentslSugs. Board SYSOP. Lee Raesly
SYSTEM 2 (986-8086) SYSOP.. Larry Halff
MAC Hardware, Software &
Gossip/Misc. Boards SYSOP.. Larry Halff
Telecomunications &
Telecom SIG Board SYSOP ... George Kinal
GameslGameSIG Board SYSOP. Ron Wartow
BASIC Pr9g. Board SySOP...... Mike Ungerman
AppleWorkS Board SYSOP ...... Ken De Vito
CommentslSugs. Board SYSOP. Lee Raesly
SYSTEM 3 (9864715) SYSOP.. Mike Ungerman
Passwords Board SYSOP ......... Mike Ungerman
SYSTEM 4 (871-7978) SYSOP.. Lee Raesly
The Classified SYSTEM - Hardware, Software
Misc. & Employment & Pi OfficerslVolun. Boards
SYSTEM 5 (890-8984) SYSOP.. Alice AlIen
The Journal & Indexes SYSTEM
SYSTEM 6 (703-450-6822) SYSOP
.....................
John A. Gersic
Wa;e Manassas/Great Falls Slice SYSTEM)
ardware Board SYSOP .......... Bruce Johnson
Sftwr., Misc., Gossip SYSOP.. John A. Gersic
BBS Committee - Charirman ...... Lee Raesly
Members - Joe Chelena. Mike Ungerman, Barry Fox,
Dave Harvey ~ Halff, Marty Mi~ Emil Levine
Dave Helfrick, Joan Dunham, Tom Wamck
'
& YOU, if you attend!
ffi

COMMERCIAL CLASSIFIEDS

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED: An Apple J[+, lie or IIc computer with color
monitor. If anyone would like to donate to a church, it can be
a tax write off. We want to begin a program with children.
Call Glenn Young at Fairhaven United Methodist Church,
12801 Darnestown Rd, Gaithersburg, MD 20878. (301) 926
4167.
WANTED: Documentation in any shape or form on
DMV-l Amdek RGB monitor. Call Charles 320-5171.
FOR SALE: Software for the Mac - Multiplan or Chart,
$70 each, both $130; Omnis 2, $125; Haba Window Dialer,
$30. Software for the Apple - S-C Macro Assembler, $20;
The Writer, $20, Creative Writer, Filer & Calc, $35; The
Book of Adventure Games, $15. Call David, (301) 972-4263.
FOR SALE: Apple lie, 64K, one disk drive, monitor,
Imagewriter, Apple Super Serial Card, Hayes 300 baud Micro
modem, 80-column text card. Also included are Apple Writer,
AppleWorks, VisiCalc, PFS File, PFS Graph, and much
more software. Computer and peripherals in excellent condi
tion. $1500 complete. Call Roger after 7 PM weekdays at
(301) 774-2753.
FOR SALE: mM PC with 256 RAM and 10 Meg hard
disk. Graphics board and color monitor, $3200. dBase III,
$295. Call David (301) 972-4263.
FOR SALE: Microsoft Softcard II 6-MHz w/64K (new),
$225; Microtek Q-disk 128K RAM disk for DOS or ProooS
with CP/M & Pascal software, $165; Videx Function Strip
(new), $15; Videx Videoterm 80-col board w/softswitch and
inverse char. chip, $125; Titan Neptune 80-col card w/192K
of 150ns chips includes Pseudo-disk software for DOS,
Pascal, and CP/M, $185; Microsoft Multiplan (CP/M ver.),
$30; Artsci MagiCalc program (new), $35; Nibbles Away II
ver. C, $25; Apple Integer Card, $45; Apple /Ie SO-column
card, $20; Apple disk controller card, $45; The General
Managaer database managment system. $S5. Call Tom
evenings only 935-5520.
FOR SALE: Complete MacLion software and
documentation. Registration transferable. $135 or best offer.
Call AI Best (S04) 786-9600 days.
FOR SALE: Three printers, one each: Gemini lOX,
$199; ProWri!Cr, $249; NEC 8023A, $249. First purchaser
can have Tymac interface ($139) free. Call Jim in Columbia
(301) 995-1166.
FOR SALE: 128K card (Legend Ind.) expandable to
1MB for /Ie, 128K card (Legend Ind.) for ][+, SO-column card
for /Ie, Word Juggler for lie or /Ie, PFS File, and PFS Report.
Call (703) 99S-8137 after 5 PM or (202) 692-7067 or 7068
between 7:30 AM and 4:30 PM. Ask for Bob.
FOR SALE: New unopened for Apple: WordStar
Professional (WordStar, MailMerge, Spellstar, Index, etc.),
DataStar, CalcStar, ReportStar, CP/M System and new CP/M
card for Apple plus CP/M primer etc. WordStar Professional
alone, $150; total package, $250. Retail value, $595. Call
Jules Lindau, days (301) 253-4515 or 774-4550.
FOR SALE: Apple ][ 80-column, upper/lower case,
Epson printer & printer card, monitor, 2 disk drives, italics
function, with VisiCalc, PFS and assorted other programs.
$800 or best offer. Call Peg or Hank at 596-5713 (W) or 997
8045 (B).
®

FOR SALE: AppleJ[+, monitor 1 disk drive with
software: VisiCalc, utilities, Finance Manager, memory
expansion 128K, 80-column Video term, Apple Writer II, 150
games. Keyboard not working well. Call Judy Gunther 281
3427 at home during day or Mr. Gunther, work, 951-2381.
FOR SALE: WordStar Professional + 6MHz PCP!
Appli-Card CP/M Board - Liquidation, $179.95! WordStar
Professional includes: WordStar 3.30, MailMerge, SpellStar
and Starlndex. Appli-card has version 2.2 CP/M, runs at 6
MHz (roughly 5 times faster than Apple), has 64K RAM on
board and can be used as a RAM disk under Apple DOS. The
card allows you to display 70 columns and both upper and
lower case without an 80-column card; the· shift key
modification is included. The card allows file transfer between
Apple DOS and CP/M, and runs on Apple ][, ][+ and lie.
Normal list price is $1022, you save over $840. Call BCE
Liquidators (202) 944-3900.
®
Washington Apple Pi
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EDSIG NEWS
by Peter Combes
EDSIG Calendar
ThursdaY. October 24 at 7.30 p.1D,
"Creative Writing with the Apple" - Jane Thomas
Wednesday. Noyember 20 at 7.30 p.m.
"New Educational Programs for the Apple and the Mac"
All EDSIG meetings are held in the Washington Apple Pi
offices at 8227 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD.
Meeting Report
Thursday. SeJ)tember 26 at 7.30 p,Ol.
"Education and the Mac"
Perhaps, like me, you thought that little software had yet
appeared for the MacIntosh, and that very little of what had
appeared was educational. On behalf of EDSIG, Dr.Pat Kirby
recently conducted an extensive survey of educational Mac
software, and on Thursday, she deposited an impressive pile of
70 pieces of Mac educational software in front of the meeting.
Typing Intrigue by Forethought is a typing drill pro
gram, with the oddity that good typing is rewarded by winning
clues in a detective game.
The visually oriented Mac is a gift for visually oriented
subjects, and many of the available programs use the Mac for
teaching Geography. MacAtias by Micro Maps is a collec
tion of geographic templates for MacPaint. Many kinds of
maps of different countries and (:ontinents are provided.
Looking at things on a rather larger scale, Learn about
the Solar System and Halley's Comet by Millett
Software shows various aspects of the Sun and the planets. It
is well packaged and has good graphics of star charts, together
with animation of the comet's movements. It might well
interest some children in Astronomy for the first time, linking
neatly with current interest in the cornet Apple /I users look
forward to comparing it with The Observatory by Light
speed, which appears to offer much the same material.
Another program that exploits the graphics abilities of the
Mac is MacEdge by Think Educational Software, a
collection of programs for developing math and reading skills.
It is in attractive format, but it got a mixed reception, as at
least one educator was unhappy about its instructional design.
"It appears to be written by 18 year olds for 18 year olds 
- which is a pity, because it is so close to being good." The
help screens were very difficult, and the rewards were non
commensurate. The authors were recommended to look at
Herkle by MECC. Dissenting voices pointed out that the
parent or the teacher can set the level of the program to fit the
needs of the pupil.
Queue supplied large package of material that appeared to
have been ported over to the Mac with minimal modification,
although the subject list was impressive. Pat is still trying to
get a review copy of their "Baby sitter's manual" that purports
to train babysitters in the basics of child care.

10

Jessica Weissman showed Chipwits and ThinkFast,
both by Brain Power. . Chipwits, which was also shown by
Ron Wartow at the GameSig main meeting in August, en
ables pupils to "program" screen robots which then move
around according to the program which they have been set up.
Unlike Logo, which moves its turtle according to word based
procedures, the Chipwits program is written as a flowchart in
entirely visual terms. ThinkFast improves skills of coordina
tion. However, in Jessica's view it does not test what it is
supposed to test
Millionaire, Baron, Squire, Tycoon, all by Blue
Chip, have won awards as exciting and innovative programs.
They provide high scho()l and college users with simulations
of making financial investments. The publishers now provide
teachers with periodicals with data that can be linked to the
games.
Microtest, by Chariot, is a grade book application. It
also prints out statistics of pupils' scores and allows the
teacher to generate many kinds of test, and to randomize from
a pool of stored questions.
Filevision, by Telos, is inspiring people to make
specialised templates for it, and many of these templates have
been educational. A full review of Filevision will appear in
an upcoming issue of me Journal.
Light Source, by Computer Learning Systems, is an
authoring language, said to be very easy for teachers to use. It
allows you to store and use parts of tests, flag particular pupil
responses, make parts of the screen active for mouse inter
action, use graphics and text
Talk Show, by Rune, allows you to make a visual
show using graphics and sound. It draws on Smooth talk - a
sound building program.
We saw a demo of the digitizer MAGIC, by New Image.
Like Filevision, it probably has wide educatioMaI applica
tions waiting to be developed. Jessica is using it with a
"Cameras in the Classroom" project It provides a very fast
way of getting children's pictures onto hard copy, and is a real
aid to the teacher who wishes to include pictures in tests or

1"'"""'\1

notes.

Think Tank, by Living Videotext, is an outlining tool,
not originally designed for education, but useful for writing

syllabuses or for journalism exercises.
MusicWorks by Hayden will be demonstrated at the
main meeting in November.
Full reviews of all of these programs are being prepared
and will appear in future issues of the journal.
Pat also gave the following sources for information about
the educational use of the Mac:
Literature
A GUIDE TO MACINTOSH SOFTWARE. From
.MENU -- The International Software Database. 800- MACMENU. Good section on educational software included in
more general catalog; is broken down according to subject
area. No reviews.
contd.
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APPLE EDUCATION NEWS (An Infonnation Service
for Educators and Trainers). 2052S Mariani Avenue, MIS
23DE, Cupertino, Cal. 95014. Sue Talley, Editor. As of
this date, geared to other Apple computers. There may be a
scholarly journal devoted just to Macintosh soon -- editor
would be Dr. Alan Brightman.
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES FOR MICROCOM
PUTERS (A Product of the Microsearch Database). Washing
ton, Dc: Information, Inc. (1725 K Street, NW - 873-1174).
On-line as well as hanl copy available. Gives summary of
product reviews. Constantly updated. Copy now in Pi
Library. At present, not complete in Macintosh offerings, but
no doubt soon will be.
MACINTOSH BUYER'S GUIDE. Vero Beach, Fla.:
Redgate Publishing Company. Quarterly. Not education
oriented - includes section on educational software under
"Personal and Home Software."
MACAZINE (Especially Vol.2, No. 9 -- September,
1985). Issues generally do include articles and reviews on
education, especially about Apple University Consortium.
(ltMacademia" features). September issue totally devoted to
subject of education on the Macintosh -- may be the only such
example of a special issue of a computer magazine.
MAC USER. (New journal as of Fall, '85) Nothing
directly on education, but educational programs are reviewed
under other headings such as entertainmenL
OTHER USERS' GROUP JOURNALS. There are many
other users' groups around the country, a number of which
have reviewed educational software, notably San Diego,
Minneapolis, Honululu, New York. (In Pi Library)

o.tha
APPLE UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM publication
WHEELS FOR THE MIND. Boston College, Fulton 430,
Chestnut Hill. Mass. 02167. Peter Olivieri, Editor.
(Under AUe) DARTMOUTII COlLEGE. (Totally
Macintoshized!) For price information, etc.:
Kiewit
Computation Center, Hanover, N.H. 03755 (603) 646-2643.
For other information: Don Spicer, Director of Academic
Computing (603) 646-3241.
(Under AUe) REED COLLEGE, THE MAC LAB.
Portland, Ore. 97202. For technical information: (503) 771
1112, x277, Scott Gillespie, Richanl Crandall. For price
informatipn, data sheets, general questions: (503) 232-1712.
TRABUCO HIGH SCHOOL (one of 11 model high
schools using Macintosh). 27501 Cordova Road, Mission
Viejo, Cal. 9269. Bob Urell, Project Coordinator. (714J)
768-1934. This is the model school of the group.
SOFIWARE FOR KIDS. 279-2975 (Based in Rockville,
Md.) A service company. Aria Bowers and husband specialize
in advising about youngsters' software (Macintosh and other).
Concentrate on home market; review software and select what
they consider best for different ages, subject areas, and
purposes. Will bring computer and do 1 112 hour show in the
home, allowing guests to try software out. No charge to
hOSL Software sales are at discounL If not only such service
in the country, one of a very few.
C!s
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A COMPLETE DATA BASE PROGRAM $59.95
NOW VERSION 2.5-- BETTER THAN EVER!

:
:

RECORD MASTER !----
5


i--:
:

:
:
:

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

--

s
::

::

ICOlpetes Mith DBASE III. NAP l/B~
:
IA very pOMerful progral •• ,quite easy to use,1 Barons :
"icrocolputing Reports 12/B4
:

RECORD "ASTER has lulti-Ievel sorts and searches, global
change, arithletic capability including cosputed fields,
file restructure, lailing labels and probably the lost
flexible report generator available. NeM features include
"ACRO ENTRY (e.g" type <,F) to enter First Alerican
Bankl, ARITH"ETIC 6l0BAl CHAN6E (reduce price of all disk
itels by lOX), and AUTO"ATIC PRINT BREAK Mith subtotals
and grand total (print and subtotal records by customer
nalel. Use Record "aster for bills, church/club records,
client and elployee data, collections, inventory, investlents, sales, student records, or any other data which
need order and control, NON ANEM FA"llY "E"BER!

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

I'~"""

::
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

-GRAPH
MASTER
sGRAPH "ASTER can produce bar, line, :
pie, and scathr graphs using RECORD :

:
:

"ASTER files, ASCII files, or enter
data di recti y through the keyboard,
Features include- IAutollatic histograa generation tAutoaatic scaling
...~.-.HPt" Mith optional user adjustlent tAlpha
-_
_
or nUlitric X-axis scales tPlot
actual or cu!ulative values tEdit,
- print and save data or graphs
I~l 'Br.phlc overl.y. 'Blacked bar.
I . . .
tRegression anal ysis for scatter
..
plots tAND "UCH "ORE.

:
:
:
:-

Both prograas are unprotected, cOlpletely doculented,
aenu driven and easy to use. For Apple II+/e/c, one or
two drives. Graph "aster requires 64K. Nrite for info or
order directl YI

:
:

RECORD "ASTER - $59.95 plus $1,50 shipping
GRAPH "ASTER - $34.9~ plus $1,00 shipping

:
:-

:

§

:
:-

5

.-

-::
:-

--

---

:
:
:
:

~

::
:

-.

:
:
:

-
:

5

::

for both including shipping.

:

BRIDGET SOFTWARE CO.
1309 CANYON RD.
SILVER SPRING, MD 20904
(301) 384-7875
"0 residents add 5X sales tax



5

:
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TAKING APART THE APPLE III DEMO
PROG RAM: Or Two Useful Programs for You
by David Ottalini

At the start, let me admit to all my Apple 11/ friends and
users that I am not a programming whiz. Nor do I have that
analytical ability to look at a problem in such a way that it
can be boiled down to a 1000 line Business Basic program and
work the ftrst time (or even the second!).
What I do enjoy doing from time to time is fiddling.
Fiddling with programs that are already out there to see if I
can't adapt them to be more useful for my own speciftc
purposes. Frankly, I ftnd it to be kind of fun, although the
frustration factor can be very high at times (there's always that
single little bug that causes everything to hang like a wet
noodle...).
One program I've found to be particularly interesting is the
Apple 11/ System Demonstration program. If you haven't run
it lately, you might want to fU"e it up to refresh your memory
a bit. It's a great little program designed to show off some of
the things the 11/ can do. When booted, you are presented
with a 'marquis border" (in color if you have a color monitor)
within which is scrolling a choice of ftve different demon
strations. Among them is a program allowing you to reset
the date and time. a graphics demonstration, and a demon
stration of the type-ahead buffer.
After you have chosen one of the programs, it will run and
then allow you to return to the main menu to try something
else. My demo disk, by the way, was for the Apple 11/+ and
is listed as being version 2.2. I can't tell you what earlier
versions looked like, but I suspect there is little difference. If
you load the program into Business Basic and then list it, you
will ftnd a fairly compact program that provides decent
documentation through the "REM" statements. The program
is basically broken down into a number of easily identiftable
sections (which is what made it easy for me to tear it apart).
Basically, the screen is set up, data for the demos is read in
and then the "marquis border" is printed one space at a time.
The program uses the 40-colum~ 16-color mode. The scroll
subroutine is next followed by the subroutine that allows you
to choose the demonstration you would like to see. At that
point, the program is instructed to run the particular demon
stration" you have chosen (the demos themselves are separate
programs on the disk). Once the demonstration is run, you
are given a choice of returning to the main menu or quitting.
There are two pieces within this program that intrigued me
enough to do a little ftddling. (will now pass them along to
you. The ftrst is the "marquis border" program. The second
is the scroll program. Each can be included as subroutines in
other programs, perhaps as part of a "Hello" program, mes
sage board or other use.
In any case, let's take a look at the "marquis border"
program:
10 lEXT
15 LEFf=8:RIGHT=9:00WN=10:upmll
20 COLORS$=CHR$(19)+CHR$(15)+CHR$(20)
+CHR.$(I)

12

30 PRINT 0IR$(16);"1";:REM SET 40-COLUMN,
16-COLOR MODE
35 PRINT OIR$(l);:REM SET VIEWPORT
40 PRINT COLORS$
45 HOME:VPOS=2:HPOS=2
50 PRINT 0IRS(21);OIR$(0);:COLOR=5:
REM AIL AUTO TEXT OPS OFF
55 FOR X=2 TO 38:OOSUB 200:
PRINT OIRS(RIGHT);:NEXT
60 FOR Y=2 TO"22:OOSUB 200:
PRINT OIR$(OOWN);:NEXT
65 FOR X=39 TO 3 STEP-l:GOSUB 200:
PRINT OIR$(LEFT);:NEXT
70 FOR Yc23 TO 3 STEP-l:GOSUB 200:
PRINT OIR$(up);:NEXT
73 PRINT CHR$(21);CHR$(13);:
REM STANDARD TEXT OPTIONS ON
75 PRINT COLORS$;:WINOOW 4,4 TO 38,22
80 HOME:PRINT'TIllS IS A GREAT
APPLE 11/ BORDER"
85 OOT0220
200 COLOR.. COLOR+l:
PRINT CHR$(20);CHR$(COLOR);" to;
210 RETURN
220 END

The subroutine at line 200 is what is actually used to print
each colored square, beginning at screen location 2,2 and then
moving right, down, left and up. The actual window within
the border is set at line 75 and the heading is read in at line
80. The program sets the 40-column, 16-color mode at line
30 while the screen is initialized at line 20. Since I only have
a Monitor 11/, I cannot attest to what the border actually looks
like in color. But I suspect it is "mahvalous."
The second program taken from the demonstration is a
simple scroller which I have adapted to let you insert any
message you might want and have it move from bottom to
top within an inversed window on the screen. Let's take a
look:

S
6
10
20
30
35
37
39
40
42
50
55
60
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HOME
INVERSE
DATA TIllS PROGRAM SCROlLS
DATA FOR YOU AND CAN BE USED
DATA IN MANY APPUCATIONS. TRY IT!
DATA TIllS IS ADAPfED FROM TIlE
DATA APPLE //I DEMO DISK.
DATA USE "RENUMBER" TO PLUG IT IN.
DATA <<END»
NUMDEMOS=5:Kl=2:I(2..NUMDEMOS-Kl
WINDOW 20,5 TO 60,18
SEEK=O
PRINT CHR$(9)
contd. on pg 15
Washington Apple Pi

Operant Systems
- - HARDWARE - -

PRIHTERSEplon FX-B5 (160 cps, upgrade of FX-BOI ....•........... 359
FX-l95 (wide carriage version of the abovel .....• 5D9
LX-BO (replaces RX-BO--call for specsl ........... 249
LQ-1500 (200 cps, fantastic letter-quallt, .odel. 949
Dkidata 192 (replaces Oti 92--call for specsl .......... 359
193 (132 colu.n version of abovel ....•......... 519
Toshiba 1340 (144 CPI draft, BEST letter-qual .atrixl .. SS9
351 (289 cps, wide carriage version of abovel. 1149
Texas Instrulent9 TI-955 (150 cps draft 35 cps NLQI ... 675
NEC P2/P3 Pinwriter (ISO cps, high qualIty .atrixl. 519/725
Citizen HSP 20 1200 cps latrlx, 1S lonth warrantyl ....• 435
Panasonic 1091 1120 cps, Epson co.patiblel •..•.•.•..... 259
Ceaini SG-10 '1120 cps, sale features as Epson HXI •.•.•. 249
Powurtype (lB cps daisywheell ...•.....••....•.•. 335
Quadral QuadLaser (B pages/.in, based an Canan .echl .. 2495
C.Itoh F-I0 Starwriter (40 CPI, office qualit'I ........ B49
F-I0 Print.aster (SS cps, slae as abovel •...•.. 1049
Silver-Reed 550 UB cps dus,wheel, BEST a\ this speed I 439
NEe Elf (16 cps, par &ser interface, NEC/Diablo e.ull. 439
9830 155 cps daisywheel, built lite a tan.I ....... 1399
Diablo 630 API (40 cps daisywheell ••••...•••••.•...•.• 1549
Qu.e LetterPro 20 (20 cps daisywheell .•••••.•••.••...•. 419
HOCEMSHayes Hicro.ode. Jee (tone dialing/speakerIS.artco. II. 145
S.artlodel2400 12400/1200/300 baud, RS-232I •...• 595
S.art.ode. 1200 11200 baud, RS-232 auto-diall •.• 3B9
Smart.ode.300 1300 baud, as abovel .•....•...•.•. 145
Novation Apple-Cat II Iwl Co.ware; 1200 baud capablel .. 199
S,art-tat 300/1200 (RS-232 , auto-dial/answerl. 3B9
Pro.etheus Pro.ode. 1200 (300/1200 baud, RS-232I ..•.•.. 309
Pro.ode. 1200A 1300/1200 card w/ softwarel .• 299
"icrocol ERA 2 (300/1200 baud card with softwarel ••.... 34S
Zoo.Hade. Jee 1300 baud "icro.ade. co.pat w/softwarel .. 125
US Robotics Password (300/1200 baud, auto-dial/answerl. 239
Courier 2400 12400/1200/300, autadial/ansl. 449
Anchor Automation Express (300/1200 loaded wi features I 2B9
Voltl.ode. 12 (300/1200 baud, RS-232 I 199
DISK DRIVES
"icroSci A2 drive (100S Apple-ca.patiblel .•...•••••••.. 169
A.5 (half-height, 100S Apple ca.patiblel .•••.• 169
A.Sc Ihalf-height for Apple Jecl .••.•.•.••.•.• 169
Corvus Winchester drives •••.••.••••••••••••.•....••. Icalll
CP/H &6S02C SYSTEHSApplicard (6 Khz Z-BO, 64K to 192K RAM, 70-col videol .• 249
Hicrosaft Softcard Jee (Z-BO, BO cal &64K an one cardl 265
Softcard II (includes CP/H 2.2 and HBASICI .•• 239
Titan Accelerator leE (3.6 Mhz 6S02C coprocessorl •.•••• 209
Speed DeDon (6S02C high-speed coprocessorl •.••.•••••••• 229
Applied Engineering Z-Raa 1256K, CP/M, raadisk for Jecl 365
HOHITORSAmdek 300G/300A (12" green/a.ber anti-glare, IBHhzl.125/139
NEC JB-1201/120Su (green/alber anti-glare Icreen, 20Khzl 145
JB-1260 112 green, 15Hhz, bes~ value for .oneyl •••. 99
USI PI-2 112q green anti-glare screen, 20 Khzl •••••••.. 125
PI-3 112" uOOr anti-u.lare screen, 20 Khzl ......... 125
INTERFACES & Illf'FERS & a.OCKS
P.aso/U printer interface (superior graphici & .ora III. 99
ShuffleBuffer I32K--I2BK w/cut , paste/ser and pari .... 269
Crappler+ printer interface Iparallel wi graphicsl ..•••. as
Buffered Grapplert (16K to 64K buffer plus graphicsl ... 149
CCS 7711 Super Serial Ifor printers' .ade.sl ........... 99
Practical Peripherals Graphicard Iparallel wi graphicsl. 79
PraCloc. (PROOOS calpatiblel ..... 109
VIDEO BOAJU)SVidel Ultraterl 1160 caluan/4B row displav I!I ....... Icalll
Videoterl (SO-calu.n wI 50ftswitch , inversel .... 215
"icroSci BO-col card Iw/64K RAM, AppleWar.s-calpatiblel. 95
Applied Engineering View.aster IVideater. an a budgetl. 119
RlIwor., 164K to 1 .eg w/SO-coll ... 139
HEHORY EXPANSIONHicrotek 16K RAH card ................................... 79
Titan Technologies 12BK RAM card .••...............•.... 199
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- - SOFTWARE - 
WORD PROCESSINC-Wordstar 3.3 ..•.•.................................. 199
ScreenWriter II (40/70/BO cal display w/spellerl .... as
Bank Street Uri ter or Speller....................... 45
p 15: IIrhe J[e ..................................... 79
Pie Wri ter 2.2 ........................ '" ........... 99
Ha.eUord I Ha.eUard Speller ...................... 49/35
Sensible Speller IU (005 or PRODOS versionsl ........ 79
The Word Plus Isuper spelling checker for CP/KI ..... 95
SPREADSI£ETSMultiplan (state-of-the-art spreadsheetl ........•... 70
SuperCalc Sa Ipawerful spreadsheet for the J[el •... 135
INFORl1A TION IWlACEHENT
dBASE II (wI ZIP screen generatorl ••.•.........•••. 2B9
pIs: File, Report, or Graph ......................... 79
The Ceneral Hanager 2.0 ............................ 149
Thinktank (electronic thought organizerl ..••..••••.• 95
DB Haster 4+ llate5\ vermionl. ..................... 195
BUSINESS' ACCOlM'INCDollars &Sense (accounting w/graphicsl .....•.• 69 &'79
Peachtree Peachpa. IGL/AR/API ..••••.•.•. all three: 229
Back to BasicD Accounting (GL/AR/API Qach 59
BPI Accounting IGL/AR/AP/PAY/INUEHTOAYI .•.•..••••• 245
COHHUNICATIONS-Ascii Express Professional liar 005 a.31 ............ BO
Z-terl Professional Ifor CP/MI •••••••••••••••••••••• 90
Ca.puServe Starter Kit Ipassword &5 free hoursl •••• 2S
l.ANCUACES-

Microsoft TASC Applesoft ca.piler •...••........•••• 119
Fortran-SO. . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • . • . •• 125
Terrapin Logo ....................................... 65
DDDS &ENDSKensington Syste. Saver Fan Iw/surge protectorl .•••. 66
Kraft Jovstick I TG Joystick I Hayes Hach III. 35/35/39
KoalaPad Graphics Tablet (with graphics softwarel ••• as
Flight Shulator II ................ : •. : .............. 36
Print Shop.......................................... 36
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Filevision Igraphics database .'ste.I .•.......••... 119
Odesta Helix Idatabase for the serious userl .••..•• 249
Dollars & Sense laccountin9 w/graphicsl .•••.••••...• 95
Kicrosaft Ward Iwhat HilcWrlte should have beenl •..• 125
Chart Ipresentation business graphicsl .... as
File ..••.•..•••.••......•.....•...•..... 125
Basic (new versianl ....................... 99
Multiplan ................................ 125
HacEnhancer Ihas the parts Apple forgotl. 175
Lotus Jazz Iword proc, database, graphics, .arel Icalll
Assi.ilation Procels Hac He.ary ~isk ...•...•.•.•••.. 24
Io.ega Bernoulli Drive 15 KEG re.ovable cartridgel 1349
HacLion (progra••able database for Hacl •..•...•...• 239
l1ac:forth'level II.................................. 169
Hippo C••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 99
Kensington HacKode. (aOO baud!. ..................... 99
Surge Protector Ireplaces pawer cordi .... 39
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CALL FOR PRICES OF ITEMS NOT LISTED
------ Please Co.pare Our Prices -----
If 'au find a lower price, give us a chance ta belt it.
Feel Iree to call for answers to technical questions.
TO ORDER:

or

Call Jell Dillon at 13011 434-0405

Write or visit:

OPERANT SYSTEMS, 7676 New Halpshire Ave, Suite 312
Langle, Par', Kd 20793
l

Kd. sales add 51 tax. UPS shipping is available.
All itels'carry lull ,anu/&cturer's warran~ies.

n====cnnt'ttP'1"ntztrttnnzvzenr~==-~~"nna.......,nQ.a.:l:n:::.==
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Q&A
by Bruce F. Field
I have had a number of questions over the past months
about how to use Apple's Mousepaint program with printers
other than the Imagewriter. My solution which is not very
satisfactory is to save the graphic picture to disk, eXit
Mousepaint, load the picture back m using a BLOAD
command and use a screen dumjl command to to print it Bob
Gardner of E-Tech Services (P.O. Box 2061, Everett, WA
98203, phone (206) 337-2370) sent me a neat little program
that he sells for the incredible price of $7.95, that modifies
your coPY of Mousepaint to work with Epson printers. Sev
eral opuons are available, singl~~ size, double size, normal and
inverse print Once the new driver has been installed on your
Mousepaint disk you select 'Print Picture" from the Mouse
paint menu to pmt it to the printer. I had a friend look it
over and he re{lOrted that the program is easy to install, it
takes about 5 nunutes and is all menu driven. He used it with
a Grappler + interface and an Epson RX-80 and it worked fine.
He also tried it with an Pkaso interface and found it didn't
work. Bob is looking into this ,Problem.
Last month I haa a question about modifying a Master
Catalog program for use with an Imagewriter pmter rather
than an Epson printer; some of the control codes had to be
changed. Joan Dunham wrote to say she has already done all
the work and it is available on Washington APfie Pi disk
154. She said she did have a problem with contro characters
imbedded in program names sending her printer berserk, so
this version replaces them with a blank space. Thanks Joan.
Ray Merlin droppe4 me a note about problems he had with
a Hayes Micromodem II and a Grappler + interface card. "I
recently bought an enhanced /Ie and transferred my cards over
from my ][+. I then tried a new terminal program with it and
s~nt a week in various stages of frustruabon trying to get the
printer to work. Just before thmwing the whole tIlmg out the
window, I decided to try other interface cards on the selection
menu. 1..0 and behold, I discovered that the menu had two
Grappler selections, one "Gr~plern and one "Grappler +". I
made the proper selection, ana instant success. When scrol
ling down a menu that comes up from the bottom, the
Grappler appears first, and it is easy to stop and overlook the
fact that Grappler + is yet to appear. I'm not sayin~ that this
is' the ,Problem that others are having, but u's worth
mentiomng."

Q. I have a problem with THE Spreadsheet.

In a
monthly sales model, I want to input the monthly
sales figures ror various products, but also,
If under
automatically keep a year-ta-date total.
column 'A' I input new figures, and under column
'B' the YTD totals are kept, the rormulas +A+B
or even @SUM(...) do not work, since they recal
culate several times. What am I doing wrong?
A. As I understand your problem you are ttymg to sum
columns A and B and store the :result back in column B. As
you have said, this will not work because 1HE Spreadsheet
will continuously recalculate. Instead you will have to store
the results in column 'C'. Thus your column 'B' will be one
month old and column 'C will contain the latest results.
After adding the new figures, sa\'e column 'C to disk as a DIF
me (use the Save menu) and then before changing the data for
the next month load the.nIF me back into column 'B'. The
DIP file only transfeJ'S'values nol formulas so no recalculation
will take place.

Q. Also on THE Spreadsheet, if I want to copy a
cell under the condition that a certain cell is not
'0' I can use @IF«>O,....), which works with
values only, but not with labels. How can I copy
a word (or name) ir the condition applies, or am I

asking ror the impossible?
A. As you note, the IF command only works with values,
not labels. I don't know of anyway around this. Perhaps an
enterprising reader has a work-around solution.

Q. How do you get by the statue in Pixel's

Revenge?
A. I've had a lot of trouble with this one, so I asked Ron
Wartow, our authority on gaming, for a little help. His
response was "eat the swordfish then hold the bones over your
head and say the word "crackerjack". I haven't tried this but
when it comes to SWOrdfISh, Ron knows his onions.

Q. How about a brier tutorial on the relationship

between memory ca.pabilities and the Apple's cen
tral processing unit.
It's my understanding that
the 6S02l6SC02 processor is limited to 64K in
terms or random access memory that it can direct
11. address. Yet, Apple developed a system called
t bank
switching't that provided an extra 64K.
Why are 8-bit processors limited to 64K or direct
address-memory, and how does the bank switching
get around this limitation?
A. At the risk or being slightly incorrect technically (there are
always exceptions), let me see if I can explain how it works.
The I'rocessor in the Apple II (6502 or 65C02) has 16 pins
used for addressing memory and input/output devices. If you
consider that each pin may be "on or "off' (hi~h voltage or
low voltage) there are 65536 J?Ossible combinauons possible.
A "K" is defined as 1024 thmgs, so 65536 is 64K things.
The memory in the Apple is arranged so that is can be
accessed by bytes, thus we can choose one of 64K bytes of
memory using our 16 pins. Now visualize two boxes
connected together by 16'wires. The box on the left is the
6502 and the box on the right is memory. Suppose we did a
sneaky thing and replaced the box on the right with another
box containmg different memory. The processor could now
use this new memory but not the olel Remember I said
before that the 16 pins are used for addressin~ input/output
devices as well as memory. One of these deVICes" is a
switch. Reading or writing to a ,Particular memory address
causes the switch to change posiuon and the switch controls
which box (or "bank") of memory is connected to the
processor. So, although we have 128K of memory only 64K
can be used at anyone time. However it only fakes a few
microseconds to change the switch from one setting to
another.
You can see then that it is possible to have many banks of
memory around and switch in whichever one is needed The
problem is just a little more completed though. If you are
running a program that is in one bank and you switch to
another barik that doesn't contain a copy of the program, the
processor thinks the program just disappeared and will
probably go into never-never land. To prevent this the
(lesigners set up the controls to switch only pieces of the
memory at one time rather than the whole thmg. This is one
problem with plug-in memory cards for the Apple, except the
64K cards for the lie. The memory cards contam the circuitry
to do the bank switching and not all manufacturers do it the
same way. The circuitry for the lie 64K card is on the Apple
motherbOard so those cards are compatible with one another.
There is no inherent reason why 8-bit processors like the
6502 etc. can address only 64K except that when these
J)rocessors were designed the designers thought 64K was more
than enough memory for anybody. Newer 16-bit chips can
address up to 16 megabytes, and someone ten years from now
will probably wonder why they don't address more.
contd.
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Q. In Integer Basic

IOU

could put a Dne In a pro
IJ:8m which modifie a line in the same program
when it was run.
Along the lines of PRINT
"10110 M$=A$". Is there a way to do this in
ApJ)lesort?
A. One quick way to change a program on the fly would be to

I~ ,

~ llusicallpplE

do:

PRINT CHR$(4)"EXEC MODIFIER"
where the text file MODIFIER contains Applesoft ins~c
tions with line numbers. There are a couple· problems WIth
this method, after the new lines are EXECed into the program
Applesoft returns to the command mode. i.e. the program
stops running. One way around this is to make the last line
in the text me "RUN" or "RUN linenumber". The second
problem is that all your previously defined variables are set
back to zero.
If you only need a few lines changed and can enter them
from the keyboard, Comelis Bongers had an article in the
September 1982 issue of Call -A.P.PL.E. with code that
allows you to input executable Applesoft lines as string input
at run tune.

Q. I am writing a testing program for my students

using Applesort and need a way to protect it from
being listed. Is there a way to do this?
A. There are a couple levels of protection you can Evide
and since they would prevent most people from ever getting
at" the program they ought to hold back teenagers for at least
IS minutes. Memory location 214 is a parameter that can
make Applesoft treat all commands typed from the keyboard
as RUN commands: If you try to UST the program. it runs
instead. To use thIS make the program you want to protect
your HELLO (or greeting) program and put the statement
POKE 214,128 at the beginning. Whenever the disk is
booted the program will be run and then no A'pplesoft
commands can be executed. The problem with this IS that if
you boot the computer with anomer disk you can then load
and list the "protected" program if you ~ careful not to run it
flJ'St.
To add another level of protection you can move the disk
directory from its normal location on a OOS 3.3 diskette to
another track. This is a somewhat more complicated pro
cedure and reguires the use of a Diskd~l pl!>8JCU11 that can read
and write individual sectors to the'
one location inside
OOS, $ACOl, controls which track contains the directory on
the disk. You need to change this location from its normal
value of 17 ($11) to a different value say 16 ($10) and then
initialize a new diskette with the modified DOS. Now you
must modify track 16, sector 0 on this new diskette; the
second byte should be changed from $11 to a new value of
$10. You must also set the track bit map to indicate that
track 16 is used. Change bytes $78 and $79 of the same
sector from $FF to O. Now save the revised sector back to
disk. To copy a program to the new diskette set $AC01 back
to $11 (poKE 44033,17), load the progrartl from a standard
diskette, change $ACOI to $10 (poKE 414033,16) and save it
to the new diSkette. You will be able to boot this new disk
and load and run your programs, but you will not be able to
copy them individually to another disk unless you know
"TIlE SECRET". Combined with the location 214 technique
above this provides a moderate amount of J)rotection against
listing the programs but still allows the disk to be copied
using the standard Apple COpyA program.
~
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~y Raymond Hobbs

This month's Musical Apple column will be short and (7)
sweet--it consists of one announcement and one request.
First the announcement: For you music atrlCionados,
the November 23rd WAP meeting (see calendar of events) will
be an all-music program! We will be attempting an audio
visual presentation of some of the topics that have been
addressed in this column, and we will also demonstrate some
of the hardware and software used for music synthesis on both
the Apple and the Macintosh.
Now for the request: We can present a broader range
of products for both Apple and Macintosh if I can get a few
volunteers (a favorite WAP word) to help. with the presen
tation. Specifically, we have covered the Alpha Syntauri, the
Applied Engineering Music System and the Concertware
package for Macintosh. WE HA VE NOT covered the
Soundchaser or Alf synthesizers, or Musicworks for the Mac
intosh (and perhaps some others that I do not know about). If
you are interested in helping to' make a complete demon
stration, please contact me at (301) 490-7484 evenings,
preferably before the 10th of November.
~
Apple 11/ Demo Program contd. from pg 12
80 RESTORE:DEMO= 1
90 READ A$:IF A$="<<END»" TIIEN
ROUNDScROUNDS+ I:GOTO 80
95 IF ROUNDS>=S TIIEN SEEK=1
100 PRINT DEMO" . ";A$
110 IF SEEK... 1 TIIEN GOTO 300
120 IF SEEK...o TIIEN FOR TIMEcl TO 300:

NEXT TIME
130 PRINT
140 IF SEEKmO TIIEN FOR TIME",1 TO 300:

NEXT TIME
PRINT
DEMO=DEMO!l-l
GOT090
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT' •••• STANDBY: HERE'S
nIEPROMPT!
305 FOR X... l TO 1000:NEXT X
310 TEXT:NORMAL:HOME:END

150
160
170
300

The size of the window in this program is set at line 50.
The program will scroll five times (it counts <<END» five
times to do that) and then prints the message located at line
300. The message is held with a simple count-down subrou
tine at line 30S before returning you to Business Basic (I added
that part). You can set the speed of the scroll at lines 120 and
140. The original program set time co 1 to 460, which was a
little slow for this demonstration.
I think the best part of "fiddling" is that you can learn a
bit about how a· program is put together. That helps me
understand Business Basic a little better. And sometimes the
end result is something that is even useful!
If you don't want to spend time typing these in, both
programs are available in the'lIl SIG Disketeria.
\ID
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TELECOM ~31G NEWS
by Dave Harvey
"The Telecom SIG met after the WAP meeting on
September 28 and was conducted by George Kinal. There
were about 8 members present. One reason for the low
turnout was that the WAP main meeting was held at the
Masur Auditorium at Nlli.
The meeting started with one participant asking why his
modem is sometimes found to be half off. In this particular
application the modem was being used with a Bulletin Board
System. Power surges could cause this if the power goes off
for a few seconds and then comes back on. Another possible
reason might be that someone tried to call the system just
when the modem was changing from one mode to another.
George Kinal suggested that for a Bulletin Board System a
dumb modem should be used that has autoanswer and nothing
else. No dial out features, etc.
We then discussed the upcoming program for the WAP
main meeting in October.
The program will be on
Telecommunications and will involve a number of people.
The main theme of the program will be applications and how
people use the telecommunications capability of their Apples.
The meeting will be at Northwood High School and a tele
phone line may be installed in tJle auditorium so that external
communications would be possible during the program. We
intend to have both Apple /I and Macintosh computers

available during the presentation and applications will be
shown on both types. There will hopefully be three different
types of video projectors available to use during the presen
tation. Because the setup with the video will be so involved,
Mike Ungerman and others will be meeting the day before to
hookup all the computers and the video equipment. It
promises to be a very interesting program.
George next reminded everyone that elections for officers
for the Telecom SIG will be held at the next SIG meeting in
October. He urged everyone to volunteer to run for one of the
offices, and said that at this election there will be an additional
officer, Vice President, whose duties will be to take over the
ruMing of the meeting in case the President is absent. It is
important to have new people on the election slate so fresh
ideas for running the Telecom SIG can be realized.
We then discussed the need to atend the October 1 BBS
committee meeting, which will cover important issues about
policy and manner of running the BBS systems. Another
BBS related item discussed was that the library connected with
Telecommunications should be built up to include informa
tion on how to set up Macros for use with ASCII Express
Professional. This is a much needed help file that is asked for
again and again.
@

THE SUNOL HARD DISK STORY:
WAP BBS - The Adventure Continues

by Nancy Harvey, Observer
Several weeks passed betwetm the arrival of the SUNOL
disk at WAP and its use for the Bulletin Board System. Did
you wonder why it took so long? The answer in a word is
"DOCUMENTATION" ... it's lack and inaccuracy. The
good news is that once the disk and its multiplexer work, they
work very well. Before they work, however, there are a few
things you will need to know that the documentation won't
tell you.
1. Don't judge a book by its cover. The SUNOL
manual's cover says it is for DOS 3.3. Too modest. Inside
pages admit instructions for ProDOS are included.
2. Don't tum Apple on before disk drive is completely
settled. This means the whirring noise of the disk has SLOPped
and the status lights on the drive register 00. If Apple is
turned on too soon status errors and timeouts occur.
3. Don't believe everything you read. Passwords must be
assigned to each partition you establish. SUNOL is only
kidding when they tell you they are optional. If a password is
not assigned in response to the password prompt, the menu
driven installation procedure stop!>.
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4. Not everything you need to know is in the manual.
When the password is entered for the first time during disk
installation, the SUNOL will respond with a cheery "unable
to load ProDOS". The correct answer to is to press RESET.
Once RESET is pressed the ] prompt appears. Entering a
PR#6 fonowed by a carriage return will result in the booting
of ProDOS.
5. Do believe WAP members are an invaluable resource 
Mike Hartman, for example, whose earlier experiences with
SUNOL disk installation helped unlock the mystery for the
BBS committee.
Editorial comment by the author: There are many theories
to explain why documentation continues to be such a prob
lem. The explanation is simple. Documentation is written
by the same people who write adventure games. The objec
tive of the user (player) is to guess the clues, solve the puz
zles, outwit the designer, and win through to success despite
misdirection, omissions and outright error. Just a ton of fun 
but the graphics could be better.
@
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3'12 INCH DISKETTES & STORAGE

MODEMS

• SSIDD. BOX OF 10 ,,',"'" 24.00
• 10 DISK STORAGE BOX""" 2.50
• 36 DISK STORAGE BOX , , , , " 9.00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5'14 INCH DISKETTES & STORAGE
• SSiDD. BOX OF 10 ".,.,',' $9.00
• SSIDD. PAK OF 25 , , , , , , , " $21.50
• S5,DD. CASE OF 100 " " " $83.00
• SS'DD. CARTON OF 500 , " $395.00
• 2·NOTCHiDSIDD. BOX OF 10, $11.00
• 2·NOTCHiDSiDD. PAK OF 25, $26.50
• 2·NOTCHOSDD. CASE OF 100, $103.00
.10 DISKETTE CASES ,,$2.50 EACH
5 for $11.00
(SP£CIN COLOR CHCICI!S, IIfJCII!, BUCK. BUll!, QIlI!EN.
CRl!Y.Rm. YEUOW,COMI'AC'TCASeS,CU!AR,IIMOKE,AQUA)

.70 DISK CASE, .. , , , , , , . "
• 140·DISKETTE LOCKING
WOOD FILE CABINET , , , , "

$11.00
$29.00

PANASONIC Pl090 ,,"'"
PANASONIC Pl091 " " , ' ,
CITIZEN MSP·l0. 160 CPS,
PANASONIC Pl092 " , , , "
CITIZEN MSP·15. WIDE, , "
CITIZEN MSP·20. 200 CPS ,
SILVER REED SOO. LQ ,.,'
TOSHIBA PI340 OOTtlEITER,

$109.00
$159.00
$145.00
$229.00
5309.00
$319.00
5449.00

GRAPHICS DEVICES
• POWER PAD &
STARTER KIT" '. , , , , , , "

$129.00

VIDEO & DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
• DIGITIZER, , , . , , , . , , , , , " 5299.00
• B & W CAMERA, , , , , , , , " 5195.00
• COMPUTEREYES " " ' , . ' 5109.00

CHIPS
• 64K. SET OF B " " , ' , , , , , ,. $6.40
• 256K. SET OF B , , , , , .
$24.00 •

PRINTERS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SLOT EXPANSION

ZOOM TELEPHONICS 300
lie MODEM & SOFTWARE
CENTAURI 300" , , , .. , . , ,
US ROBOTICS 1200 " " "
PENRIL1200 " " ' , . , " "
PROMETHEUS 1200A . , , . ,
US ROBOTICS 2400 " " "

$189.00
$249.00
$279.00
$359.00
$379.00
$349.00
$269.00
$565.00

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
• 2500 SHEETS OF PAPER,
$31.00
• STANDARD PARALLEL
INTERFACE " " , , ' , ' , " " $49.00
• GRAPHICS PARALLEL
INTERFACE CARD, , , , , , , " $75.00
• FINGERPRINT PUSH·BUTTON
GRAPHICS CARD ,,',"" $109.00
• MICROFAZER BUFFER , , " $149.00
• PRINTER STAND, ' , , , ' , , " $14.00
• SWITCH BOX 3 PARALLEl,
OR 3 SERIAL PORTS "'," $79.00
• UNIVERSAL SWITCH BOX
$99.00

GENERAL ITEMS
• SURGE PROTECTOR "'"
• SURGE PROTECTOR.
3 OUTLET .. , . , . , .. , , , "
• 6·0UTLET POWER STRIP ,.
• 6·0UTLET WITH
SURGE PROTECT , , , , . ' , "
• RF MODULATOR,.,
• CABLE GENDER
CHANGER.

$7.00'
511.00
519.00
$25.00
$49.00
$~OO

COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
• LASER 3000. BO COl.. 1 DR., $475.00

GAME I/O DEVICES
• CH PADDLE STICKS . , , , , , , $37.00
• CH MACH II JOYSTICK , , , , . 537.00
545.00
• CH MACH III JOYSTICK
525.00
• 10 PORT EXPANDER
.9·16 OR 16·9 ADAPTER , ... , $9.00

.16 RAM CARD, , , , , , , , ' . " 549.00
• EXTENDED BO COl. & 64K " $89.00
.-CENTAURI APS Z·BO CARD , 559.00
SUPER SERIAL INT. CARD" $89.00
TITAN ACCELERATOR lie " $259.00
WILDCARD II COpy CD '" $109.00
MULTIPLE·SLOT CHASSIS. $149.00
SINGLE·SLOT EXTENDER " $29.00
QUICK·LOADER PROM BD, $149.00
PROM BURNER, ' , , , " , " $119.00
RAMWORKS 64K , " " " , ' $139.00
RAMWORKS 12BK , , , . ' , " $154.00
RAMWORKS 320K . , , , , ' " $174.00
RAMWORKS 512K . '. , , , " $209.00'
RAMWORKS 1 MEG " " ' , $388.00'
RGB OPTION/RAMWORKS. 5109.00
BO·COLUMN CARD ... ,.,. 5119.00
TIMEMASTER CLOCK , . ' " 5109.00
$159.00
• AD & DA BOARD, ' , , , , ,
• 1·0·32 BOARD, ' , . , , , , , , ,
$75.00
• MUSIC SYNTHESIZER " , ' $138.00
.Z·BO PLUS FOR II. lie " ' , ' $119.00

SPECIAL PERIPHERALS
• COOLING FAN WITH
SURGE PROTECT, , ' , . , , " $39.00
• LIFETIME POWER
SUPPLY ............... , $179.00
• SHIFT KEY MOD KIT ' , , , , , " $8.00
• SCREEN SWITCHER
$74.00
DRIVE STEPPER , " " "

APPLE SOFTWARE
• GRAPHWORKS .... , ..... , .
• PLUSWORKS , ....... " .. ,.

• "WRITE CHOICE"
WORD PROCESSOR
• PRINT SHOP .. , .... " .. ,
• SIDEWAYS ....... ".,' ..
• COpy II + ••••....•. , ..••
• ESSENTIAL DATA
DUPLICATOR .. , ....... , .
• DISK DRIVE ANALYZER

DISK DRIVES

12·INCH GREEN/AMBER, , ., 589.00
$149.00
AVT AMERICA. 25 Mhz "
XTRON COLOR ,"',','" $149.00'
PANASONIC 1300 COMPOSITE
& RGB . , .. , , , , , , , , , , ' , " $239.00

* DENOTES NEW PRICE OR ITEM

UPS SHIPPING:
$4.00 per ordQr plus

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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$59.00
$29.00

ER

MONITORS

LONG DISTANCE; CALL TOLL·FREE FROM
ANY TONE-GENERATING PHONE: DIAL
9SG-l0S8; (IF YOU RECEIVE A RECORDING.
DIAL SOG-446-4462 INSTEAD); WAIT FOR
TONE; DIAL 363·1313.

539.00
$39.00
$48.00
529.00

• SECOND DISK DR FOR lie . 5119.00
• HOTLINK TO
PARALLEL PRINTER , , , , , " $55.00'
• GRAPPLER C , . , , , , . .. .,. $95.00
• lie SERIAL PRINTER OR MODEM
OR DISK DRIVE CABLE "
520.00
.9·16 GAME 10 ADAPTER ... , $9.00
$129.00
• CPM FOR lie: Z·BO BD , . .
• 256K MEMORY WITH Z·BO . $349.00
$384.00'
• 512K MEMORY WITH Z·BO
• SYSTEM CLOCK ,.".,
$69.00

• FOURTH DIMENSION ",.. 5149.00'
• DISTAR , .. , .. , , .
5119.00
• TEAM·MATE 10MB
HARD DISK ...... '
$695.00 •

•
•
•
•

$59.00
519.00

8231 WOODMONT AVENUE. BETHESDA. MARYLAND 20814
STORE HOURS: Monday through Thursday: 12 noon until 8 p.m.
Friday: 12 Noon until 6 p.m.lSaturday: 11 a.m. untilS p.m.
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56.00 per printer
or monitor.
CALL FOR OUR
FREE
CATALOGUE!
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HELP

by Joe Chelena
MAIN MENU COMMANDS

set defaults for the following:

<B> BUll.ETIN BOARD ACCESS: This command
allows you to enter the message base of the BBS. [please
refer to BBS commands for a full description of your options
once there.]
<C> COMMENTS TO THE SYSTEM OPERATOR:
This command allows you to send a message to the System
Operator that is displayed to the SYSOP only. and which
resides in a special file - not on the message base board.
<L> SYSTEM LIBRARY: This command will access
the system Library. [Refer to Library commands for an
explanation of Library commands]
<M> MEMBER UST: This command will display all
the names and cities of users on the system. Due to the file
structure used. the names are NOT in alphabetical order. If
you use this command, and follow it with the name of a
particular user you are trying 10 find, to see if he uses the
board, only that name will be searched for. In using a specific
search. however. you must enter the name of the person you
are looking for EXACfLY as he typed it in when he logged
on. Looking for Tom Jones will come up with no entry. if
Tom Jones logged on as Thomas Jones.
<0> OFF - QUIT THE SYSTEM: As elsewhere, 0
will allow you to exit the BBS and log off.
<P> PASSWORD INFORMATIONIREQUEST: This
command may be activated in the future.
Passwords are now assigned in one of two ways.
1) If you do not have a password from the old WAP
Bulletin Board, you must call the office and request one.
2) If you have a password from the old bulletin board, and
have not applied for a new number. call via modem 986-4715
for instructions on how to obtain a password and number.
Please Note:
WAP requires that you use your
legitimate names (no aliases) and real phone numbers for
logging on. or may require additional information, than that
requested in the password generator. If this is the case, make
sure you supply the requisite information to the Sysop in
order that he has all the information needed to validate you.
Note #2: If you have requested a password, and have
been assigned a LOGON ID, but it does not work when you
next log on, it means that your LOGON ID has been removed
by the sysop for failing to abide by the rules of the system, or
for failing to provide him with the information he requested
from you.
Note #3: The UBBS system marks messages. To and
From, under the name supplied when you first applied for a
password. You are allowed to use a nickname if you are
known by it. Example: Joe for Joseph, or Bobbie for
Ro~
.
<T> TIME DISPLAY: '(his is a time toggle - and
operates only on those systems on which a supported clock
card has been installed. It will display the date and time, the
time you have spent on the system, and the amount of time
remaining for the current call.
<U> USER PROFILE: This command allows you to

A)
C)
L)
N)
P)

Alter your password
UpperJLower Case Toggle
Linefeeds you need
Nulls you may need
Prompt character of your choice
V) Video width (number of COIWMS)
S) Screen clear character(s)
X) Expert User mode
Y) Display Your Status on the system
Alter password allows you to change your 5 character
password at any time. but not your record number.
Prompt character is 'used to set the character (of your
choice)...when you fllSt log on. there is no prompting
character.
Expert User mode does away with the line of command
prompts.
Display Your Status allows you to see what access you
have, how long you can be on the system, number of calls
permitted per day. etc.
All the other commands are self-explanatory. and all selec
tions are fully explained and prompted.
<!> SEARCH FOR MESSAGES TO YOU: By means
of this command, you can quickly be informed of what
messages have been left marked for you on which board.
<.> PAGE TIlE SYSOP: As elsewhere, this command
alerts the System Operator that you wish to "cbat." The
"chat" flag is valid through your entire call, and you should
use it only once during any call.
BULLETIN BOARD COMMANDS

The following commands are available when you are on
one of the message bases (boards).
When you enter the message base with the <B> command,
the boards that are available will be displayed. Subboards
which have messages posted since the last time you called
will be preceded by a "." to alert you that new messages have
been posted.
You also have 4 global options:
<0> Logoff - This will log you off the system
immediately
<R> Read All - This will allow you to read all the
new messages of the Subboard
<5> SearCh - Will search all the subboards for mes
sages to you
<Q> Quit - Return's you to the main menu.
As soon as you log on to a specific message base. you
will also be told the beginning and ending number of the
entire message base. and the number of the last message you
read, e.g.
Messages 55 to 157 are available
You last read Message #145
If you have used the "Rtf command for Read All you will
. be asked at the end of each subboards message base if you
want to add a message. The replies are:
cootd.
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eY> Yes
<N>No
eX> The "X' cancels the Read All command
and returns you to the prompL
DDS Commands..",
eA> ALTERlEDIT OLD MESSAGE: By use of this
command a user may read back into memory any message that
HE has written and edit it. After entering new header
information, or using a carriage return to keep the old header,
you will see "Edit Message:" If you wish to change the body
of your message, reply "yes", and your old message will be
loaded into memory, and you will be taken to the Editor, from
which all the editing commands are available for you to make
changes. If you change your mind, and decide not to change
the message, type "no" and the message alteration will be
aborted.
eE> EN1ER A MESSAGE: By means of this com
mand, you may enter a message. [After entering your
message, and saving it, you will be prompted for password
protection for your message. If you enter a carriage return at
this prompt, the message will be public, readable by
everyone. If you enter a S character (or less) password only
the person to whom the message is addressed or anyone who
knows the password will be able to read it. This can be useful
for leaving messages to a number of people who you have
given the predetermind password to...You would also title
your message not to a certain person, but to a predetermined
group name such as the "Dr. Who Cub" or whatever you
decide upon.
If you wish the message to be private, and readable
ONLY by the person you address it to, you enter the letters
PRIV, and your message will be unreadable by anyone except
the recipienL]
...The only exception to this rule is that the Sysop, and
any user with Sysop privilege will be able to read All..
messages on the message base... This is standard practice on
BBS's. Sysops have FUll. access. If you Jlave something to
say that is truly private, a BBS is not the place to say iL
[After you enter your message, you will be placed in the
Editor mode for saving the message, or making any changes.
See Editor commands for details.]
eF> FIND MESSAGE BY KEYWORD: By means of
this command, you can search for a message by Title
(Subject), the sender's name (From) or the recipients name
(To). If no match is found, you are returned to the BBS
prompL
<L> LIBRARY FOR (BOARD NAME): Each board on
UBBS systems has its own Ubrary, which can be accessed
with this command. [Refer to Ubrary Commands help file
for full details.]
<M> MARK MESSAGES FOR YOU: By means of
this command, you can mark for later retrieval with the
<R>ead and <M>arked commands, all messages to you. This
command will remark all messages, even those you have
previously read and unmarked.
cO> OFF - QUIT 1HE SYSTEM: PermilS you to log
off the system.
eQ> QUIT TO MAIN MENU: Permits you to return to
the Main Menu.
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<R> READ A MESSAGE: This command allows you
in a manner which you specify:
Subcommands are:
<F> Forward Continuous Read: This command per
mits you to read messages forward (from oldest message to
most recent message). By typing in a message number, you
can initiate the reading at that message number. By pressing
"carriage return" in place of a number, you will begin from
the very earliest message on the system.
Another way to accomplish this is to simply respond with
a message number followed by a ",It at the Read prompL This
will cause messages #XX to the end to be displayed.
Example -- FORWARD PROMPT then "87,"
<M> Read Marked Messages: This command allows
you to read only those messages that are to you, or those
which you have marked for later retrieval.
<N> Read New Messages: This command allows you to
read all the new messages entered on the system since you last
logged on.
<R> Reverse Continuous Read: This command func
tions exactly as the Forward command, but in reverse order.
Or, you may use the same shortcut, but by using a "-" instead
of a "," to indicate reverse retrieval
After you use the Read command, you will be displayed a
message, followed by the "More..." prompt. At this prompt,
you have the following options:
<A> Read Message Again - Allows you to reread message
<D> Backup to Previous Message - Redisplays the prev
ious message
<C> Continuous Message Retrieval - Takes you to con
tinuous read mode without the "More..." prompt
<E> Examine Replies to This Message - Allows you to
read any replies left to the message that you have just read,
then returns you to the next message in sequence.
<N> Next Message - Permits you to go to next message.
<I»> Read Previous Message in Thread - Allows you to
read the message to which the message you have just been
displayed is in response to (Note: Thread is only maintained
if the same subject header is used).
<Q> Quit to BBS - returns you to Main BBS prompt
<R> Reply to this Message - allows you to reply to this
message. Note...you will be prompted for a header (Subject).
If you enter a carriage return, the same header will be used,
preceded by a R/rnsg# (the number of the message to which
you are replying to.) This preserves the message "thread.
Entering a new subject, breaks the thread's continuity.
eT> Top of Thread - Allows you to go to the beginning
of the message base and read in sequence, all messages within
that thread (all the messages and their replies with the same
subject header) in order to read the conversation from
beginning to end
And now, back to the rest of the BBS prompts...
eS> SCAN' MESSAGE BASE: This command will
display, from oldest to newest, the headers of all the
messages. You may mark messages that you wish to read
during the scan by pressing eM> on the message header
following the one you wish to read For example, to read
message 8S, you would press "M" while header 86 were
displayed. Successful marking will be displayed, and you can
then retrieve the marked messages by means of the Read and
contd.
to read messages
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Marked Messages command
<T> TITI..E SCAN - QUICKSCAN: This command
works identically as does the Scan Message Base command,
except that it displays only the Subject Headers.
NOTE: IN BOnI TIlE SCAN MESSAGE BASE AND
TIlE TI11..E SCAN COMMANDS, YOU MAY SPECIFY A
BEGINNING NUMBER FROM WHICH TO SCAN, AND
USING TIlE "," OR "-" SIGNS APPENDED AFI'ER TIlE
NUMBER.
<.> PAGE TIlE SYSOP - Allows the user to page the
System Operator.
<!> SEARCH FOR MESSAGES FOR YOU - If you
have messages marked for you, you will see:
1 message (or whatever number) found for you
Retrieve (YIN)
<This message will also appear when you flISt sign on to
a subboard.> If you answer Yes, you will be shown the
messages waiting for you. •• NOTE. If you reply yes the
lowest numbered message waiting will become the starting
point for the last message read file. For example -- The mes
sage base has messages #3 through #127 in it, and you last
read #91. Message #107 is waiting for you. If you use the
"Yes" your last message read me starts at #107 NOT #91.••
THE EDITOR COMMANDS
After you have entered your message you may enter a
<RE11JRN> on a blank line to get to the Editor prompt,
from which you can make corrections, or save the me to disk.
Or you may enter ANY of the editor commands directly in
the text of your message by simply preceding the command
letter with a period <.> on a blank line. To save a message,
for example, you can exit your message, and type "S" at the
Editor prompL..or you can fmish typing in your message, hit
return to take you to a blank line, and enter".S" followed by a
carriage return. All the editor commands function both in
Editor Mode and in Dot Command Mode. Listed below are
the Editor commands:
<A> ADD TO FILE (#): This command allows the user
to add additional material to an existing message which has
not yet been <S>aved. If you enter this command without
adding a line number behind it, you will be adding new
material to the end of your existing message. By following
the command with a line number, you will be adding the new
portion of your message at the specified line. WARNING:
TIllS IS NOT TIlE SAME AS TIlE INSERT COMMAND.
WHEN YOU ADD TO A FILE FROM A LINE WHICH
ALREADY HAS TEXT ON IT, YOU WILL BE OVER
WRITING TIlE EXISTING TEA'T WITH nIE NEW TEXT.
<C> CLEAR FILE IN MEMORY: This conuhand al
lows you to completely delete a message that you have
entered, and start allover again.
<D> DELETE A LINE (#): This command allows you
to delete a selected line from your message: You must follow
the command by the line number of the line you wish to
delete.
<E> EDIT A LINE (#): This command allows you to
Edit, or completely RETYPE a line in the message. You
must follow the <E> command by the line number of the text
you wish to retype.
<F> FIND: This command is used to search the me you
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have entered for occurrences of a string of characters. The
lines in which the string is found will be displayed.
Caution: make your strings unique. If you enter the string
"low" the editor will display not only the word "low" but also
words in which the letters "low" are to be found, such as
"follow." This command also will not permit you to change
the line in any way - it merely fmds a particular string.
<G> GLOBAL SEARCH AND REPLACE: This com
mand is used to search a file you have entered for occurrences
of a string of characters which you wish to replace by another
string of characters. You will be prompted for the string you
wish to find (such as a mistyped word), then for the string
with which you want to replace it Again, the same caution
applies as in Find. If you enter the word "low" for your
search string, to be replaced by "now", not only will every
occurrence of the word "low" be replaced by "now", but so
will occurrences of those· letters WITHIN a word, and "follow"
would be turned into "folnow". To avoid this, make the
search string unique, by typing in the word preceding and the
word following the word you actually wish to change.
<I> INSERT LINES INTO FILE (#): This command
allows you to enter lines of text from a specified point The
<I> command must be followed by the number of the line at
which you wish to begin inserting. If you have a message
with S lines, for example, and you wish to insert some
material after line 3, you would enter the <I> command
followed by the number 4 (to indicate that the line you are
about 10 insert is to become line 4), and you type in two lines
of material, your inserted text become line 4 and S, and your
old text following the insertion become lines 6 and 7.
<L> LIST TIlE FILE (#): This command permits you
to list out the me for review. By entering a line number
following the command, you are telling the editor that you
wish to list the me starting at that line number.
<N> (LINE) NUMBERING MODE ON/OFF: We have
talked at length about specifying line numbers, although no
line numbers appear in the normal course of entering or
onloff toggle which
editing text. The <N> command is
can be used to assign a line number to each line of text.
<Q> QUIT - CLEAR FILE AND EXIT: This command
allows an unconditional abort from the message being entered:
The file will NOT be saved, and you will be returned to the
Main Prompt
<R> READ BACK FROM TEMPORARY FILE: This
command, in conjunction with the <T> command (described
below) provides a means of temporarily storing (saving) a file
to allow you to go back to a message base or library file for
further information, then return to the temporarily saved file
to continue workd on it
To use, simply use the <T> command to save your mes
sage to a temporary me. When you are ready to continue with
your message, retrieve it for further work by means of the
<R>command
<S> SAVE Fn.E AND EXIT EDITOR: This is the
command to save your file to disk.
<T> WRITE Fn.E TO TEMPORARY FILE: By means
of this command, you can save your message to a temporary
me to be recalled later (in the same call) to be completed by
means of the db command
<x> EXCHANGE (): This command is the same as
contel.
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the <0> command, but it only works on one line in the fIle,
rather than globally through the entire file. You must specify
the line number in which you wish to make a change.
SOME ADDmONAL EDITING HINTS ...
Whenever you are editing a line, globally searching and
replacing, or making any changes, the line which contains the
original string is displayed, then the corrected line is
displayed. If this does not occur, the change has not been
made DESPITE the message you receive that it was done.
The problem may be that you typed in all lower case, and the
original text was upper case.. 1EXT MUST BE ENIERED
EXACIT..Y AS LISTED.
Ctrl-X erases the entire line on which the cursor is 00.
Ctrl-O creates an underscore" "character.
Ctrl-K creates a left bracket 1" character.
Ctrl-B creates a backslash character.
Ctrl-I is the Tab function.
(These latter commands are for the convenience of those
users on whose keyboards these characters are not available.)
WORD WRAP AND REFORMATTING FEA
TURES
UBBS works like a word processor. Unlike other BBS
systems, you do not need to enter a carriage return when you
get to the end of your line. You simply continue typing, and,
like a word processor, the line of text will "wrap around" to
the next line if there is not enough room on the line on whi&
you are entering the text. The ONLY time you will want to
enter a carriage return is when you wish to end a paragraph.
If you wish to format an announcement, you can do so by
entering your message ending each line of text with a carriage
return, as shown in the example below: [carriage return}
These help fIles were written [carriage return]
by
[carriage return]
Sue Goodin
[carriage return]
And reworked by Joe Chelena [carriage return]
To skip a line between paragraphs enter a carriage return,
then hit the space bar then a second carriage return.
.
IMPORTANT NOTE: BE AWARE mAT WHEN
YOU USE CARRIAGE RETURNS AT THE END OF
YOUR LINES, YOU ARE ABORTING THE REFORMAT
TING PEATURES (DISCUSSED BELOW). PLEASE USE
CARRIAGE RETURNS ONLY FOR SPECIAL FORMAT
TING...AND ONLY WHEN NECESSARY SO TIlAT
OTIlER READERS CAN BENEFIT FROM READING
TEXT IN THE COLUMN WIDTII THAT THEIR COM
PUTER USES.
REFORMATTING....UBBS has a second feature that
was designed into the system with the thought in mind that
many users who call may have other than the standard 40 or
80 column formats. If their computer displays 22 columns,
or 64 columns, for example, messages usually end up looking
sloppy and messy. To overcome this, UBBS automatically
reformats every message to the column width of the user
currently on the system...
Messages entered in one column format automatically
reformat to the column width of the next user calling. nds is
why you are asked at logon what your column width is...and

why, after you are validated, you may wish to use the "U"ser
ProfIle function on the main menu, to make sure that you are
set at the correct column width.
UPPER/LOWER CASE: This system will allow you
to view messages in upper or lowe case, depending on your
capability. If you have lower case, and see all the messages in
UPPER case, go to the "U" function on the Main Menu and
make the necessary corrections.
LmRARY FILES:
<L> LIST AVAILABLE FILES: By means of this
command you can list all the flies currently on the Library.
<R> READ A FILE: This command allows you to read
a specific fIle (you must fonow the"R" command with the
number of the fIle you wish to read).
<*> PAGE THE SYS1EM OPERATOR: This com
mand sends a ben tone to the System Operator's computer to
let him know that you have requested a page. Your page is
effective until you end your call.
<0> OFF, QUIT THE SYSTEM: Allows you to log
off the system.
<Q> QUIT TO MENU: This command quits you from
the Library, and returns you to the Main Menu.
tt

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
by Hunter Alexander
Is the Internal Revenue Service going after people who use
electronic mail and home computers to earn money, and who
fail to report such earnings to the government? At a meeting
of a Tandy computer users club near Washington on Septem
ber 17, several people said that they have encountered
computer bulletin boards which were set up by the IRS to
entrap or identify delinquent taxpayers. These BBS's didn't
seem normal. A New York Times article of September 19
discussed the IRS's targeting of self-employed persons and the
use of IRS computers.
tt

IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY
ANNOUNCEMENT
The IEEE Computer Society's 3rd Annual Symposium on
"Improving the Productivity of the Professional Through
Personal Computing" will be held on Tuesday, December 10,
at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Phy*s Laboratory.
The Keynote Address will be given by Daniel Bricklin, Co
Developer of VisiCalc. The program will include hands-on
presentations covering Expert Systems, networks, PC to
mainframe communications, interactive graphics, and manage
ment tools. The workshop will be preceded on December 9
by two tutorials: Local Network Technology, by Dr.
William Stallings; and Advanced Spreadsheets and
Databases, by Dr. Margaret R. Eggers. For more detailed
information and registration, call Carol Daly, 953-5000, ext
7364 (from DC area), 792-5000, ext. 7364 (from Baltimore).
@
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THE MAC BOARD IS ... DEADI

WhereGoestheBBSNow?

by Leon H. Raesly
1lIE KING IS DEAD! LONG LIVE 1lIE KING!! This
English sentiment accurately reflects my feelings in tenns of
Tom Warrick's ABBS program. Tom's program has served the
Pi and its' members well over Ihe last four years. The
improvements which Tom made in the ABBS kept it from
being a static program.
Tom appointed a BBS Improvement Committee last fall,
chaired by Dave Harvey. They made Iheir report to the Board
of Directors early this summer, and the Board accepted their
recomendations and budgeted the money to implement them.
In July, when Tom became President, he resigned as the Pi's
Bulletin Board Operator (BBO) and SYSOP for the Main &
Mac Boards. He appointed me BBO, and asked me to
implement the Board's decisions. This I have attempted to do,
with the able help of many volunteers. To get an idea of the
strength of the group now working to implement & improve
the Bulletin Board System (BBS), just glance at the number
and names of the people who are listed for the various func
tions on the BBS List elsewhere in this issue!
The long-range goal, which I hope will be attained by
Spring, is to have multi-user telephone lines, on automatic
rollovers for each telephone line. These will be connected with
the new UBBS program, which we have just acquired, with
site licenses for all 6 lines. This program will then have 24
Boards, connected to a common data-base. So that when you
call the first number, you will always get the same data-base
of messages, regardless of which line you are physically con
ne<;:ted to.
The new program currently has room for 8 Boards per line,
with 32 Library tiles of information for each Board, PLUS 32
Library tiles for each SYSTEM. As a short-term solution, we
are operating 3 separate SYSTEMS. SYSTEM 1 (986-8085)
has 8 current Boards that you can access (PLUS their Library
tiles. These are: Hardware (Non-MAC) Board; Software (Non
MAC) Board; Misc. & General (Non-Mac) Board; CP/M
Board; dBASE II Board; Apple 11/ Board; Lafayette Park (The
Philosophical & Discussive BOllrd); and a UBBS Comments
& Suggestions Board.
Let's look for the moment at the old MAC Board. With
ABBS it had 255 possible mesSllges. Each message could be
80 characters long, and a maximum of 5 lines. Thus, each
message could be up to 400 characters, for a maximum
character data-base of 100,OOO! However, on the new
SYSTEM 2 (986-8086) their are 3 separate MAC Boards
(MAC Hardware; MAC Software; and MAC Misc & Gossip)
each Board has the capability of 127 messages up to 880
characters long, and the messages data-base total is 335.280
messages, or 111.760 characters per Board! A better than
three-fold increase! Thus, like the Phoenix. Ihe MAC Board
is dead, in flames, but has arisen to a three times
improvement! Plus, a total of 96 Library tiles connected to
the three Boards!!
Since the "demise" of the old MAC Board, is also the
"demise" of the primary use of Tom's ABBS, I thought it
would be appropriate if the LAST message posted on the old
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Board, be listed here. I have shown it in exactly the same
format it was on the screen!

MSG 118 fROM WAP()35 to [YOU] DATE.. 10/05
SUBJECT: fROM BOB GRUBB
PHONE 77447W (OLNEy). ID UKE TO SEE
ABOUT nns PROJECT.. AT 1lIE MOMENT
TIME IS A PROPLEM AS I AM EAR DEPP IN WOR
K PROJECTS. HOWEVER, ID STILL LIKE
TO KNOW MORE. OH NO THAT PHONE SHUD B 77
4-7W6. FEEL FREE TO CAll. ME LEE.
MAYBE U CAN FIGURE OUT THESE BBS
WORDS. I CAN'T SEEM TO USE MY ASSIGNED
NUMBER ON ErmER SYSTEM. THANKS.
RESPONDIWHO SENT7INEXT MESSAGE (RIW/CR)
There it is, immortaIized in print! The last message of the
MAC Board, and Tom's ABBS! The symbolism of the
message has led several of THE Crew to accuse me of
planting it, but it is real!
Getting back to SYSTEM 2, it has 5 more Boards on it
besides the 3 new MAC Boards. They are: Telecomunications
& TeleCOM SIG Board; a Games & GAMESIG Board; A
BASIC Programming Board; an AppleWorks Board; and (for
the convienence of those using only this SYSTEM) a UBBS
Comments & Suggestions Board.
The Classifed SYSTEM is in full operation. with a series
of For Sale, etc. Boards, as well as a special Board for all the
Directors. Officers. & Volunteers (DOVsl) to use exclusively
to communicate with each other concerning Pi matters. So if
you want access to this Board, get yourself a Modem and
VOLUNTEER I Call Tom today, or anyone else that you see
on the Masthead, and say that you would like to help!
The Journal SYSTEM will be updated to UBBS soon, and
will gradually become a very positive force. We are planning
a whole series of Indexes which you can either read, or
Download for insertion in your own data base (so you can
sort, etc. anyway you like). Currently. there is a complete
index to Bruce Field's Q & A. suitable for downloading into
your data basel We plan to add a compete index of the Pi
issues (all downloadable) and then (maybel) move on to other
user grouPS. and possibly even the full range of Apple related
.,
Micro magazmes.
About the middle of November. the BBS for the Manas
saslGreat Falls Slice should be up with John A. Gersic as
SYSTEM SYSOP. This will reach to quite an area that
currently must call with a long distance charge. as well as
serve the growing Slice! There is the possibilty of a
Baltimore Slice. with a related BBS in the fulUre. We have
been requested to help them form such a grouP. and it is being
looked at and considered now.
In terms of what has been implemented so far, let me fill
you in on that I would like to introduce you to THE Crew!
Dave Harvey has put the Sunol hard-disk into operation,
contd.
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and modified it for our special ~.
Rich Mlodoch has written several utilities that we need to
enable us to custom fit UBBS to the Pi. These include the
ability to move passwords from one SYSTEM to another, and
to update the Boards for each SYSTEM (i.e. The Classified
SYSTEM has only 6 Boards, versus SYSTEM 1 & 2 with 8
Boards each). Further, he has written some modifICations to
the program that allow us to lock-out all non-password
holders from the SYSTEM, as well as set each SYSTEM so
that you cannot apply for a password except on the Password
SYSTEM (986-4715). Incidentally, if you have never had a
password before, call the Pi office to obtain one. If you have
had a password before, call 986-471 S and apply for a new one
there. Be sure to follow instructions, and also COMPLETE
nmSURVEY!
Mike Ungennan has almost fmished developing a modifi
cation to the SYSOp Function module that will allow the
various Board SYSOPs to upload Ubrary files, then convert
them to the UBBS fonnat remotely! He has also been testing
and developing the means for the SYSTEM SYSOPs to be
able to run BASIC remotely to permit system maintenance,
without having to go by the Pi office!
Joe Chelena has been securing and training new Board
SYSOPs for the various Boards on the different SYSTEMs.
Barry Fox (our UBBS Guru) has been hard at work
teaching us the innards of the program, and maintaining con
tact with the author. At times, a difficult job, as the author
has been diffICult to reach!
If this is TIlE Crew, I guess that makes me Skipper.
That would be legitimate, since I have a Coast Guard Cap
tain's License. Besides, like most Skippers, I don't seem to
be doing much!
Some of the features of this new SYSTEM (besides the
expanded Boards) are: The message Editor has a parsing feature
(word-wrap) like a Word Processor (WP) You can also
Globally search & Replace like a WP, so you do not have to
retype whole lines, just Globally execute the changes you
wish. It can delete lines, insert lines, etc. Messages can be 80
columns wide, and upper & lower case. Further, you can write
your messages offline, and then call and ttansmit your mes
sages with text Uploads! It will Search all Boards within a
System for a message to you, or scan all Boards (with a Find
command) for Key words in a title, then mark them for
rebival by you. A very powerfull SYSTEM!
We have a number of enhancements that we will
sloooowly add in the future. These will include using macro's
with ASCll Express (AE) easier; the ability to have in a User
Profile file those boards you wish to read (or skip), and other
items. One of the major ones (that we are already set for) is
to expand the maximum number of passwords from 999 to

9999!
So as you can see, a lot has been going on for your BBS
these last few months, and more is being implemented all the
time. I will try to keep you posted in the future. Thanks for
listening.
~

~

~

~

COMPUTER DEN Ltd.
SHOP EARLY FOR YOUR HOLIDAY NEEDS
307. or more off on all software for
all APPLE computers, including Mac
C.Itoh Color L 180 CPS •••••• $530.00
Panasonic 10~1 ••••••••••••• $245.00
Epson FX-85F/T ••••••••••••• $360.00
FX-185F/T •••••••••••• $495.00
JX-80 ••••••••••••••••• $489.00
LQ-1500 w/par. interface ••• $950.00
Ribbons ••• call for discount prices
Paper 20#, 2500 sheets •••••• 22.50
20#,microperf ••••••••• 26.00
Rainbow Packs •••••••• call
Grappler + ••••••••••••••••••• 80.00
Buffered Grappler+ •••••••••• 156.75
Serial Grappler+<Imagewriter) 83.50
Grappler C •••••••••••••••.••• 83.50
Hotl1nk •••••••••••••••••••••• 51.75
Print it! Interface ••••••••• 175.00
JVC FORTIS 12" amb.r monitor. 80.00
XTRON Comcolor 14" Composite monitor
calor switch.ble to green • 130.00
TAXAN COLOR MONITOR ••••••••• 260.00
ShuffleBuffer (64K) ••••••••• 270.00
ShuffleBuffer (128K) •••••••• 340.00
Printer Stand: short--25. long--30.
Disk holder for 3-1/2" ••••••• 10.00
Disk holder for 5-1/4" ••••••• 10.00
Alphabits Card •••••••••••.••• 75.00
SuperSprite Graphics Pkg •••• 290.00
Koala Pad Touch Tablet ••••••• 80.00
K9ala Pad A~apter.for II •••••• 6.00
'"hcro-Sci D1Sk Dr1ve, A2 •••• 165.00
Mac Enhancer (Microsoft) •••• 186.75
Verbatim diskettes
SSIDD --17.00/10
--160.00/100
DS/DD --22.00110
--210.00/100
3-1/2" -16.00/:5
-- 30.00110
Buy :5 bOMes of :5-1/4" disks and
receive a DataCaBe ••••••• FREE
Head Cleaning Kits •••••••••••• 1.20
FingerPrint lMX Series) •••••• 45.00
(FX Series) •••••• 52.50
Record Master (Complete Data Base
System) ••••••••.•••••••• 40.00
Sp.cial an Scholastic Ed. Sariesl
Story Tree, Agent USA, Mystery
Sentences, Tales of DIscovery,
& Math Man •••••••••••••••• 28.00
COPY II PLUS for II, lIe, IIc 28.00
COPY II MAC •••••••••••••••••• 28.00
DAVID-DOS II ••••••••••••••••• 32.00
DOLLARS. SENSE for MAC ••••• 105.00
MacModula-2,Language Syetam • 100.00
This ad is written a month in
advance. Since prices are subject
to change, please call for current
pricing. We attempt to meet all
advertised prices.
COMPUTER DEN Ltd.
11716 KEMP MILL ROAD
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20902
301-049-6868
Call to order
Sunday - Thursday, 10 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Free·delivery to crystal City
UPS shimp ng
Quantity Discoun~s Available
amm=_=cm~~==c=mD==m=~=mm=a===a====c=
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LAP COMPUTERS AS APPLE ACCESSORIES
(The First In a Series)

by George Kina)
Introduction

This is the flISt in what I plan as a series of articles in the
WAP Journal on using portable "lap computers" such as the
Radio Shack Model 100, NEe 8201, and Olivetti MI0, in
conjunction with larger, less portable computers, especially
the Apple /I series. "In conjunction with" actually means "by
connecting to". This series will build upon the lap computer
tutorial summary which ran in the October 1985 Journal.
This is not going to be a series on how to use the lap
computer communications capabilities by themselves. For
example, I don't plan to elaborate on how to use your machine
to connect with the ABBS, CompuServe, or a mainframe
computer. This is, after all, a Journal originally oriented
towards the Apple computers. On the other hand, while the
emphasis may be on the Apple /I series, the same concepts
and principles apply to the Apple III, the Mac, and indeed
other nameless (but common) microcomputers. I hope that
our Mac-oriented readers who have an interest in these kinds of
applications don't breeze right by the "Apple /I section" in
which these articles presumably will be running!
Applications of Laptop s-> Apple ConnectioD
I'll begin this series with a listing of the various
applications which can be used on your portable, battery
powered remote" Apple extension". (No doubt there are many
more: I welcome inputs frOID WAP members on their
experiences.)
There can be little doubt that the most widespread use for
laptops is text entry. The story goes that, on the press
airplane that accompanies Air Force One, -virtually every
journ!llist uses one. In many cases, the text prepared on such
away-from-home sojourns is transmitted to the office by
means of the built-in modem that most of the laptops have.
In other cases, it is converted to hard copy using the printer
port and an available printer. I won't have much to say about
these modes of text transfer, since the manuals explain both
pretty well. Assume that you have an Apple either at home or
in the office, and you wish to transfer some text from the
laptop to the Apple for further processing or printing. Or
perhaps you want to transfer a plain text file (maybe a speech,
or a list of clients, or....1) from the Apple to the laptop. I
will be reviewing the several approaches for doing this.
Another very similar, but not quite identical, application
is to use the laptop as a convenient, accessible program entry
and development device. This can take two forms. With
some attention to language differences, you can enter BASIC
programs on the laptop, and later transfer them to the Apple
for execution. The laptops actually have MUCH superior
editing features to those on the Apple /I (is there anyone out
there who REALLY knows how to use the Apple "ESCAPE
_diamond" editing "feature" 1), and a keyboard which is cer
tainly better than the one on the Apple ][1][+. For languages
such as PASCAL, or even assembly. where the source code is
essentially text, it is possible to enter the code at your
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convenience on the laptop, and later transfer it to the Apple. I
have actually prepared Turbo PASCAL procedures in exactly
this way, merging them later into the overall program. You
can't, of course, compile (or assemble) the source code on the
laptop (unless Borland comes out with Turbo Pascal for 32K
laptops....). but you can enter the code.
Transfer of programs in BASIC is useful in BOTH
directions. The MicroSoft BASIC provided with the laptops is
similar in syntax to Applesoft, but has a number of
commands that don't exist in the latter. So, it is often
possible to transfer programs from the Apple /I to the laptop,
and have them run with no editing. A program written for the
laptop may not run on the Apple, however, because of the
additional commands (most annoyingly, the PRINT USING
x.xx). One interesting and important fact, though, is that
laptop BASIC is virtually identical to MicroSoft MBASIC
(running on an Apple /I under CP/M), IBM PC BASIC and
BASICA, and (I believe) MicroSoft BASIC on the Mac. I'll
have more to say in this series about why an Apple /I
outfitted for CP/M is inherently more compatible with the
laptops than a native machine. Returning for a second to the
question of Applesoft to laptop compatibility, I have found
that some of the early WAP Disketeria applications programs,
such as the Math utilities and educational text (not graphics)
games will transfer and run with little or no change. Thus,
WAP members have a ready source of simple utility programs
to calculate compound interest, do linear regression, and so
on. One important point to remember, and which I will be
reviewing, is that all program transfers between different
computers MUST be done with 1EXT versions of the
programs.
Yet another "similar but different" application is to
employ the laptop's memory as a means of portable data (file)
transfer. For example, suppose your Mac or /lc does not have
a modem, but the non-Apple computer in the office does. Or,
even if all the machines have modems, perhaps the right
software is not available (for example, none of the machines
can be set up for unattended auto-answer). You can load data
flIes into the laptop using its RS-232C port, then at a later
time transfer these flIes to the "target" machine by modem to
modem connection. The laptop in this mode serves as a non
volatile storage medium and as an interface conversion device
as well.
Another twist on the same theme: your Apple can serve as
a bulk storage device for the laptop. There is a commercial
program for doing this, enabling the laptop to use the Apple's
disk drive. But even with ordinary communications software
(or, in some cases, just the operating system's built-in com
mands and utilities), it is possible to store laptop files on the
Apple's disks. You might find this technique more con
venient than a cassette tape recorder.
I mentioned the superiority of the laptop's keyboard to that
at least of the Apple ][/][+. It is possible to connect y()qr
conld. on pg 25
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FRONTIER'S EDGE: Networks at College

by Ken Knight

My name is Ken Knight and I am a freshman at the
College of Wooster in Wooster, Ohio. We have just opened
up the Douglass Experimental Network (DEN) and to the best
of my knowledge it is the first of its kind. Let me explain.
Most colleges now have at least one mini-computer on cam
pus and several terminals networked into it. Here at Wooster
we have a VAX 11nSO (we will have a second VAX by
January or so.). A Sytek-engineered broad band network
connects the VAX to terminals and microcomputers through
out the campus. However, connecting to WoosterNet is
expensive--about $1000 per station.
In comes DEN. DEN connects every room in a residence
hall, using an APPLETALK network. DEN is designed to
run with the Mac or mM PC. When the appropriate bridge
becomes available (expected by the spring of next year); DEN
will be able to connect directly into WoosterNet. As you may
have noticed, it is "experimental." All this means is that if it
works well in the first residence hall (Douglass), the remain
ing residence halls will be wired in.
The network will have access to a 20 meg hard drive, for
storage purposes, and to a LaserWriter printer for high quality
printing (for a sample of what the LaserWriter can do look at
your WAP Journal). In effect, we have a super BBS with all
that it implies. Students will be able to use any of the soft
ware that is on the hard drive, save data to the hard drive, leave
messages for other users, and when the bridge is installed
connect to the VAX 1117 SO and gain all the power of that
machine.
Students and faculty will also be able to check-out com
mercial software from the college's main library for brief
periods of time. There is also a public domain library that
will be placed on the hard drive so that users of the network
can gain access to it at any given time. As it stands, the
majority of software in the library is for the Macintosh.
Eventually the library will contain software for varying types
of computers.
The hoped for result is that students and faculty will be
able to share information more freely. This is especially
important to a library arts school like the College of Wooster.
Hopefully the people that use the network will be able to
gather and absorb more information than they could if they did
not have access to such a network. This brings up the one
potential flaw of the system.
The network here at the College of Wooster campus is
designed for the Apple Macintosh and mM PC (and compati
bles); however, most students do not have either of these two
machines and are unwilling to pay for one. Case in point:
there are two or three Mac owner's here at Douglass.
However, there are two Apple II series owners (I am one) and
two Commodore owners on my own floor. For us the net
work is closed. This has the effect of severely limiting the
potential power of the network. Unfortunately, until a system
is developed for a braod base of computers, that problem will
remain. Right now, however, the best one could probably do
is try to find an adapter that would enable one to connect into
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the network and at least read messages, upload/download text
flies, and hook into the VAX. That person could not use
most of the software that is on the hard drive since it is not
for hislher machine, but the true power of the network lies in
its ability to allow for a free interchange of information, and
you do not need a word processor to facilitate that
The other limiting factor is that although there are many
computer databases out in the real world, they all cost a great
deal (even at discounts given to students) and the information
that is stored, in general, contains just brief abstracto; (very
much like a super catalog) on many varying fields of study.
You cannot go very deeply into anyone given topic. Until
these databases become more general in their use and come
down in price, computer information retrieval will be rather
costly. As time passes this should happen, and when it does
and the student or faculty member can gain easy access, the
idea that is DEN will come into its own.
If you would like more information or want to make any
comments or suggestions, I can be reached at the following
address:
Ken Knight
Box C-2018, College of Wooster
Wooster, Ohio 44691.
M hone number is 216 263-2000 ext 2649.
Lap Computers contd. from pg 24
laptop to the Apple in an on-line manner as an external
keyboard, for use in word processing and other applications.
Why. spend half the price of the laptop to buy an external
keyboard for your Apple II, if the laptop can do the same job?
The laptops have an input socket for a bar code reader. It
could be convenient in some applications to use the bar code
reader and laptop to collect the data (inventory, sales), but to
later manipulate the data on a larger computer with data base
capability.
The lap computers can also be used as a telecommunica
tions accessory. The built~in clock, modem (some models),
auto-dial and auto-logon capabilities might be something you
don't have on your Apple. So, write a program for the laptop
to download the stock quotations from Dow Jones at 3 AM,
and transfer the data to your spreadsheet on the Apple the
following day.
Stay Tuned!
I hope the abOve has aroused your interest. If you have a
laptop, you may discover some new and better ways to do
what you've already been doing, or may find new symbiotic
uses for the combination of laptop and Apple. If you don't
have one, you should be aware of the fact that the prices for
the first generation laptops are falling rapidly, to levels which
make them genuinely attractive as Apple computer acces
sories. It is my intention to make this series of articles as
timely and informative as possible. Some of the above
applications I have used extensively, while others are in the
"exploratory development" stage. Readers' comments are
welcome, and will be folded into the future articles for
everyone's benefit
®
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MODEM LIGHTNING PROTECTION
by George Kinal
I was reminded once again by a recent experience of the
importance of protecting moderns and computers connected to
them. I was engaged in a telephone conversation with a fel
low WAP member; we were preparing our Apples for an ex
change of files via modem. I heard a "crackle" on the line, fol
lowed a second or so later by the sound of thunder (at his
location, not mine). When we tried, five minutes later, to
hook our modems together, we found that his modem as well
as his interface card had failed. It is my conjecture that even if
his computer had not been on, and even if we had not been
engaged in the telephone conversation at the time, the same
surge on the telephone line would have caused the same
damage. Let me explain why I believe this. The explanation
will serve as an introduction to lightning protection devices
for modems.
Two very different kinds of surges can occur on both
power lines and telephone lines. (Ciarcia's article mentions
these - see the References). Most everyone seems to
understand the transverse surge. Tha~s when, instead of 115
volts on the line (between the two conductors), some larger
value appears. Large motors on the power system can cause
such surges. Lightning also can indirectly cause such surges,
when the power company's equipment switches its equipment
in reaction to a lightning strike.
Transverse peaks can also occur between the two
conductors on the telephone line, but they are relatively rare,
and not likely to be caused by lightning except in unusual
installations. More often, a longitudinal or "common mode"
voltage appears on the line. This is when the voltage
potential on both wires is the same (there is no potential
difference >across> the line). The potential from each wire
TO GROUND, however, can easily be thousands of volts.
Longitudinal surges on power lines of this magnitude are rare,
because your A.C. power line actually has one of the two
conductors grounded at the entry box to the premises. The
telephone network is JlQ1 grounded.
So, what separates a useful lightning protector from one
that is (almost) useless? A ,:round wire. If you use a
protector without a ground, or don't have a protector, that
longitudinal voltage will try to "fmd" a ground to jump to.
Your computer, unless it's battery operated (or not plugged
in), has a handy ground for the surge to arc over to.
Incidentally, the C&P Telephone Company in particular has
invented a unique concept whereby they can avoid installing a
lightning protector on your phone line, in many cases, by
claiming that surrounding buildings, tall trees, etc. create a
"cone of protection." And even if you do have a protection
block installed on your phone line by the telephone company,
it is very likely to be the "carbon block" type, which is not
adequate for protection of modem solid state electronics.
What follows is my own survey of commercially available
lightning protectors. This is a "paper" survey only; I have
not tested or even inspected these devices, and cannot give you
any assurance as to their quality (but then, by now you're aU
familiar with disclaimers about the suitability of a software
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product for any purpose whatsoever, so why not the same
disclaimer for hardware ?).
1. TRANSVERSE SURGE PROTECTORS
(No ground wire !)
The Zapper, $12.95, Spaceport Products, Box 227,
Cape Canaveral, Fla. 32920.
Teleguard Data Line Surge Suppressor C4593,
$19, GLOBAL Computer Supplies, 45 So. Service Rd.,
Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
(Protectors without ground NOT RECOMMENDED)
2. GROUNDED PROTECTORS
(N01E: These prqt~tors either use the ground wire of
your A.C. power outlet, or have a lug for a separate ground
wire, which you could connect to the power outlet ground or a
separate ground).
Telemax, $58, Panamax, 150 Mitchell, San Rafael, CA
94903
Telebyte Lightning Sponge Model 22, $89,
GLASGAL. 207 Washington St, Northvale, NJ. 07647
Industool Telespike Box, $59.95, 325 W. Huron,
Chicago, IT..
MCG DLP-4, $68, 160 Brook Ave., Deer Park, N.Y.
MT-2W Surge Suppressor, $45, Datalink Ready,
Box 2169, Melbourne FL 32902.
Discussion: Judging purely from the descriptive literature
and the photographs, I believe that the Telebyte Lightning
Sponge is the best of the lot. The manufacturer specifically
mentions the need for more than one "stage" or level of pro
tection. The other products all appear to be simpler in design
and of less rugged construction, but no doubt are still a lot
better than the phone company's carbon block or "cone of pro
tection." (Could an organization elsewhere than in Washing
ton come out with such Doublespeak malarkey....?) Nothing,
of course, beats the idea of only connecting your modem to
the line when you actually need to communicate, but then
that's not a practical suggestion if you run a BBS or want
remote access.
P.S. - Some of you may be wondering what I use for
protection. Well, after the 1982 incident (see reference), I
installed a commercial telephone company type "gas tube"
protection block. Unfortunately, these are not generally
available on a retail basis, and I'm not convinced that a gas
tube alone is adequate, either. I unplug my modem when not
in use, during peak thunderstorm season.
LIGHTNING PROTECTION REFERENCES
(Note: Some of these articles refer to power line
protection, not telephone. The principles are, however, simi
lar).
"MACGUARD Review", B. Urban, WAP July 1985
"Wednesday's Child is Full of Woe", L. Raesly, WAP
Nov. 84
"Keep Power Line Pollution out of your Computer,"
Ciarcia, BYTE, p. 36, Dec. 1983
"Is Your Communicating Apple Lightning-Protected?", G.
Kinal, WAP November 1982
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PRESS A KEY CONTEST
by Gary Hayman
How often have we written programs which displayed text
on the screen and then down at the botom we sai<J.
"PRESS A
oJ
KEY", in order to move to the next screen. We can do better
than thatl
Announcing the fIrSt PRESS A KEY CONTEST. Let's
see how ingenious we can be with our "PRESS A KEY"
displays. A special prize will be given to the best three
submittals - I will donate the prizes (it won't be much but it
will be interesting). Maybe WAP will add to it
Judging will be accomplished by a special committee of
volunteers. It is hoped that the routines will be published on
a future WAP Disketeria Disk.
Here are some general rules, conventions, guidelines and
suggestions:
1. . Programs must be submitted on a 5-1/4 inch floppy
disk written in Applesoft The disk must be in DOS 3.3
format.
2. The program is to start at line 1000 and is to be a
subroutine, i.e. a "RETURN" must exit the routine. The fIrSt
line (1000) should be a REM statement giving the Name or
tbe Routine and Your Name and WAP Membersbip
Number. The second line should clear the screen (HOME),
display your routine name and your name on the screen
(possibly centered).
3. The "PRESS A KEY' display should be exhibited in
the bottom portion of the screen - rows 22, 23 or 24 - or all
of them, while your program name and your own name
remains on the screen.
4. If your routine affects SPEED, INVERSE, FLASH,
does some POKEs, or in general alters normal function, you
must reset your changes before you exit from the routine.
Please, no DATA statements, as many of the routines will be
placed in a program together and this might complicate
things.
5. If there is a DIM statement. olease use a flag to skip it

Just in case your subroutine is accessed a second time. For
example,
1020 IF Dl = 1 THEN GOTO 1040
1030 DIM 01$(100): Dl c 1
1040 <Program continues>
6. If you are creating many strings with the same name,
please use Z=FRE(O) to collect garbage before you exit with a
RElURN.

Here is how to submit your programs:
1. Drop them off or mail them to the WAP office marked
the attention of Gary Hayman - PRESS A KEY
CONTEST.
2. Or mail them directly to me ae
Gary Hayman
7315 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 6OS-W
Bethesda, MD 20814
3. Or send them to me via modem. Give me a call at 345
3230 to see if we can work this out
to

SPECIAL INCENTIVE: Your submitted disk will be
returned to you containing some special programs of interest
that you have never seen, provided you INCLUDE A SELF
ADDRESSED STAMPED mailer with your disk. Otherwise
you can retrieve your disk at the WAP office or at a WAP
meeting at a future announced time.
If you have any quesions, call me at 345-3230. Let's get
behind this and have some fun. Who will be the most
creative?
e
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APPLE REACTS
This is a memo that was distributed within Apple follow
ing the Apple Users Group Conference (See Tom Warrick's
report on the conference in the O::tober, 1985 WAr Journal.)
To:
Dan Hillman
From: Rob Moore x6383IFem Bachman x6230
Subject: User Group Reps - Apple /I comments
Date: September 10, 1985
During an interesting lunch with representatives from a
variety of Apple user groups from around the country we
gathered a number of comments. We asked the question
"What should the next Apple /I family computer be like?"
The response was as follows:

!J!ll:
The 65C816 was mentioned as the CPU to use and there
seemed to be general agreement. At least there weren't any
dissenting comments or other suggestions.
Disk Drjyes:
They want the 3 1/2" drives and would like to be able to
read and write MacIntosh text flies. Disk caching in RAM was
mentioned and the Hard disk on a card for the IBM was men
tioned by several people. It sounds like a compact hard disk
would be a winner if priced reasonably.
Memory:
Many of them had heard rumors about an Apple RAM
expansion card and the comments seemed to be favorable.
We asked what the minimum mt:mory size for a new system
should be and got suggestions that ranged from 128K to 1 M
Byte. There were a number of comments that the memory
should be expandable to "unimaginable" levels. Certainly
there should be Lite capability for lots of memory.

.YUWl:
There were comments that we should put out "true"
NTSC. They seemed to like the NTSC color monitors that
they'd seen and showed little interest in RGB (probably due to
our current RGB limitations.) Several people felt that the
mM Enhanced Graphics Adaptor capabilities were becoming a
standard and that we should provide that level of graphics 
which would of course require RGB output. There was little
or no comment about using TV sets as monitors. Several
people mentioned video expansion capabilities so graphics
and video cards could be added.
ILQ:
They defmitely want slots .md built in 110. RS232c
ports, Real-Time Oock/Calendar, parallel ports, MODEM's,
and AppleTaik were mentioned by various people. A CD
ROM interface was also mentioned and one person sug- gested
an SCSI interface although it wasn't clear if he wanted this on
a card or built-in. There was total agreement that the 110
must be expandable.
Keyboard:

They like built-in keypads and several people agreed that
they like the feel of the switches in the Apple 11/ keyboard (I
believe that these were the same switches used initially in the
Apple lie.) There was agreement that programmable keys
would be useful and built-in type-ahead was also mentioned
Several people mentioned prefelTing a detached keyboard 
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there was no disagreement on this.
ApplesQU:

They would like Applesoft to be able to use a larger mem
ory area as significant programs are still written in BASIC,
and also an enhanced Applesoft with more features.
Operating Systems:

There were a number of comments about various OS
features. They would like the OS to provide print-spooling
from RAM and from disk, disk-caching, and a ROM-based
Finder-like user interface. OS in ROM was mentioned as a
desirable feature, although I suspect that this is partially in
response to disk capacity limitations. A few people men
tioned providing a built-in programming language although
there didn't seem to be any consensus on which one to
provide. Multi-processing was also mentioned by one person
as a desirable feature. Another feature mentioned would be the
ability to get a screen dump to the printer or to a disk flIe
with a keystroke instead of having to load a screen dump
program.
Compatjbjllty'

There seemed to be general agreement that downward

compatibility to the Apple /lc - Enhanced Apple /Ie level
would be appropriate. There was some discussion about the
large number of people who currently have Apple ]['s and
Apple ][+'s. The consensus seemed to be that it would be
great if we could find some way to upgrade them because
they're being left behind as our machines improve. Personally,
I can't see any way to do this without completely replacing
their entire machine.
Regarding software compatibility, they don't like pre-boot
programs. Additional memory and features should be handled
transparently.

frke.:
No one asked for a lower price. They felt that new
machine should be at about the current retail prices but should
include more features, memory etc.
Packagjng:

One person mentioned portability but this did not seem to

be a serious concern. There was also a comment that a
smaller desk "footprint" would be nice.
Conclusions:
This meeting was certainly worth the time spent. The
comments were intelligent and useful. The user groups are
the backbone of our user community, supplying answers to
questions and technical support that is often not available
from dealers. As a whole, they are intensely loyal to Apple
and Apple computers. We can learn a lot from them and we
should do more of this sort of thing. Copies of this memo
are being sent to the various participants at this discussion and
many of them have indicated an interest in polling their
respective groups so that they can provide a more detailed
response by mail.
If there are any further responses please address them to:
Rob Moore
Apple Computer, Inc MS-22Q
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertinto, CA 95014
0
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IN MY OPINION
by Brother Tom Sawyer, esc
]] COMPUTER LITERACY - FORGET IT! [[
When I meet someone for the fust time and they ask me
what I do, my answer is, "I teach." My fear is that they are
going to ask the next question, "What do you teach?" since
my reply, "I teach computer programming", often brings me
face to face with the great computer myths. Those myths are
represented by remarks such as; "Computers are the future.",
"Everything nowadays is computers.", and "My kid fools
around with them all the time. I can't understand half the
things she says about them." These statements reveal some
common misconceptions about computers. Computer literacy
programs, if they must exist, should focus on these misunder
standings rather than on the machines that give rise to them.

1 "Computers are the ruture" (Where have you
been ror the last rorty years?) [
People my age (over forty and proud of it) grew up with
computers that were out to take over the world. Those block
long monsters were attended by men in white coats who talked
science and who were agog at the great brain's blinking lights
and metallic voice. There were other men in white coats
taking care of the insane but no one ever made the connection.
A woman (just one) was also part of the early computer room
scene. Whether or not she wore a white coat, there was no
doubt that she was in a man's world.
Adults who have carried a lot of this baggage with them
into the present should ask some simple questions about the
"great machine." For example, if computers are so smart how
come it has taken them so long to catch on? Television, the
"boob tube" t caught on much faster. Most children can turn
on the TV by the time they're eighteen months old and by age
two can select their favorite channel. The video recorder takes
a bit longer to master but certainly by age seven anyone of us
can handle those and a host of other gadgets which have at
least fifty knobs and/or buttons. Some home video and sound
systems are awesome but very few people are awed by them.
So why are computers such a big deal? It's the baggage. It's
the men in white coats telling us that computers are science,
not appliance. Even though the advertisements teU us that
every family should have one, the white coats remind us that
you'd have to be insane to let one of those monsters into your
home. I believe that if you have a problem with computers
the fust step is not to take a co~ to learn about them.
Rather, you should take some time to unlearn what you think
about them.
The lone woman in the computer monster movies is a
good example of a myth that has to be "unlearned." Most
programmers are male and understandably they write programs
that appeal to them, at least in the entertainment category.
When females don't appear interested in such things we
initiate studies, hold workshops and write articles on
"computer phobia." The computer gender gap myth is based
on the belief that everyone, at least those under the age of
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twelve, must know how to program a computer. The gap and
the "phobia" would disappear if computers were programmed
to do what was of interest to people, male and female. If it's
true that females don't take to "shoot 'em up" games then
there's hope for the world. A phobia for violence seems
healthy to me. It's sad to take such an attitude as a sign of
illiteracy. I think that computers should be handled like
television; something for everybody - let the audience decide
what it wants to watch.
Another myth to be unlearned is that you have to know
science and math to run a computer. Ads for many computer
products help propagate this myth (l28K, MS-DOS, UNIX)
and some computer literacy courses compound the problem by
trying to cram the alphabet soup of computer terminology
down children's throats. Admittedly, computers are very tech
nical inside, but so are stereos. If you can shake the founda
tions of your house with your thousand watt amplifier
without knowing (or caring) anything about graphic equalizers
then there seems little need to know about bits and bytes,
chips and DIP's, VLSIC's and ULSIC's or any of the other
gizmos inside the computer. We educators are introducing
courses in computer jargon while computer companies are
making machines like the Macintosh. AU you have to know
about a machine like that is where to put it
] "Everything is
necessary?) [

computers"

(Are

we

really

The next myth about computers is that they can do
anything and everything. If you don't learn about them you
will be irrelevant Anyone who does learn about computers
knows with absolute certainty that the machines can't do
anything by themselves. Even if you are successful at getting
them to do something, it is obvious that no one could ever
get them to do anything close to everything. In order to write
this article on my computer I had to put in a disk, turn on the
power and push a RETURN or two just for starters. The
machine is not enjoying my wit or protesting when I type
that it's a MORON. It is just doing what some human
programmed it to do. Forgive me. You already know that
Next to "PC" the most current computer word is "software."
It's a friendly word. It's "pillows and teddy bears, baby
bottoms and flowing hair (softhair?)." To me it says,
"computers are nothing. People are everything." The experts
never tire of reminding us that computer errors ("I paid that
bill!") are really human errors. Logically (said the computer),
computer accomplishments are really human ones. Human
beings conceived, built and continue to improve on com
puters. We can use these magnificent morons to make life
better for ourselves. If computers could "want" to do
everything, rd let them. That would leave me free to go to
the beach. No computer in its right memory would go there
because the sand and water would ruin it
What schools are doing, often at the insistence of parents,
is reinforcing the myth that "computers are everything." A
contd.
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school's excellence is now measured by the number of
computers it has. Universal computer literacy is our goal and
millions of dollars have been spent to install equipment, train
teachers and impress the neighbors. When people visit our
computer center the most frequently asked question is, "How
many computers do you have?" I would rather they ask what
we are doing with them. I believe that every student should
have access to a computer and that teachers should have the
opportunity to use them for their paper work and for
classroom instruction. It is not necessary to put any of them
through the "you've got to learn computers" wringer. It is up
to the software developers, not the schools, to make the
usefuless of the machines obvious. What schools gn do is
dispell the notion that computers are everything and stop
inducing panic in teachers, students and parents. Computers,
like television, will be everywhere and will be used by most
people when the hardware and software manufacturers develop
products which deserve universal acceptance.
A corollary to the "everything" myth is that the machines
will become the penultimate teaching tool. Computers can do
a lot for teaching and can help learning but we have to wait a
decade or two until they can reach what I would consider the
teaching stage. My dream is to have my brain waves recorded
and stored in a computer and then played back to students - a
brain to brain transfer. That would obviate the language
barrier, eliminate the volumes I have to speak to convey a
simple idea and allow me to collect my royality check at a
cabin in the mountains. For the present we have to be satis
fied with "simple simon" drills and the beginnings of
simulation software and hope that our students can benefit
from it and develop their own dreams of what might be.

1" Children are naturally good with
ers."[
](You've never taught programming.)[

comput

The misconception that aU young people are good at
computers causes more problems for me than I care to have.
Those of you who teach programming are now thinking,
"Truer words were never spoken." When an otherwise good
student gets a D' or an 'F in programming I spend time
wondering why. I also spend time with that student and his
parents trying to identify that certain "something" that is
missing. For want of a better word, I call it the "Knack."
Either you have it, or you don't When parents want their
child to take a computer course it's diffIcult to explain to them
that such courses aren't for everyone. "No, your child isn't
stupid. It's just that he dosen't seem to have what I think it
takes to succeed in the course." When a student tells me that
he "programmed" a game when aU he really did is tum on the
machine and play Galactic Mayhem, I know that not aU
young people are good at computers. Even students who do
well in programming have to be prodded past Dungeons and
Bludgeons. Otherwise they revert to playing a minor role in
the computer's game which, with very few exceptions, the
computer always wins. From my experience I conclude that
only a few youngsters are "naturals" in computing. Most
prefer play to the discipline and mind numbing work that
writing programs requires. I don't blame them and sometimes
envy them. I am addicted. They are not. Who's to say which
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of us is better off.
Those who have read this far probably believe that I am
against computer literacy. You are partially correct Many of
us educators have found computers to be fascinating beasts
that challenge us and keep our minds alive and well. It is
natural to want our students to experience the same fascination
and sense of accomplishment I'm sure that those who find
pleasure in classical music feel the same way about their
experience. The reality is that no subject is for everybody.
Almost everyone listens to music but only a few people make
music. That's not a fault It's a fact Why then insist that
everyone "learn" computers?

] "What is computer literacy?" (Seen any good
TV lately?) [
Computer literacy should aim at showing people how to
USE the machine. Introduce them to some of its possibilities
and to the power it can give them, but let them learn what
they will learn. Those who have the "Knack" will show
themselves. What is most important for young and old is the
attitudes they have toward the Machine. Adults need to
examine themselves, look for the myths, and see the computer
for what it is and what it could be. The young need help in
examining values they hold relative to computers. Software
piracy and breaking in to a system are two topics that can pro
vide long and interesting exchanges of ideas.
Discussions about the benefits and liabilities of television
viewing have been going on for a long time and show no sign
of dying off. In this respect, computers will be no different
Both are machines which have unmeasured effects on our
lives. Both are signs of human ingenuity. Both offer possi
bilities for human development. Neither is the answer to all
our problems. Television had to prove itself. Computers
should have to do the same.
~

PI SIG NEWS
by Raymond Hobbs
PI SIG's last two meetings were somewhat clipped, first
by a conflict in scheduling between the SIG and the Macin
tosh tutorial classes, then' ,by illness. Hopefully, we are past
our scheduling difficulties' for this year, and can get on with
our business.
PI SIG has been addressing the topic of software develop
SIment in a broad sense (philosophy, finance, marketing,
documentation and coding), and will be moving on to specific
applications for software development on the Apple ][,
Macintosh and other personal computers (keeping in mind that
for commercial purpose, the big bucks are still aligned with
Big Gray (or Big Red, or something). We will be tackling the
thorny issue of copy protection in our November 18 meeting,
and anyone interested in this topic is invited to attend.
PI SIG meets on the third Monday of every month. at the
WAP office on Woodmont Avenue at 8:00 PM.
~
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AUGUST 24th MEETING REPORT
by Adrien Youell & Ronald Wartow
AdrjeD Reports:
TEA, GAMES, JOKES, ABUSE AND A
CARD. Sounds like an average fraternity party, OK?
Wrong! This was the fIrst time Bruce Field chaired the
meeting as Vice President After asking for Apple Tea
volunteers but before introducing Ron Wartow with his party
games, jokes and abuse, Bruce 'suffered' an immense
exhilaration of pride being the officer to thank David
Morganstein for his devoted 4-year stint as President and
presented him with a certificate of lifetime membership
(only the second - the first was given to the WOZ). Such a
signal offer, Bruce said, required more than a mere cardboard
card (the hoi poloi variety), so the Board had authorized a more
longlasting identification; a brass 'credit card'-sized card, num
bered 001. David was truly transfIXed with emotion (trans.:
rendered unusually speechless) and sat down with 2 cards! One
brass, one silvered David, which one has retired to the family
vault? (My own comments on David Morganstein are
undeserving of your attention, but I will continue anyway!
Since I first saw David presiding in January 1984 my respect
for him has been unbounded During our ever closer contacts
leading to my currently 'exhalted' position I have perceived the
mettle of the man; superlatives of intelligence, diplomacy and
commonsense little suffice. He is a good man and a friend to
all Pi members. May his memory maps be writ in green ink!
May his little girl ever wear her Pi T-shirt - that's silly she'll
grow up - and may his Pi Journal writings continue to
enlighten, inspire and instruct).
That's itl GAMESIG started and the frat party rolled out
all their worst behaviour.
Ron Reports:
After months of programs on "hard-core" computer topics
like hard disks, printers, and telecommunications, the August
meeting was turned over to the club's gamers, formally
represented by GAMESIG. The 300 club members who
attended heard a discussion of the latest quality games, were
treated to a demo of some gaming classics, and were brought
up-to-date on the latest gaming developments. During the
formal program, several gaming trivia questions were asked
and the correct answerers were awarded T-shirts, hats, and
posters, all generously donated by Spectrum Holobyte,
the GATO people. On display were the newly~tablished
GAMESIG Poster Archives, comprised of 9 mounted gaming
posters donated by various software companies.
The members were apprised of the following. The club is
currently receiving several gaming packages a month and is
now on the "review" lists of about 10 software companies.
The number of companies involved is continuing to grow
because the software companies recognize the benefits of
dealing with a users group of over 4000 Apple /I and almost
1500 Macintosh owners. At least two reviews will continue
to appear every month. A 15 pages "short-shot" review of 60
games and gaming categories is on the club bulletin boards
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and at the office for photocopying.
The members were also told that more and more Apple /I
series gaming programs are either requiring 128K or will run
faster with 128K. At present, Macintosh games do not require
512K, so "skinny'" Mac owners can breathe easy, at least, for
awhile. Also, the Mac has spawned a move by Apple /I
programmers to use a joystick or mouse interface, games
exhibit increased forms of artificial intelligence, and
construction sets are becoming the vogue.
CHIPWITS (Brainpower for the Apple 1/ series and
Macintosh) was demonstrated first The first-blush reaction
that this was an infantile program was quickly dispelled when
the programming and logic concepts which go into building
your chipwit-robot to survive in 8 separate adventure environ
ments were demonstrated Some of the classic chipwits were
paraded before the members: Bumy Urbn (his one mission in
life is to eat pie), Gena Urbn (upon finding and capturing a
disk, she sings a song), Tum Warik (he roams around zapping
members (oops! that's electro-crabs), and the venerable Bru
Feeled (he heads for the door at the sign of any trouble).
SUNDOG (FIL Games for Apple II series) was demoed
next The members were hard pressed to believe that they
were watching an Apple II. The space adventure program is
entirely joystick-run and employs Macintosh-style windows,
all in crisp color, with the ability to visit 54 cities on 18
planets in 12 star systems. The members particularly enjoyed
tooling around town in the little shuttle, visiting bars, stores,
banks, and stock exchanges, and their first hyperspace voyage
to another star system.
(Several members with WAP
membership numbers under 1000 were not impressed as they
had already visited several star systems.)
Next was ARCHON (Electronic Arts for the Apple /I
series and in the future for the Macintosh), an arcade and
strategic dream. The big screen amply showed off the pro
gram's combination of chess with ancient creatures and the
arcade fight to the death when a square is contested
Other games demonstrated and discussed· were: THE
HOLY GRAIL and INCA (Hayden Software for the Apple
/I series - just-released principally text adventures which run in
real-time), BALANCE OF POWER (Mindscape for the
Macintosh -- a strategic game of foreign relations by Chris
Crawford), DEJA VU (Mindscape for the Macintosh - a
1930's detective graphic adventure which makes effective use
of the Mac's features), WHERE IN THE WORLD IS
CARMEN SANDIEGO? (Broderbund for the Apple II
series - an educational program in the guise of a world
geography adventure game), and ULTIMA III (Origin
Systems for the Macintosh - a conversion of the classic Apple
II fantasy role-playing game).
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GAMESIG NEWS
by Ronald Wartow
Sir-Tech Visit 1Iiahliahts October Meeting
About 40 club members attended the October meeting

which was highlighted by a visit from Lynn Bresett, Director
of Customer Relations, of Sir-Tech Software, Inc., the
WIZARDRY people. Ms. Bresett brought along the players
guide for the soon-to-be·released MACINTOSH WIZARDRY
and answered questions ranging from future release dates (she
was appropriately noncommittal) to job opportunities in the
software industry.
The programs demoed were BALANCE OF POWER
(Mindscape) (see review below) and ULTIMA IV for the
Apple /I series.
Elections were held. Ronald Wartow was elected Chair·
man and Barry Bedrick was elected Journal Columnist
Macintosh
Meetjna

Wizardry

Drmonstrated

at

SigMac

Sir·Tech gave me pennission to demonstrate the soon-to
be-released Matintosh WIZARDRY at the October SIGMAC
meeting. 200+ members got an advance look at this long
awaited program. Since I was a beta tester of the program, it
would be inappropriate for me to comment on its merits, but
Sir-Tech has sent WAP review copies of software in the past,
and I expect will provide this fbr review. As soon as we
receive it, it will be given to a "disinterested" GAMESIG
participant, and the review will appear within a few days on
the GAMESIG board (see below) and the following month in
the 10urnal.
System 2 Games and GAMESIG SubBoard

GAMESIG now has its own subboard on the club's
SYSTEM 2 BBS (the old Mac BBS). Everyone is encouraged
to use it for gaming inquiries, infonnation, infonnal reviews,
hint requests (answers as private messages only please). There
will be 2S0K worth of library text fLIes of past Journal game
reviews, a comprehensive set of review of many Apple games,
other reviews, and anything else that is appropriate. Uploads
are encouraged with advance arrangements.
New Software Donations

AMAZON, FAHRENHEIT 451, and DRAGONWORLD
(Telarium for the Macintosh). These graphics and text
adventures have been ported over from the Apple /I series.
They are authored by renowned writers of fiction and science
fiction and have generally been favorably received. Reviews
in the December Journal.
CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING (Sierra On-Line for the
Matintosh). A strategic simulation of boxing which can be
played in 3 modes (arcade, simulation, and strategy). The
program contains a roster of many great champions from the
past and present You can create your own superboxer and the
detail from a strategy standpoint is impressive. Review in the
December Journal.
ULTIMA I (Sierra On·Line for the Atari). This version of
the classic beginning of the ULTIMA series would not work
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on any of my Apple computers. rm trying to figure out why.
I'll report next month. Seriously, this program has been
mentioned before in the Journal and no review will be
forthcoming, but my nephew who can run the program will
demo it to his friends.
Noyember Meetina

The next GAMESIG meeting will be on Thursday,
November 7, beginning at 7:30 p.rn. at the Office.
~

BALANCE OF

POWER: A Review
by Richard Bollar
Overview

Balance of Power (Mindscape) for the Macintosh is a
geopolitical simulation of bi-polar superpower confrontation.
The game lets you become either the President of the United
States, or the Soviet Premier. The object is not to win, rather
to survive. Winning, which would cenainly involve nuclear
war, is not desirable; in fact you don't even get the simple
satisfattion of watching the world tum to ash. Since you
can't win, the basic idea is to maintain the status quo and to
terrorize the· minor third world countries, in an eight year
period from 1986 through 1994. The player has an
opportunity to increase his prestige and influence among the
countries of the world, while at the same time, decreasing the
prestige of his opponent Your policy options are dependent
upon the level in which you are playing. The introductory
level is limited to military actions and reactions. You can
send in military aid or "advisors." The intermediate level adds
economic aid and political destablization policy. Effectively,
you can buy governments by monetary infusions to their
economy, or you can send in the CIA or KGB to affect your
policy in a more covert manner (i.e. assassination or Coup
d'Etai). The full-blown expert level adds diplomatic pressure
and treaties which the author terms Finlandization, the act of
making a country feel isolated so that it will align itself with
yours.
Playjng the Game

The basic play screen is a simplified map of the World.
Not all countries are present, but their absence does not detract
conld.
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from game play. At the beginning of each year, the map
shows a summary of major events occurring as a result of the
previous year's activity. After review of this map and other
maps which show spheres of influence, military and economic
commitments, destabilizations, and other helpful information,
you will want to see the summary of the opponent's activity
for the current year. When viewing this information, you will
have the opportunity to question actions which you feel are in
violation of your interests. Your opponent can either back
down or challenge you. You can respond by either backing
down or escalating. This goes back and forth, building the
importance of the crisis, until one side backs down, or the
world ends with an escalation into superpower warfare (The
End). Normally a crisis will be resolved at a much lower
level because one side or the other will decide that the
situation is simply not important enough to end the World
Exceptions would\include the United States sending military
advisors to Poland, or the Soviet Union invading Mexico.
After challenging your opponent's actions, it is your turn.
You can now go to each country and make policy. Policy is
made by clicking on a country, and selecting an option from
the Make Policy menu. The fIrSt time you play the game,
there is the temptation to go into every country giving
massive amounts of aid and troops to your allies, while
fomenting revolution and pestilence in the lands of your
enemies. You may be tempted to put about an hour into this,
but don't get carried away, because after you enact your
brilliant scheme for World domination, and select the next
tum option, the plan will start to unravel. Your opponent
will take you to the mat over most asinine policies, and is
perfectly willing to nuke the world if you don't get your
Marines out of Poland (assuming you are the U.S., of course).
Problems
Although the game has several fme points, I found a
significant group of problems. The most significant is my
belief that the game is impossible to complete. After many
hours of testing, there was not one game which lasted the
complete eight year period. Actually, there were very few
games which lasted past 1987 . However, probably in anticipa
tion, a game can be restarted right before the move which
started the holocaust
Also, since I played as the Americans for most games, it
seems that the Soviets were more hard-nosed than I could be.
Repeatedly I witnessed the end as the Soviets introduced
combat troops into Mexico, and refused to back down.
Actually, I could have avoided a war by backing down
ourselves, but what United States president would allow the
Soviets to maintain a force of 500,000 soldiers in Guadala
jara? It seemed that the opposition's response was erratic, at
best. Chris Crawford, the author, says in the manual that the
computer analyzes both sides of each conflict, and then decides
which side will find the event to be more important If the
computer decides that the issue is more important, it will
escalate to a war. It doesn't seem to have an algorithm to
determine the importance of a crisis. It should also be pointed
out that the one time that I played as the Soviets, the
Americans were also hard nosed and erratic. Many a game was
ended over treaty agreements with South American countries.
The game, however, is extremely complex, and it would
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probably take many more hours of play before all of its subtle
interrelationships are fully comprehended
Finally, I am down to nitpicking. Every command is
entered through the mouse. There are no keyboard shortcuts
in this version. To complete a session of policy changes on
one country, requires as many as ten menu selections, and 25
mouse clicks. It seemed to me that there could be a single
page menu for each country which would allow all policy
decisions to be made from it Unfortunately, you could not
make policy decisions while looking at the all-important
statistics screen ,which MUST be viewed for each country
every tum. In addition the program does not seem to take
advantage of a 512K machine. The response times between
menu selections can be agonizingly slow. I solved this
problem by adding Nevins Microsystems TurboCharger@.

Okay, I Like it, but wm Anyone Else?
Balance of Power is unequivocally the most sophisticated
geopolitical simulation available to the general public. It is
certainly more sophisticated that the much touted Inter-Nation
Simulation written by Harold Guetzgow at Northwestern
University in the early 1960's.
After reading the
documentation, I was disappointed that I didn't have a gamma
test copy rather than the beta test I was using. The documen
tation states that earlier versions were considerably more
sophisticated, and more accurate, but exceedingly more
difficult for the average game player to master. The original
version included multi polarity and third world neutrality
among other features. Crawford states:
"Unfortunately, this multipolar view of the world is just
too cerebral for most game players. It has something to do
with our expectations of games; a mature, otherwise
sophisticated adult will sit down with this game and ask,
"How do I nuke the Commies?" Games, like stories, must
have conflict, but people have been so innundated with the
brutal, violent conflict standard in computer games that they
are unable to grasp the subtle, indirect conflict arising from a
multipolar world"
Despite Crawford's reservations I think the added realism
resulting from multipolar conflict could be a super addition to
the game, and also one that would not make it unplayable for
most people. Even the current version will not be enjoyable
for many people.
So who would like this game? Well, it is probably easier
to describe who will not like the game. It is not for arcade
garners and not for fantasy/role playing garners (Wizardy,
Ultima). The only group of people who we feel will
defmitely enjoy the game are chess players and some war
garners, although this is most certainly not a war game (or
peace game). Most of the game is situation analysis, with the
moves being a brief interlude between analyses. The best
analogy is Avalon Hill's Diplomacy, but Balance of Power is
infintely more complex. Maybe the bettter question is not
who will enjoy this game, but rather who will find this game
useful. As a teaching tool, I feel that Balance of Power will
be very useful to impart the complexities of decision-making
and the fabric of gee-political relations.
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GHOST MANSION: A

Review

by Charles Don Hall

GHOST MANSION (Crystalware: 1985 for Apple /I
series; list price $49.95) is a fantasy role-playing game
recently donated to the club. According the the documen
tation, it is set in 20th century Bavaria, in a haunted palace
built in 1886 by the mad Baron Von Ludwig. (Also according
to the documentation, the game was inspired by the works of
H.P. Lovecraft and Stephen King. I myself was reminded
more of the banquet scene from Richard O'Brien's "Rocky
Horror Picture Show," but that's probably just my personal
bias.)
Reading further into the documentation reveals that the
game has everything the a gamc~ of this type should have:
mazes, wine cellars, rotting corpses, secret passages, 30
useable items, multitudinous treasures, and a Vorgan Slime
Creature. It was thus with great excitement that I booted up
the game to review, on a stormy night in July...... .
I eagerly awaited the initial graphics display, after which I
was shown a list· of 5 character attributes. Action paused
briefly, as I went to the manual to fmd out what "Cunning"
and "Courage" were good for (they turned out not to be
documented).
Next, I was asked to buy provisions from a list of 15
items, randomly selected each game from a possible 30; they
ranged from 9 Lives Cat Food to an M16 automatic rifle. It
was at this point that I noticed that the manual supplied was
written for a Zenith Z-100 computer, and instructions given
for purchasing supplies simply did not work on the Apple
keyboard. A few minutes of pounding at random revealed the
correct method.
After provisioning, I continued on. This took, by my
watch, 93 seconds--not counting the time it took me to do the
3 disk swaps. In other words, the program is written in
BASIC, and uses standard DOS disk access routines. At long
last, I was greeted by a hi-res view of a human figure standing
in a garden, facing stone steps leading into the mansion
proper. To the author's cr~dit, the graphics were much better
than one would expect from a BASIC program, although the
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scenery items were too smaI1, and the black background tended
to dominate the picture. I decided to equip myself with
weapons at this point, and banged on the keyboard for a few
minutes before I discovered the "U" (use?) key.
After I was through with the text screen, I hit the key to
continue the actual game. I was rewarded with a picture of the
room I was in. Which the program promptly erased. And then
redrew. After 22 seconds of spinning the disk drive, rm afraid
that I reacted rather badly...
I wandered around for awhile (it also takes 22 seconds to
draw the next room after leaving the current one) and found
my flTSt treasure: "You find a music box. It plays 'The Way
We Were"'. Now this could have been a good move on the
author's party, because that was my high school graduating
class's song, and I still go into a blind rage every time I hear
it. I was therefore in the right mood to kick around a couple
of orcs; of such things are favorable reviews made. About 50
seconds later (as in 22 times 2 plus 6), I ran into, not a
satisfying bunch of sword-fodder orcs, but a werewolf. We
closed, and I started pumping bullets into him. I quickly
realized that I had no idea how much damage he could take,
how much I was· doing, or even if I was hitting at all. I could
have found out how much damage he was doing to me-
provided I'd felt like going into the status page and wasting 22
seconds getting back out afterwards. I got killed. To add
insult to injury, there is no "save game" function. When you
get killed, you start over from the beginning.
In a later game, I found a treasure-document which said
that the palace had 370 rooms. With another program, I
might have been impressed; with this one, all I could do was
collapse onto the floor, whimpering "370 times 22 (not
counting backtracking or actual playing)."
You get the idea. I never got to see Tarkan the Pit Beast
or the Vorgan Slime Creature, or, in fact, anything past the
flTSt two dozen rooms: That's how fast I lost interest in the
whole business. Which is is shame; this game could be
considered better than, say, SWORD OF KADASH (which it
resembles somewhat) if the authors had been willing to invest
in something as small as a BASIC compiler and some fast
disk routines.
Not recommended.
@

THE HOLY GRAil: A

Review

by Charles Don Hall
THE HOLY GRAIL (Hayden Software, 1985: list price
about $40) is the first in the TimeQuest series of text
adventures. Versions are currently only available for 128K
Apple /Ie's and /lc's; a Macintosh version is apparently in the
works.
First of all: this game is not for beginners. After
wandering around for a few minutes, you'll see that the nearby
region consists of three paths which end in dead ends (until
you find the items needed to solve the associated puzzles), and
a fourth path, which plunges straight into one of the nastiest
contd.
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mazes-of-twisty-passages rve seen in my life. Mapping is
especially difficult as there is a real-time limit: If you haven't
found an exit in X number of seconds, you're dead.
Fortunately for those of us who hate to map mazes, it doesn't
take too long to fmd an exit with a fun puzzle associated. Be
warned that some exits are harder to find than others, and
you'll have to map the whole maze out before you can be sure
you've found everything.
After this, things get harder and more interesting. I
particularly liked the puzzle associated with the hidden
fortress, which, while diffICult, could be solved once you
figured out the internal logic of the situation. I was reminded
of some of the better puzzles in Infocom's STARCROSS. I
don't want to give too much away, but I will say that it is
based loosely on 8088 Assembly Language. [The 8088 is the
microprocessor used by the mM PC, which this game was
originally written on. In all fairness, the puzzle could not be
easily adapted to the 6502 or 68000 microprocessors.]
Now to my complaints ... Andy Rooney once did an essay
where he discussed the saying "Build a better mousetrap and
the world will beat a pathway to your door." He agreed with
this, but was saddened that so few people really understood its
meaning: Too many inventors think that building a better
mousetrap means "painting it a different color and calling it
the Official Mickey Mousetrap." That holds true here. A
newsletter comes with the package; a large portion of it
consists of the author's patting themselves on the back over
their clever use of "real time" features. The best way to
explain "real time is with an example: In ZORK I, you can
fmd yourself sailing down a river in an inflatable raft. The
current carries you to different locations, and if there is
nothing useful where you are, the "wait" command will cause
time, the river, and the raft to advance. 1HE HOLY GRAIL
also has a river, but no wait command. You must use the
"real time" features, i.e., physically pace around the room
waiting for time to pass and the current to carry you to the
next location. This takes a while, and the river has enough
useless locations to make the process boring after the second
time. My philosophy: I don't need a program to force me to
lie around counting my teeth and waiting for an anti-climactic
event to occur. That's what I have a telephone for.
What else do "real time" features mean? I'm glad you
asked. It means that the disk drive starts spinning when
you're in the middle of typing a line, so that the beggar in a
room 10 locations away can be moved to a different room 20
locations away. Since the program will not accept keyboard
input when the disk drive is running, this is not only
irritating but rude.
By my stopwatch, this game takes almost 2 minutes to
load, and saving or loading a game takes about 20 seconds,
which is far too long for a program of this size. About the
nicest thing I can say is that it's faster than GHOST
MANSION.
The parser:
TALK PRINCESS: "You can't talk princess."
EXAMINE PRINCESS: "The word examine is not in
your vocabulary.
LOOK PRINCESS: "You can't look princess."
[20 other commands that don't work.]
HELP PRINCESS: [This is the only command I have
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found that will let you interact with her; there is no way to
discover it except trial-and-error.}
There have been worse parsers, I suppose, but this one
comes nowhere close to the level of sophistication Infocom
has caused people to expect Also, the things they want us to
believe are Macintosh-type windows are really only boxes
drawn around text blocks. To be quite honest, I see no reason
why this program needsl28K of memory to run, especially
considering the amount of disk access it does.
SUMMARY: This game, while not for beginners, has
some very clever puzzles and would probably be enjoyed by
most seasoned adventurers. I would recommend it without
hesitation were it not for the irritating "real time" features, the
weak parser, and the general flabbiness of the code.
Recommended with moderate reservations; say 6.5 on a
@
scale of 1 to 10.

INCA FOR THE
APPLE lie & lie: A

Review
by K. C. Mulcahy
This interactive, real-time adventure game from Hayden
Software is interesting and challenging. You need 128K bytes
of RAM, an 80-column card, one disk drive and a monitor. It
takes almost two minutes and turning the disk over to get the
game started. The initial "title screens" don't show you any
interesting graphics.
After a two screen prologue, you (the "adventurer") are
knocked out by your adversaries and awaken in a lifeboat
From then on, you're on your own. A shark circles your
lifeboat A condor flies around and sometimes steals things
you leave behind. Earthquakes "RRRUMMMBLE". These
real-time actions affect the game and keep you hurrying along.
On the other hand, the programmed reactions to your
commands are somewhat slow-paced and keep you from going
as fast as you might want Moreover, all these real-time
interruptions take over the disk drive and you may find you've
lost a letter or a word from the command you were keying in.
Lesson: read the command before hitting the return key.
Hayden tells you the movement commands and some special
commands. You are left to figure out the other verbs that
"work" on your own. The programmed responses to rejects
are sometimes clever. You want to fmd treasures and over
come the bad guys. You can score 320 points and advance
from "Pen Cleaner" through "Llama Herder", "Native Chief
tain", and "Jungle Guide" to "Royal Inca".
I found the puzzles challenging. Some I may never solve
unless I get hints from a better gamester than I. Some are
overdone: the encounter with the ancient mariner seems far too
long - eleven separate blocks to fmd out that you really are
"lost". The journey through the cornfield, called "The Maize",
is also too long. It consists of at least ten separate blocks
that tum you around so that you move off or stay put at
random.
One personal nitpick: I found the responses to the "look"
contd. on pg 53
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Picture Mover
by Andy Scheck
Here is a neat utility program that lets you perfonn some
interesting graphics effects with bit images. I wrote this
program originally to quickly place small (84 x 64 bit)
pictures in random locations on the Apple ][ hi-res screen. As
it stands now, the program will work with images from a
single byte in size, all the way up to a full screen. Picture
Mover is completely position independent and so should
work easily with all the ampersand linkers-and has been
running for months linked widl AMPERCHART by the
WORKBENCH on CHART'N GRAPH TOOLBOX
from Roger Wagner's Publishing, Inc.
For speed, Picture Mover works with images on byte
boundaries. It will do the best that it can at trying to place (or
pull) your picture centered about any desired location on the
screen. If the image would be partially off the screen, its
center is moved so that the image stays completely on the
screen.
The many parameters give Picture Mover its flexibility.
The first is the address of the picture buffer in memory. This
is the location to which the picture is moved from the screen
or where the picture comes from when placed onto the screen.
For picture saves, this address had better point to free memory
(enough to hold the entire picture) because Picture Mover
will try to write over anything-DOS, page 0, the stack, your
program, itself!. For moves to the screen, the address can be
anywhere (except possibly the 110 area SCOOO - SC7FF) and
will let you do things like scroll through memory 
displaying it as graphics. You can also address the picture
buffer at locations other than its beginning. This allows
partial images to be used to give the effect of an image
appearing (disappearing) from the top or bottom of the screen.
The second and third parameters are the picture width in
bytes and picture height in pixels respectively. The width can
range from 1 to 40 and the height from 1 to 192. To display
a picture 5 bytes wide and 20 pixels high, residing in a buffer
at 24576, in the center of the screc~n, use:
& 24576, 5, 20, 140, 96, 1

The picture's top half would be displayed with:
& 24576, 5, 10, 140, 96, 1

and the bottom half would be displayed with:
& 24576 + 5 • 10, 5, 10, 140, 96, 1.

If it's not obvious from the above examples, the fourth
and fifth parameters are the screen x and y coordinate about
which the picture is to be centered. Note that the y value is
measured from the bottom of thl~ screen as 0 to the top as
191-the nonnal way of doing things, as opposed to the 0 at
the top the way the Apple wants to address it Picture Mover
tries to do its best to put the picture center at your
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coordinates, given that· the picture is required to not only be
entirely on the screen, but also aligned on a byte boundary.
The last parameter is the move mode; this is the one that
does all of the work. Its legal values are:
- 1 copy picture from screen into memory
o clear picture area on screen (no move
perfonned)
1 copy picture from memory to screen
2 move picture from memory and perfonn a
bit-wise AND with the screen
3 move picture from memory and perfonn a
bit-wise OR with the screen
4 move picture from memory and perfonn a
bit-wise EOR with the screen
5 invert color bit (bit 8) on all bytes in
picture area - otherwise ignore command
-1 and 1 are the standard workhorses. 0 allows a quick
rectangular erase. 2, given the correct picture" mask", gives a
quick arbitrary region erase. Likewise, 3 gives an arbitrary
region fill, and 4 an arbitrary region invert (black to white and
white.to black); use this mode to display a picture and then
use it again to remove the picture, all without disturbing the
original screen contents. 5 is used to get double duty out of
your colors; a blue car can be quickly turned green or a violet
balloon can be turned orange. Also, that same violet balloon
can be displayed as green, by just placing it on an even byte
boundary,-if it was created on an odd
Since you have to know where your picture is coming
from/going to (A) and its dimensions (width-WD and
height-HT), it is a simple process to save it to disk. Just use
something like:

i~

PRINT CHR$(4);"BSAVE MYPIC.A";
A;" ,L" ;WD*HT

An example of a Macintosh type of "pull-down menu"
could be implemented by using the non-displayed graphics
screen to create and save the menus, then just before dropping
the menu on the displayed screen, save the contents of the
screen that are about to be covered by the menu. Then using a
white mask, the width of the menu but only 8 or 9 pixels
high (enough to cover a single line of text), use mode 4
(EOR) while monitoring a joystick or mouse to show the
menu selection. When the menu is no longer selected. just
restore the original contents of the screen.
Be sure to protect your picture buffers from strings and
variables by using HIMEM: or LOMEM: or just moving
your program up above them.
The assembly listing uses Merlin syntax. Note also that
the code is " s e l f - m o d i f y i n g " . " "
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., WED MAR 13 11:13:32 AM LM •

•••••••••••••••••••**************
*
•
MOVEPIC.RM
•
••
BY ANDY SCHECK
•* SAT
*
JAN 5 7:10:45 PM
*•
*
•
••• *•••• *••••••••••••••••• *••• *.
•
•
* RM SYNTAX:
*
&"MV",A,W.H,X,Y,D
••
••

* WHERE:
*
• A = ADDRESS OF PICIURE IN •
•
MEMORY
*
• W .. PICIURE WIDnI IN BYTES·
* H .. PIC HEIGHT IN PIXELS •
• X.,. X COORD OF PIC CENTER *
•
*• Y = ONTImS~
Y COORD OF PIC CENTER •
•
ONTImS~
•
•
• D .. MOVE DIREcnON
:
D =-1 COpy FROM SCREEN) •
D = 0 CLEAR SCREEN= •
• Del COpy TO SCRE
•
•
D=2 ANDWITHS
).
• D .. 3 OR WITHS~~
•
• D = 4 EOR WITH S
).
• D =5
GLE COLOR)
•
* onm WISE 00 NOTIIING •

*
••••••••*
•••••••••••••••••••••• *•

•

AOC
STA
LOA
AOC
STA

PIP

#<BASE-OFFPLUSI ;low byte
TEMP
STACK+I X
#>BASE-OFFPLUSI ;high byte
TEMP+I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *•••*
GET PIC STORAGE ADDRESS. •
•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
JSR FRMNUM
JSR GETADR

*•••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••••
• GET PIC WIDTH IN BYTES,
* AND UPDATE TIm CODE
• THAT USES THIS VALUE.

•
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
JSR COMBYTE

TXA

BNE WNOTZERO
ERROR
JMP IOERR
;0 should not be used
WNOTZERO CMP #SCRNWB+l
BCC WIDTHOK
LOA #SCRNWB
WIDnlOK LOy #OFFI-BASE+2
STA (TEMP),Y
;put picwb
SBC #0
LOy #0FF2-BASE+2
STA (TEMP),Y
~utj)icwb-l
AOC #0
;fmo picwp = picwb·7
STA XSAVE
STA YSAVE
LOA #0
STA XSAVE+l
ASL XSAVE
ASL XSAVE
ASL XSAVE
ROL XSAVE+I
SEC
LOA XSAVE
SBC YSAVE
STA XSAVE
LOA XSAVE+l
SBC #0
STA XSAVE+I
LOA XSAVE
ROR XSAVE+I
ROR
LOy #BASE-BASE+2
STA (TEMP),Y
;put picwp/2
ROL
ROL XSAVE+I
SEC
LOA #<SCRNWP
SBC XSAYE
LOy #TOOBIG·BASE+2
;put scmwp-picwp
STA (TEMP)jY
LOy #NOm G·BASE+2
STA (TEMP),Y
;put scmwp-picwp
LOA #>SCRNWP
SBC XSAVE+I
LOy #OFF3·BASE+2

fl;'i ~~!B\sE+2
STA (TEMP),Y

******•••*•• ****••*********•••••

FIND LOCATION IN *MEMORY.
**•••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••

OFFPLUSI

PHP
SEI
JSR RETIJRN
TSX

DEX
CLC

LOA STACK,X
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• GET PIC HEIGHT IN PIXELS,
• AND UPDATE TIm CODE
• THAT USES THIS VALUE.

•
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
JSR COMBYTE
TXA

BEO
CMP
BCC
LOA
HEIGHTOK STA
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ERROR
#SCRNH+l
HEIGHTOK
#SCRNH
LINES

;0 is bad value
;put pich

contd.
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LSR

LOY #OfFS-BASE+2
STA (TEMP),Y
;put pich/2
ROL
EOR #$FF
;take one's complement
ADC #SCRNH+l
LOY #OFF6-BASE+2
STA (TEMP),Y
;put scrub-pich
CLC

NOTNEG

ADC #1

LOY #OFF7-BASE+2
STA (IEMP),Y
;put scmh-pich+l

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *••••

• GET X COORDINATE OF PIC
•
• CENTER. ADJUST TO LEFT & •
• MAKE SURE IT IS IN RANGE. •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t ••••
JSR
JSR
JSR
SEC
LOA
BASE
SBC
STA
LOA
SBC
STA
BEQ
BMf
TOOBIG
LOA
STA
OFF3
LOA
STA
BPL
TOOSMALL LOA
STA
STA
BEQ
NOTBIG
LOA
SBC
OFF4
LOA
SBC
BCC

QIKCOM
FRMNUM

!NY

LOA
STA
BEO
NOTO.EAR CMP
BCS

PHA

AYINT

FACLO
#<PICWP/2
;half the picture width
XSAVE
FACMO
II>PICWP/2
;always 0
XSAVE+l
NOTBIG
TOOSMALL
#<SCRNWP-PICWP
XSAVE
II>SCRNWP-PICWP
XSAVE+l
XOK
;always taken
#0
XSAVE
XSAVE+l
XOK
#<SCRNWP-PICWP
XSAVE
II>SCRNWP-PICWP
XSAVE+l
TOOBIG

LOA
LOY
STA
LOA
LOY
STA

PLA

• GET Y COORDINATE OF PIC
•
• CENTER ADJUST TO TOP, & •
• MAKE stJRE IT IS IN RANGE. •

NOMASK

OFFS

OFF7
OFF6
TOOHIGH
YOK

•..........................

~

• GET MOVE TYPE.
..........................
~
JSR
JSR
JSR
LOA
BEO
CMP
BEO
RTS"
NOMOVE
NEGATIVE CMP
BNE
LOA
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CHKCOM

.....
.....

•

FRMNUM

AYINT
FACMO
NOTNEG
#$FF
NEGATIVE
FACLO
NOMOVE
#Pla...oc

;no move

BNE
LOA
LOY
STA
!NY

USEMASK

(fEMP>..t

#0
(IEMP)J..Y
FlNDPlL;
#6
NOMOVE

ialways taken

#LINNUM
#COPYLINE-BASE+2
(IEMP),Y
#PICLOC
#OFFS-BASE+2
(fEMP),Y

;copy code
USEMASK
#NOPOP
#MASKSTUF-BASE+l
(!EMP),Y

~~=ltY

PHA

;always taken

LOA #Pla...oc
LOY #MASKSTUF-BASE+2
STA (!EMP),Y
PLA

DEY

CMP #2

BNE NOTAND
LOA #ANDINDOP

NOTAND

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

JSR COMBYTE
STX YSAVE
SEC
LOA #SCRNH-l
SBC YSAVE
BCC TOOHIGH
SBC #PICH/2
BCC TOOHIGH
CMP #SCRNH-PICH+l
BCC YOK
LOA #SCRNH-PICH
BNE YOK
;always taken
LOA #0
STA YSAVE

#COPYLINE-BASE+2
(IEMP),Y
;set from direction
#LINNUM
#OFF8-BASE+2
Y
;set to direction
NOMA;:)K
;always taken
FACLO
NOTO.EAR
#Pla...oc
#OFFS-BASE+2
(TEMP),Y
;set to direction
#LOAIMMOP
#MASKSTUF-BASE+l
(!EMP),Y
;set Ida #0

CMP #1

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
XOK

LOY
STA
LOA
LOY
STA
BNE
LOA
BNE
LOA
LOY
STA
LOA
LOY
STA

NOTOR

NOTEOR

~~=lcY
CMP #3

BNE
LOA
STA
BNE

CMP

BNE
LOA
STA
BNE
LOY
LOA
STA
!NY

;always taken

NOTOR
#ORAINDOP.
(IEMP),Y
FlNDPIC
;always taken
#4
NOTEOR
#EORINDOP
(IEMP), Y
FlNDPlC
#MASKSTUF-BASE
#Pla...oc
(!EMP),Y

LOA #EORIMMOP
STA (!EMP),Y
!NY

LOA #$80
STA (fEMP),Y

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• FIND ADDRESS OF TOP-LEFT •
• CORNER OF PICTIJRE.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FINDPIC
LOX XSAVE
LOY XSAVE+l
LDA YSAVE
JSR HPOSN

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• MAIN LOOP.
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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COMPUTER WARE

Compare

UNLIMITED to Anyone else!

ACCOUNTING

LEISURE

AR/AP/PR (BPI)
ea.
Church Management (BPI)
Dollars and Sense
General Accounting (BPI)
Home Accountant
Home Accountant Enhanced
Inventory Control (BPI)
Job Cost (BPI)
Time Accounting (BPI)

S260
325
69
260
46
46
260
390
260

COMMUNICATIONS
ASCII Express Pro
Compuserve Start~r Kit
Compuserve Vidtext
Dow Jones Membership Kit
Z-Term Pro

88
26
28
21
102

Arcade Machine
Beyond CasUe Wolfenstein
Computer Baseball
F-15 Strike Eagle
Flight Simulator II
Karateka
Knight of Diamonds
Lode Runner
Mech Brigade
Sargon III
Six-Gun Shoot Out
Ultima III
Wishbringer
Wizardry 1
Zork I
Zork II, III

542
25
28
24
39
24
24
28
28
35
28
42
28
35
28
ea. 31

SPREADSHEET

DATA BASE
Data Factory 6.0
PFS: File, Graph, Report
Record Master

BUSINESS

158
ea. 86
40

Flashcalc
Mag/calc
Multiplan
Spreadsheet (BWS)

69

103
98
42

WORD PROCESSING

Business Analyst
Forecast
Management Edge
Sales Edge

5132
42
165
165

UTILITY/GRAPHICS
Alpha Plot
Apple Mechanic
Complete Graphics System
DOS Boss
Extra K
Font Pack 1-11
Fontrix 1.5
Graphics MagiCian
Printographer
Pro-Byter
Pronto DOS
Silicon Salad
Triple Dump
Wizard's Toolbox
Zoom Graphics

27
20
55
17
28
ea. 17
65
42
28
24
20
17
28
28
35

Addressbook/Mail List
Bank Street Speller, Writer
Format II
Newsroom
Print Shop
Print Shop Library 1, 2
Sensible Speller
Screenwriter II Pro.
Super Text Pro. 40/80
Think Tank
Word Handler

535
ea: 49
'102
35
35
ea. 18
85
90

56
98
55

MISCELLANEOUS
Charles Goren; Learning Bridge
Evelyn Wood Dynamic Reader
Koala Logo
Micro Cookbook
Mind Prober
NY Times C'word Puzzles-I
Sideways
Sylvia Porter: Pers. Fin. Planner

55
49
28
28
35
14
41
69

EDUCATION
Algebra 1,2,3,4
Algebra 5 & 6
Barron's SAT
Basic Skills
Body Awareness
Build a Book About You
Cause & Effect (red/blue)
Computer ACT, GRE

~~~~~t~p~~:n (red/blue)

ea. 28
35
74
14
35
28
35
ea. 61

~

Foreign Languages
Gertrude's Puzzles, Secrets
Hands on BASIC Prog.
KinderComp
Learning w/Fuzzywomp
Mastering the College Bds.
Mastering the SAT
Mastertype
Math Blaster
Math & Social Studies
Moptown Hotel
Number Farm
PSAT Word Attack Skills
Rocky's Boots
SAT Word Attack Skills
Speed Reader II (Davidson)

14
ea. 31
34
18
21
121
69
28
34
14
38
21
21
35
21
48

Sticky Bear ABC, Numbers
Terrapin Logo 3.0
U.S. Geography

ea. 28
69
14

~

\\~~l"m~ .~,~~~~r'~
~~ U'\o-Qrl~:~r:'~:~\I"I·

MRC CRTRLOG
BUSINESS/HOME
Back to Basics:
P/AR G
14
A
/ L
ea. $ 0
Chart
98
Compl)serve Starter Kit 26
Crunch (512K)
195
Davinci: Building Blks. 55
Comm'l. Interiors
138
House, Interiors
ea. 35
Landscapes
35
DB Master
134
Desktop Calculator
62
Dollars & Sense
103
Dow Jones Kit
21
Entrepeneur
39
Ensemble
200
Excel
300
File
136
Filevision
132
Forecast
49
Helix
303
HAt t
120
orne ccoun an
Mac Basic Interpeter
117
MacLion
193
MacOne Write
ea. 165
Megaflier
119
Mighty Mac
42
Multi Ian

136

Overvue
PFS: Report/File
Sales Edge
Speller
Think Tank
TK Solver
Word

$193
121
165
55
95

193
137

EDUCATIONALExperlogo
104
MacEdge I, II
ea. 34
Mastertype
35
Mind Over Mac
34
Mind Prober
35
Score Improvement-SAT 81
Typing Tutor III
42
Word Challenge
28

GRAPHICS
Card Shoppe
41
Clickart, Publications ea. 42
Graphic Accents
35
Macpic 1, 2
ea. 34
Pro. Headline Fonts
49
Pro. Text Fonts
35
Ready Set Go
85
Slide Show Magician
42
Smooth Talker 2.0
68

$28
Cuthroats
Cyborg
28
Deadline
35
Enchanter
28
Frogger
28
Fun Pack
27
Hitchiker's Guide
28
Infidel
31
Lode Runner
28
Macgammon
34
41
Macvegas
Millionaire
35
Murder by the Dozen
31
Musicworks
55
Pensate
28
28
Planetfall
Run For The Money
35
Sargon III
35
Sorceror
31
35 .
Starcross
Suspended
42
Transylvania
28
Wishbringer
28
Witness
28
28
Zork I
Zork 11,111
ea. 31

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

SPECIFY II + le/~, ~AC 128/512 .
residents add 5% sales tax • Shlppmg and handling $3 per order ($4.00 for U.P.S.
No charge'~ or COOS. Prices subject to change • Call for items not listed
Thank You - 

.. prG\lr.ml\n~\IPllar'I' unllm"od~Maryland

~'I"V' '(,Q,
~

,,0

__

P.O. Box 1247 • Coumbla, MD 21044 • (301) 854-2346

I SPEAK SPANISH TO MY IMAGEWRITER
by Richard M. Rowell
I like my Imagewriter printer. It does what it is supposed
to do ... it places dots onto paper somewhat as I had expected
them to appear. I have another printer: a '57 Chevrolet (AKA
Epson MX-80). I learned to drive/print on the latter and it
was simple, partially because it offered me so few choices.
But now, with the '85 sports model I can direct the printer to
feed paper backward. customize the spacing between dots,
ultracondense, unslash zeros (as we did in '57), and habla
Espanol.
A few problems, however, lurk on the near horizon. The
commands to make this DeLorean do what it can do are
complex: a handful of ESCape codes with several CONTROL
codes thrown in for flavoring. You mean if I want Fran~ais I
must enter ESC-Z CNTRL-A CNTRL-@ ESC-D CNTRL-F
CNTRL-@? I thought the French were smooth, light and
subtle. And the Imagewriter does make me feel like I'm in a
French restaurant ... there are at least sixteen type sizes to
choose from.
This printer has begun also to inject social problems into
my (previously calm) life. First. I have a friend who just
bought an Imagewriter. I've been an owner longer than he
has; he has never read a manual (on anything) in his life; I
read printer manuals while I'm on vacation at the beach.
Therefore, he is always asking questions about. "How do you
make it do ... ?".
And that's only the domestic problem. Internationally the
Im~gewriter has caught me by surprise. For example I entered
and ran Jim Kellock's foreign character set-ups from the
August WAP Journal ("Set-Up for Imagewriter Foreign
Character Sets"). He had everything perfect except for
omitting one little CNTRL-D from the Italian character set
commands. •I used to have a close Italian friend. Now she
won't speak to me because I use my printer for all languages
except hers. (My wife is Malaysian. What1. happen when
she finds out that I can send romantic notes to Nancy Mufioz
in Spanish, but I can't do the same for her in Bahasa Melayu?
Oh well, I have a Swedish friend who might console me if I
fmt remember to enter a sequence of ESC-Z CNTRL-B
CNTRL-@ ESC-D CNTRL-E CNTRL-@.
In an attempt to protect any readers from the turmoil that
has befallen me I am including three little programs in
AppleSoft BASIC that attempt to gain control over the
lmagewriter printer.
The fmt will print out my name in sixteen different type
sizes. Change line #28 to use your own name.
The second will set up your printer to use any of the
available foreign character sets, and the third demonstrates the
Spanish character set as an example. Again, change line #28
to try different specialized characters.
You will note the long list of REMs that I have repeated
in each program (lines 10-24). The idea came from this WAP
Journal. I now store frequently used subroutines as text fIles,
then EXEC them onto my main program. Easy way to add a
title box to the beginning of a listing.
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And a fmal by-the-way: I really don't know how to stop
slashing zeros. My Imagewriter manual tells me to send ESC
Z CNTRL-A CNTRL-@, but the stubborn printer keeps
slashing away, 1985's style I guess.

Listing #1
10 REM
11 REM
12 REM
13 REM
14 REM
15 REM
16 RE~
17 REM
18 REM
19 REM
20 REM
21 REM

22 REM

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

+=ccc==c====::::::t============+

Imag~Writer

Pitch
Samples

==~=~=~CCCQCQ=====aa~~=a

(c) 1985
Dr. Richard M. Rowell
Box 8005
Rockville, MD. 20856
301 770-5260

+=====ggc===c;r====lO:I;a~==:J==+

REM
REM
1EXT: HOME: CLEAR
D$ c CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4)
PSLOT", I
A$ = "Richard Mayo Rowell"
ESC$ = CHR$ (27)
GOT049
:
:
REM ••• Printing Subroutine •••
:
FOR I = 1 TO 8
READ B$(I),CODE(I),IN(I)
PRINT ESC$; CHR$'(78); CHR$ (15);
PRINT B$(IV' ";
FOR J = I
24 - LEN (B$(I»: PRINT" -";: NEXT J
HTAB 28
IF FLAG = I THEN PRINT CHR$ (14)·
PRINT ESC$; CHR$ (CODE(I»;A$
,
NEXTI
RESTORE: RElURN
:
:
REM Indicate Printer Slot/Pon
:
PRINT "Yourprinter should be in
INVERSE: PRINT "SLOTIPORT ''';PSLOT'' NORMAL
:PRINT "."
,.
~! rRINT: PRINT "!fnot, change line #27."

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

67
68
69
70

io

II.

:

REM ••• Print •••

:
PRINT D$;"PR#";PSLOT
PRINT ESC$;"LOO5": REM Left Marnin = 5
FLAG = I: GOSUB 35:FLAG '" 0: GO"SUB 35
PRINT D$·"PR#O"
END
'
:
:
DATA Extended.llO,9
DATA Pica,78,10
DATA Pica p-roJX)l1ional,1l2,0
DATA Elite,69,12
DATA Elite proP.Qrtional.l,.80,0
DATA Semicon<Jensed.lvl,13.4
DATA Condensed,I~;15
DATA U1tracondenseo,81,17
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Listing #2
~
11~

10

'-'

+=======================+
Foreign
Font
Switch

12~
13~

14 REM

15~
16~
17~
18~
19~
2O~

21 REM
22 ~
23~

cc==.c:================'===

(c) 1985
Dr. Richard M. Rowell
Box 8005
Rockvill~ MD. 20856
301 770-5260

+===========0===========+

24 REM

2S TEXT: HOME: a..EAR

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

~

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
41
48
49

m!

D$ c OIR$ (13) + OIR$ (4)
PSLOT '" 1
"
Character Fonts
AS 2 cc "Forei~
"for the ImageWriter
Printer"
AS 3 .. "b "
AS 4 c "i1chard M. Rowell"
5 '" "••••••••••••••••••••••••••"
FO lei TO 5:H '" 40 - LEN (A$(I):H(I) '"
INT (II I 2): NEXT I
SYMl30L$ '" "{ [ ] } \ / @ # -"
:
:
~ Title
:
FOR I 1 TO 5
HTAB H(I)
PRINT A$(I)
NEXT I
POKE 34.5
FOR I c 1 TO 7
READ rn(D
FORJ c 1 T04
READ CODE(I,J)
NEXT J
NEXT I
CI

SO:

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

:
REM Options Menu
:
POKE 33.27: POKE 32.13
VTAB 8
FOR I .. 1 TO 7
INVERSE
PRINT" ";1'" ";: NORMAL: PRINT " ";
PRINT
60 PRINT
61 NEXT I
62 POKE 32.0: POKE 33.40
63 VTAB 23: HTAB 8: PRINT "->";
64 GET F$: PRINT F$
6S F", VAL (F$)
66 IF F < 1 OR F > 7 'mEN 63
67 :
68:
69 REM ••• Print •••
70 :
71 PRINT DS;"PR#";PSLOT
72 FORJ c 1 T04
73 PRINT CHR$ (CODE(F.J»;
74 NEXT J
75 PRINT Fr$lFl;;. HTAB 20
76 PRINT SYMauL$
77 FORJ '" 1 T04
78 PRINT CHR$ (CODE(I.J»;
79 NEXT J
80 FOR J c 1 TO 4: PRINT OIR$ (CODE(I.J»;: NEXT J
81 PRINT D$'''PR#O''
82 VTAB 7: CALL - 958: VTAB 11
'-' 83 PRINT "Your lmageWriter is now set up for"
84 PRINT FI'$(F};" cfiaracters."
85 FOR I .. 1 TO LEN (FI'$(F): PRINT "_";: NEXT I:

FIlOO
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=-:

86
PRINT " (See ImageWriler manual for codes.)"
87 POKE 34.0: VTAB 23
88 END
89 :

rl92 bATA
American),2JI.90.7.0
DATA British,21),01)),3.0
93 DATA French. 2/

01S

6,0

~ g~t~ ~l687681,~'0

96 DATA Spanish, 27.l~8}).0
97 DATA Swedish,2/.0IS,:l.0

Listing #3
10 REM
11 REM

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

REM
REM
REM

+ccccca==ccc~c=========~+,

Spanish Character
Example

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

20 REM
21 REM
22 REM

23 REM
24 REM

2S TEXT: HOME: a..EAR

26 DS c CHRS (13) + CHRS (4)
27 PSLOT= 1
28 AS '" "Se/orita Nancy Mu/oz"
29 PRINT AS;" w~ llIlllted"
30 FOR 1 '" 1 TO LEN (AS): PRINT "_";: NEXT I: PRINT
31 PRINT "using Spanish characters."
32 PRINT DS;"PR#,';PSLOT
33 :
34:
35 REM ••• Print Options •••
36 :
37 REM Delete any lines between 33-36 that you don't want
38 REM Otherwise you will get Boldface/HeadlineJ
Ultracondensed
39 :
40 PRINT CHR$ 27;"!";: REM Boldface on
41 PRINT CHR$ 14 :::::: REM Headline
42 PRINT CHRS 1 ;"n"': REM Extended
43 PRINT CHR$ 27 '"W': REM Pica
44 PRINT CHR$ 27 ;"1>";: REM Pica proportional
45 PRINT CHRS 27 '''E''': REM Elite
46 PRINT CHR$ 27 ;"P";: REM Elite proportional
47 PRINT CHRS 27 ;"e";: REM Semicon<1ensed
48 PRINT CHR$ 7;" q"': REM Condensed
49 PRINT CHR$ 7 ;nQoI;: REM Ultracondensed

SO:

51
52
53
54
55
56

:

REM ••• Print Spanish Characters •••

:
PRINT OIR$ (27); OIR$ (68); CHR$ (7); CHR$ (0);
PRINT AS
PRINT D$;"PR#O"

I have these three listings as text files since I "program" in
BASIC on a word processor. Give me a call and ru transfer
these fIles to your modem.
I am getting ready to re-assign the 107 Applesoft
commands to Spanish words - using Beagle BASIC. also
OOS commands to Spanish using OOS BOSS. Before I start
the project, does anyone already have BASIC written
in Spanish? (No use reinventing the [square] wheel.)
Leave a BBS message for WP2208 or call me at 651-5801 (0)
or 231-9086 (H).
~
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS: A Look at the Brother
CE-50 Printer
by Glenn Harris

You've probably seen it in catalog showrooms as the
Correctronic SO or CE-SO. An electronic daisywheel type
writer that you can connect to your Apple /Ie by adding the IF
SO external interface. A stand-alone typewriter than can now
pull double duty. For the budgl!t-conscious, it seems pretty
good on the surface, but does it really work that way?
Well, yes and no. Sort of. It depends. Maybe. Let's
look at the CE-SO in a little more detail.
What are the advantages of this kind of setup? The main
advantage is that you actually do get both a typewriter and
printer for about $470 at current catalog showroom prices
($320 for the CE-SO and $150 for the IF-SO external interface).
And this could be useful for some. There are times when only
a typewriter will do (did you ever try to fiII out a passport
application with the typical won! processing package?), and
the CE-SO works weII as a typewriter. It's got easy correction
capability and one line of text memory. You press the return
key and keep on typing; the memory allows the daisywheel to
catch up.
The other advantage is that the CE-SO, of course. puts out
letter~uaIity stuff. None of this dot matrix hype about "near
letter qUality" - you might just as weII be nearly pregnant!
The IF-SO accepts either parallel or serial interfaces, which
can be handy. This review is based on using a parallel
interface, so I can't testify how well the CE-SO plays in the
"Serial Bowl".
The ribbon cartridges and coJrection tapes for the CE-SO
are readily available for moderate prices at catalog showrooms
and Sears stores. Interchangeable daisywheels are also avail
able locaIIy, but they seem to be more scarce. (It would also
be nice if there were more typestyles available.) Still, you
usually won't have to rush to get to that office supply or
computer store that closes at 5:00 PM. Nor will you have to
wait three to six weeks for your mail order to show up.
The U.S. distributor, Brother International Corporation,
appears to be responsive to users' questions. In preparing this
review, I sent them a few written quesitons, for which some
answers appear here, and I got a reply in about a week. They
answered the questions I asked and did so without a lot of song
and-dance routines.
Where there are advantages, there must be disadvantages,
and the CE-SO has its share. Ifs slow, even by daiswheel
standards - the owner's manual advertises 13 CPS. Figure
roughly 2 112 to 3 minutes per double-spaced page. You'll
need patience with this one. If this is your only printer, don't
volunteer to print out a stack of spreadsheets unless you're on
paid overtime.
With some printers, built-in "halt" or "pause" keys will
make the printer stop immediately. Not necessarily so with
the CE-SOIIF-SO. You can push the "select" button on the
interface, taking the CE-SO out of on-line mode, and it will
stop after printing a few more characters. It would be nice to
have a more immediate stop, but this seems to work well
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enough for most situations. Note that with some, if not most
word processors, you can't stop the CE-SO from the Apple
keyboard. The IF-SO has a 2K buffer, and it doesn't repond to
halt commands from the Apple once the buffer has been fIlled.
The manual for the external interface needs some
improvement. It lists ASCII codes but does not identify them
as such. This can be a problem with those applications which
require ASCn infonnation to run the printer. What is perhaps
most puzzling here is that the CE-SO, as a computer
peripheral, is apparently targeted to computer rookies, such as
this reviewer. But the manul was written instead for the
experienced user and possibly for an engineer, an odd
inconsistency.
The CE-SO does not support the underscore function. You
do get underlining, but unfortunately it's one line below the
text you thought you wanted to highlight The U.S.
distributor is aware of this, and they will modify the IF-SO for
you by installing a redesigned CPU. The disadvantage is that
they do this modification at their New Jersey headquarters,
which means that you will have your printer out of service
while the interface is being worked on.
The CE-SO has its own built-in margin settings. This
presents no inconvenience as long as you stay within those
margins. If, however, you need something larger than
standard size (spreadsheets again!), you'll have to manually set
the CE-SO, in addition to whatever your application may
require.
There are at least two authorized Brother repair facilities in
the Washington DC area, so you may be able to get repair on
the CE-SO without having to send it back to the distributor.
Brother advises that the most common repair problem "was a
minor ribbon lift malfunction related to the failure of a cam".
They say that this problem was cured by a redesign of the
offending cam. If you do have to send a CE-SO back to the
distributor, the Brother folks advise that their hourly labor rate
is $4S, and that the average repair cost for an out-of-warranty
CE-SO is also $45. Based on their mail-order service for
ribbons and correction tape, allow 4-6 weeks for repairs,
including shipping times.
If you need a light-duty, letter~uaIity printer that doubles
as a correcting typewriter (or if you need a correcting type
writer that serves as a printer), and if you're on a budget like I
am, then you might give the CE-SO typewriter and IF-SO
interface some consideration.
~
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PANASONIC KX-P1091 MEETS APPLEWORKS
by Michael O'Brien
After reading the Consumer Reports article on printers, I
attended the WAP meeting which discussed several types of
printers. The Panasonic KX-P1091 was clearly identified as a
very good dot matrix printer at a very reasonable price. I also
purchased the inexpensive parallel interface by the Fourth
Dimension. Equipped with these two pieces of hardware my
Apple lie was torture-tested through various software to verify
compatability. Primarily the printer was tested with Apple
Works.
The Panasonic KX-PI091 was described as being Epson
compatible. I went to the AppleWorks menu to adjust for the
various Epson printers, but had undesirable results each tesL
Perhaps it was the interface. At last I resolved to spend the
time and READ TIm BOOK. In this case the task involved
two books - AppleWorks and the Panasonic printer documen
tation. With both books within arms reach, I began to define
a custom printer.
These are sucessful values for customizing AppleWorks
and the Panasonic 1091: I set the Panasonic values at NO,
NO, NO and 8.S for the fIrSt four values (needs carriage return,
accepts top-of-page commands, stop at end of page and platen
width). This is primarily guess work. and in point of fact
other values may work. The fnth value makes the documen
tation on the printer worthwhile. I accepted the ~au1t values
for 10 characters per inch and 6 lines per inch. These values
could have been changed by the use of special codes. How to
look up the values will become obvious with the description
of values for boldface and underlining.
For boldface printing I used the emphasis mode of the
Panasonic. The boldface beginning code requires that the con
ttol button be depressed while the left bracket, [, is pushed,
and this combination is followed by depressing the "E" key.
Enter the caret, A, and the special coding is complete. My
abbreviation of this coding is CI'RL [ + E. The plus sign is
not entered as part of the special coding. The Panasonic
manual lists CI'RL [as ESC. Using my coding, the boldface
is ended by CI'RL [ + F. The CI'RL [ substitution for ESC
is found in Appendix D of the Panasonic documentation. In
addition to fmding the special codes on the pages with
descriptions and examples of the printing, Appendix F offers a
quick menu for special codes. For subscript I used CI'RL [ +
S + 0 to begin and CI'RL [ + T to end. I had no use for the
superscripting function so I defined italic printing in its place.
Italics begin with CI'RL [ + 4 and end with CI'RL [ + S. For
the underlining option I chose to have continuous underlining.
This requires option two for special start and stop underline
commands. To begin underlining enter CI'RL [ + - + 1. The
minus sign is part of the special coding. To cease underlining
enter CTRL [ + - + O.
Once the above codes have been saved as your customized
printer by returning to the main screen, you will have to
change the special codes to alter the printing of a word
processing document For data processing, you can define the
printer option of using compressed print of 17 characters per
inch by sending special characters to the printer (CI'RL [ +
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CTRL 0) under format options. For data processing it is not

necessary to alter the basic printer codes already saved.
It is important to note Table 4.9 on mixing print modes.
Your draft document may appear great with superscript and
subscript, but in moving to near letter quality these features
revert to normal print To mix fonts, reference to this table is
amUSL
I continue on a weekly basis to experiment with other
special printer codes and the printer options in AppleWorks. I
still find this comination of hardware and software to be very~
satisfactory.

P-tral: BASIC to Pascal
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Translation Software

P-tral is the user-friendly translation software
that converts Applesoft BASIC programs to
Apple.Pascal.

• Translates any business, scientific, graphics
and game software from source.
• Translation results approach 100%.
• Translates any sized program-Large
or Small.
• Essential compile directives generated.
• PIONEER version only $125.00.
REQUIREMENTS: 64/128K RAM, Dos 3.3 80-column
II, lie, IIc Apple Pascal 1.1 or 1.2

~ard/ Apple

To order or r.equest more information contact:
WOODCHUCK INDUSTRIES'
340 West 17th Street, New York, NY 10011
(212) 924-05761 (212) 206·6490 .

TYSONS CORNER CENTER'S

Home/nform
Information on Store Names,
Sales, Events, Restaurants,
Theatres, Gifts, Metrobus
Schedules and Much More
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"THE BUSINESS ACCOUNTANT": A Review
by Henry R. Hertzfeld, Ph.D. and Nancy M. Pindus, C.P.A.
"The Business Accountant," a product of Manzanita
Software Systems, RoseviIIe, California, is a full purpose
double entry accounting system for small business use. It is
designed for the Apple lie or Apple /lc with 128K, at least
two disk drives, a monitor and a printer. It uses the DOS 3.3
operating system. According to the manual, the system can
be used on the /Ie with a hard disk drive that is compatible
with DOS 3.3. Another version (not tested in this review),
"The Advanced Business Accountant" is available and is
written for the faster ProDOS operating system on an Apple
/Ie and requires a hard disk drive. It allows greater storage
capacity for records and also permits the files to be converted
to Appleworks rues for spreadsheet analyses of the data. The
manual does not mention the program's compatibility with
the /lc, but a telephone conversation with a Manzanita
representative assured us that it would work with a IIc and a
ProDOS hard disk drive such as the Quark QC-lO.
The Business Accountant is sold as a complete system,
consisting of a System Manager Disk and five different
"modules," which are: The General Ledger, Accounts Pay
able, Accounts Receivable, Inventory Contro~ and Payroll.
Any of the modules may be purchased and used separately, but
the System Manager Disk must also be purchased to set up
the computer and boot the individual modules.
This software package is expensive. Each of the modules
is list priced at $295, except for the Payroll module which is
$34.5. The System Manager is $95, making the entire
package list at $1,620. (The Advanced Business Accountant
is list priced at $2120, for the complete system consisting of
the same five modules and a manager.)
What the System Does
This set of accounting programs is meant for the small
business. It requires that accounts be set up in advance with a
"tree structure" numerical coding so that reports can be
processed and printed by the computer in a logical fashion. It
also would be advisable for the business to seek the advice of
a professional accountant before using these programs because
the organization, labeling, and specific content of the busi
ness' books has to be in order for the system to perform well.
In addition, some small businesses (such as a consult- ing or
real estate invesbnent fum that is unlikely to keep a sizable
physical inventory) may not need all of the system's modules.
These programs assume that the user has a working
knowledge of accounting principles. The manuals do not
teach accounting, and are not meant to. The system would be
best suited for a professional bookkeeper to use rather than the
owner of the business, particularly if all of the modules are
used together. It is quite time consuming to set up the
system, enter and check the data, and print the reports.
Because there are so many program diskettes (six in total),
and each one other than the System Manager generates at least
one data diskette, there is an awful lot of switching between
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disk drives that is required to operate the system. In addition,
the manuals suggest making daily, weekly and monthly
backup data disks. This is, of course, a prudent thing to do,
but unless the operator of the system is extremely well
organized and is very careful in labeling and storing the
diskettes, the margin for error through confusion is very high.
In fact, if each of the modules is used every day, there would
be a total of at least twenty backup data disks to keep track of.
In testing the system we did not have a hard disk available.
Using the hard disk would speed up the operation and
eliminate some of the problems we encountered.
The system is menu driven and fairly easy to figure out
The system manager is self explanatory. On the Apple /Ie,
the programs are automatically configured to the printer, and
no adjusbnents outside of the menu options were necessary to
get the system up and running easily. In addition to the
formatted reports available through the programs, the data or
instructions on the screen can be printed at any time by
pressing "Open-Apple H". This feature is helpful in checking
entries and in finding errors quickly.
To boot the system, you insen the System Manager disk,
configure your computer on that disk (the fU'St time you use
the program only), select the module you wish to use, and
then follow the clear menu of instructions on the screen. The
computer will inform the user when and what disks to boot
One slightly disconcerting operation that is not hard to adjust
to is that often you are instructed to use the space bar to go to
the next instruction rather than use the "return" key.
The System Manager has several convenient features. It
allows the user to customize invoices and other correspond
ence with shon notes. If you wish to thank a customer for his
order or to remind a client that his bill is due, you can write
special notes on the invoices or bills. Another good fea-ture
is the security of the system. The System Manager allows for
a number of password combinations. You can deny access to
an entire module or to specified parts of a module, or you can
simply ignore the password options and have open access.
Finally, the System Manager includes a routine for
producing mailing labels. Essentially this is a limited data
base template that allows for approximately 1,000 entries per
disk (additional disks can be created). The system also permits
the merging of client and vendor name and address information
from the other modules. Because of the restricted space for
printing standard labels (there is a maximum of 22 characters
per name and address line) many abbreviations will have to be
used. On the plus side, different versions of the data base can
be printed by using predetermined formats - e.g. a contact list
with just names and telephone numbers. Since the data base
includes coding options for contact infonnation (e.g. sales
history, personal identifications, etc.), it can be used to
generate separate business mailing lists for specific markets.
It can also be sorted by zip code or by telephone area code, as
well as standard sorts. There is room for only one address and
telephone number per entry-a limit that can prove
ctmtd.
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inconvenient if the contact has multiple listings.
The formats for invoices, purchase orders, statements,
mailing labels, checks, W-2 forms, etc. are preset by the
program. There is no apparent way for the user to change
these formats. But there is a company, RapidForms, that
advertises"in the manual and produces computer pin-feed forms
that are designed for The Business Accountant.
The Manuals and the Sample Tutorials

The sample tutorials are the weakest part of the package.
They are consistently short, do not lead the user through all
possible operations, and sometimes do not even give complete
instructions. (In one case, they do not mention that program
disks have to be switched, although that information is
displayed on the screen.) One sample data diskette is included
with each module that details a few transactions for a fictitious
fum. The various samples for the different modules are
coordinated, but the number of data entries is small. It is
adequate to get a taste of the system, but not to become
thoroughly familiar with it. Because of the complexity and
interaction between the modules, it would take many months
of using real data to feel totally familiar with the operation.
The manuals that explain the detail behind the menus on
the screen are sketchy, but clear. They do explain what goes
into each entry, and they are keyed with pictures of the screen
as it should look when dealing with the particular item. A
very useful feature is the inclusion of a section that reproduces
a sample of most of the reports the system is capable of
generating.
Manzanita offers a customer support subscription service
with a toll-free number and unlimited technical help. But they
charge $150 per year for this. We think this is a bit steep,
particularly given the initial expense of the package and the
grossly inadequate sample tutorials.
Limitations or the System

This package of programs is limited to small businesses.
The company warns the user that the computer can only
handle numbers up to 43 million. After that the computer
will begin to round the numbers and lose accuracy. Therefore
any company with assets of more than $43 million should not
use this system. Forty-three million dollars in assets is
sizable for a retail store or for a manufacturing concern. But a
real estate management fmn or a small investment company
can easily have assets of that size while having only a few
employees.
We tested these programs on the Apple IIc, which does not
have an option of an automatic clock/calendar. This would
have been very useful (and it is available on the lIe), since the
accounts have to be dated. The system remembers the date
that is entered when it is booted-up, but an automatic system
would be preferable.
The read/write time on the modules, particularly in
generating reports, is slow. Because of the way the data are
organized on the disks, even using the sample data disks
provided by Manzanita (remember, they have only a very
small number of entries on them) involved a half-minute to
minute delay for each report generated and printed-out. In
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addition, similar delays are faced when switching disks,
reading information, and posting to the General Ledger from
another program. Much of one's time in using this system is
spent looking at a blank screen. The use of a hard disk and/or
the ProOOS version would hopefully alleviate this limitation.
Built into each module is a view/adjust option. At any
given point the user can automatically see how much of the
data disk is used and, therefore, how much room is left for addi
tional data. This is helpful. But the capacity of the floppy
disks is limited. Manzanita has provided a mechanism for
expanding the capacity through the use of additional data disks
for each module. However, given the number of program and
data disks (including backups) the system requires, adding
additional entries would significantly slow up the processing
and increase the probability of error due to a plethora of disks
floating on the desk and in and out of the flies.
As are most accounting systems, this one is organized by
account and chronologically within accounts. Data entries for
different accounts and journals are posted by date, in order.
Checks are written in order and by date. We found it impos
sible to sort information in other ways within the programs.
For instance, if you wanted a listing of all checks written in a
particular month over $500 you could not get that sort from
these programs. This would have to be done manually from a
listing of all checks. Or, the data could be rearranged by using
the option available to convert the files to DIF files and then
read into a spreadsheet routine for the analysis.
The General Ledger Module

The General Ledger module is the most important
component of the accounting system. This is the module that
creates and prints the balance sheet. the income statement. the
sources and uses of funds statement. journal detail reports, and
trial balances. It is also the repository of the account codes
and holds prior summary data in order to generate charts that
compare accounting performace measures between different
time periods.
All of the other modules are interconnected through the
General Ledger. Transactions in the accounts receivable and
payable modules, as well as in the payroll and inventory
modules can be posted to the General Ledger, making them
available for the fum's summary reports. In addition to the
accounts that are set up for the company as a whole, the
General Ledger allows the business to set up sub-accounts by
department For example, the firm may desire to keep track of
petty cash separately for the sales, warehouse, and fmance
departments. By assigning sub-account numbers to the
general petty cash account. the system will keep track of the
detail automatically and has options to print either the detail
or the summation.
But the basic function of the General Ledger is to post all
of the financial transactions that occur in a given time period,
usually monthly. At the end of the month, it is customary to
"close" the accounts, that is, checking that debits equal credits
and transferring temporary accounts to the permanent
accounts. This is done automatically by The Business
Accountant. But. all transactions data are lost in the process.
Therefore, it is very important to print hard copy of the
detailed journal report each time the accounts are closed.
contd.
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Otherwise the ability to audit the books properly and to check
for particular ttansactions is permanently lost.
Journal entries are posted to one of five journals: the
general journal, the cash disbursements journal, the cash
receipts journal, the sales journal, or the purchases journal. If
other modules of The Business Accountant are used with the
General Ledger, appropriate transactions are properly recorded
in the General Ledger automatically using additional journals
(e.g. payroll journal) if necessary. If you are using the
General Ledger alone, these journals are sufficient to cover all
normal business transactions. The system also allows for
recurring entries (such as equal rent payments every month) to
be posted automatically.
The capacity of the General Ledger is adequate. It will
hold up to 500 accounts, 14 different account types, 99
departments, 12 months of budget data for each account, 13
months of historical data, and allow up to 1900 journal entries
per month (2300 with a hard disk).
In summary, the General Ledger is menu driven, easy to
use, checks to make sure entries are correct (as to debits and
credits in the right places in the journals chosen by the
operator and that debits equal credits), allows great flexibility
in setting up customized accounts, and stores a full year plus a
month of records. It will print all standard accounting
statements and allows for audit trails.

The Accounts Payable Module

The Accounts Payable module keeps track of the business
transactions between a company and its suppliers (referred to
as vendors). You begin by entering basic information about
vendors, such as name, address and payment terms. Trans
actions such as receipt of invoices, debit memos, and credit
memos are entered as they occur. When you tell the system
to pay an invoice, the checks are automatically written and
required bookkeeping entries made. The Accounts Payable
module keeps track of items such as: amount purchased to
date from a vendor, amount paid to a vendor to date, amount
currently owed to a vendor, scheduled amount of next payment
to a vendor, payment date for each invoice, and discount date
and amount for each invoice.
One useful feature of the system is that there are several
options available for selecting invoices for payment.
Selection can be manual (viewing each open invoice before
selecting), specific (viewing open invoices of specific vendors
before selecting) and automatic (selecting all invoices due on
or before a specified date). The system also allows you to
write checks manually.
Reports produced by this module include: vendor listing,
payment selection report, check register, accounts payable
detail report, accounts payable aging report, accounts payable
cash flow report, discount analysis report, and journal detail
report. It is recommended that an accounts payable detailed
report be printed before monthly closing, otherwise data will
belosl
The Accounts Receivable Module

The Accounts Receivable module maintains customer
information, keep~ track of all accounts receivable trans
actions, and prepares reports and documents. To use the
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module, first you enter basic customer information, such as
name, address and your payment agreement with that
customer. Then when you record invoices, payments, debit
memos and credit memos for the customer, you just enter the
transaction information and the system automatically keeps
track of customer and invoice information. The module
includes a number of 'useful features such as automatically
checking customer credit limits as you are invoicing. It also
calculates finance charges, and has a balance forward option
which automatically applies payments to the oldest invoices.
Reports produced by the Accounts Receivable system
include: customer listing, invoice, customer statement,
accounts receivable detail report, accounts receivable aging
report, delinquent report, customer worksheet, and journal
detail report. Before performing the recommended monthly
closing of the Accounts Receivable system, you need to print
a hard copy of the customer statements and an accounts
receivable detail report.
Inventory Control Module

The Inventory Control module maintains information on
inventory items (each item is called a "part") and cost. The
system keeps track of the value of your inventory, the number
of units on hand, the number of units recieved during the year,
the number of units issued during the year, and any
adjustments recorded. To use the system, you first enter
information about each inventory item. Then you record
inventory transactions and update the basic information when
necessary. The Inventory Control module can be used with
any of four inventory valuation methods: standard costing;
average costing; first-in, first-out (FIFO); or last-in fmt-out
-(LIFO). The method is selected when you fmt create your
inventory .control data fUes.
Useful management reports such as the physical inventory
analysis, inventory margin report, inventory transactions
summary, and order recommendations report are options that
can be formatted and printed automatically by the system.
In addition, the Inventory Control program produces
helpful listings and documents needed for physically carrying
out the company's inventory accounting. Forms produced
include: parts listing, purchase orders, physical inventory
worksheets, and stock status detail reports.
Payroll Module

The Payroll module is a comprehensive package which
provides options to tailor the system to the particular
circumstances of the business using it. The Payroll module
allows information for up to 200 employees (ISO or fewer are
recommended) on the floppy disk system. In contrast to the
other modules of the The Business Accountant, the Payroll
System requires the use of four diskettes. One disk is for
entering the data to conform to your company's standards
(payment schedules, employee information, job codes, etc.).
Another is for entering information for each pay period for
each employee. Yet another disk contains the operating
programs for other parts of the Payroll system, which include
tax tables and government reports. And the fmal disk is used
to process the information, generate check statementsCo~Cf
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also write checks on the preprinted computer forms designed
to go with this system.
Basic infonnation about employees is entered when you
set up the Payroll system. Then, every pay period, time card
infonnation is entered and the system calculates earnings,
deductions and taxes, as well as generates the checks. There is
an option to record "handchecks" if you wish to issue bonus
payment checks, checks for other payments taxed in an
unusual manner, or bypass the automatic printing option and
write checks manually. The Payroll module maintains
infonnation on employees' sick leave and vacation hours,
employees' earnings and tax information, tax liabilities and
deposits, wage and tax totals, job costing infonnation, etc.
The system is very flexible, allowing for almost any
payroll operation imaginable. In addition to routine opera
tions, it permits such complex entries as recording an employ
ee's time to be charged to different jobs at different rates. The
system also contains federal and state tax tables which can be
easily modified by the user if and when laws change. In short,
the Payroll module is very complete. It can be a valuable
asset to the company even if used independently of the other
parts of The Business Accountant. And it is fully compatible
with the rest of the modules, allowing the payroll transactions
to be reported with all of the other business records.
What Type or User is Best Served by The
Business Accountant?
This is a professional system. At the very least it requires
formal accounting training or plenty of experience in
bookkeeping. Because of the many different reports and
business analysis records that can be printed for each module,
a sophisticated user can analyze, evaluate, plan and organize
business records to obtain a very detailed report (on a daily,
weekly, monthly, etc. basis) of the company.
The system, and each module, take a large amount of time
to learn, use and eventually understand. It is not a system for
the tinkerer or the amateur. The owner of a business is not
likely to have the time or patience to operate the system on a
regular basis. Therefore, we would recommend this type of
system for the small business that is able to hire a bookkeeper
(even on a part-time basis). If a floppy disk system is used.,
because of the large number of data disks created (all labeled
similarly except for dates), and if more than one or two people
had access to the system, it would not be long before errors
and lost data disks occurred., with frantic screams heard for
many miles around.
A small retail business could use this system effectively.
Depending on the size of the operation and the need for close
management of accounts receivable, accounts payable, and
inventory, the business should be able to use the General
Ledger and the Payroll modules to generate more than enough
information to keep its books in order and save time and effort
over using a manual accounting system.
A small manufacturing concern would be more likely to
need the Inventory Control module in addition to the General
Ledger and the Payroll modules.
The serviCe/professional fum that employs only a few
people and has only a small number of clients might only
need the General Ledger module to keep track of transactions
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in a summary fashion and prepare financial statements.

Choice or Computer Systems
As we mentioned above, this is an expensive system. In
fact, it costs more than the computer. And., if you purchase a
hard disk to simplify and speed-up the operation of The
Business Accountant (or to use the ProDOS version, The
Advanced Business Accountant), the cost quickly multiplies.
This system does deliver what it promises. But we think a
more sensible option would be to consider purchasing a
computer with greater speed and power such as the 512K
version of the Macintosh or an IBM/IBM Clone if business
analyses and business accounting were to be major uses of the
computer. There are now more software packages for those
machines, the price differential between the computers with
expanded memories and the Apple 1/ series with a hard disk
and this software program has narrowed, and the larger
computers have other business programs available (such as
Jazz and Lotus 1-2-3) that are very useful and beyond the
capacity of the Apple I/'s. However, if you already own an
Apple /Ie or /lc with the necessary hardware, and if you own a
small business within the parameters of the limits of The
Business Accountant, then this set of accounting software
packages will perform very well and prove useful.
The user should., before purchasing this or any other
accounting package, assess his or her needs carefully. It is
very likely in a small business environment that only some of
the modules are necessary for the majority of the complicated
accounting work required. If that is the case, then purchasing
just those parts of The Business Accountant may prove to be
economical and efficient. In any event, unless the user is
sophisticated in accounting and tax matters, they should not
purchase this type of system before consulting with their
accountant The accountant should not only be able to help
the business set up its books for an automated system, but
will also be able to detail the types of reports and information
that will be needed to do the tax and other routine work for
that particular business.
Conclusions
The Business Accountant is an impressive system. It is
well thought out. It provides more report possibilities than
the average small business could use, which is a good feature
because there are so many different types of businesses that
each can fmd the reports that are needed for particular
applications. With an experienced operator and the overall
guidance of a good accountant, the system should save time
and money for the company both at tax time and at the end of
the fiscal year when summary reports are required.
But, given that the very popular Apple II's are fast giving
way to more powerful computers for business applications,
the potential purchaser should very carefully assess the present
and future needs of the company before spending over $1,500
for The Business Accountant. If a compatible Apple /Ie or /Ie
coupled with a hard disk drive is already on-line and if the
company can adequately use just some of the modules of The
Business Accountant, then it would be a useful purchase as it
will perform all standard accounting procedures.
GO
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CRAFTING A GOOD ELECTRONIC MODEL

Dos and Don'ts of Spreadsheeting: Part 1

by Joseph T. Kelley

© 9·28·85

Introduction
Microcomputers have become almost omnipresent in our
everyday life. yet relatively few micro users have received in
depth training in their use for financial modeling. This is
nowhere more true than in the business environment where
their importance to the typical corporation has far outstripped
the training of the people using them.
Increasingly.
unsophisticated users are manipulating highly sophisticated
software on computers whose speed and power were only
dreams a few years ago. Great care is necessary if the office
micro is not to become a Pandora's box of potent pitfalls.
This article presents a brief background in the history of
micros and then focuses on a particularly important applica
tion of micro technology: electronic spreadsheets. Because
spreadsheets are used every day by individuals who have
relatively little grasp of their power or the risks they are
running by a careless use of this new "toy." a discussion is
provided on the right way to develop. use, and document
spreadsheet templates. Examples are used to demonstrate the
ideas expressed in the text.

and at lower prices ("small business machines") and were
received by the market place with even greater enthusiasm.
The larger base of installed computers encouraged the writing
of more software applications.
At the same time,
improvements in integrated circuits allowed these less
expensive machines to compete with their larger cousins in
terms of processing power. Again. it was standard manufac
turing strategy to attempt to lock in customers by making it
extremely difficult for competitors - real or potential - to
provide any hardware onoftware to customers.
Beyond the issue of thinly disguised monopolistic prac
tices, other problems existed which tended to limit the great
promise that computing power has always held. While. in
theory. a computer could be programmed to do just about
anything; in practice. dealing with the Data Processing (DP)
department (the Vatican of authorized computer ritual) could
be the most frustrating element of a manager's job. A request
to the programming staff for a 'wheel' to smooth production
of needed information might - after much delay - result in the
production of the equivalent of an octagon. If complaints were
made, the response might be that the alternative was a square.
Programmers became known as people who tell you why you
can't have what you need - the high priests of a low cult.

Backuound
For many years the word "computer" was associated in
people's minds with notions of large physical size. Com
puters were often called "mainframes." a word which
emphasized the dimensions of the machines then in use. With
The Mjcrocomputer Reyolution: Power to the
the development of integrated circuits and silicon technology.
Ewlk
it became possible to manufacture computers that were
Around 1974. the low cost and high reliability of
smaller in both dimension and price. Called "minis" because
integrated circuits allowed some venturesome manufacturers to
originally they were smaller in computing power than main
offer kits for the home assembly of 'microcomputers.' so
frames. these computers became popular with users who could
called because the original models had a memory capacity of
not afford the larger and more expensive installations required
about two thousand bytes and, when assembled. the machines
to support existing mainframes and who did not need as much
would fit on a desk top. Further improvements in silicon
computing power.
technology allowed the memory size to grow to 8.000. then
Because more people used minis than mainframes and
16.000. then 64,000 bytes and beyond.
because these people tended to have smaller programming
In 1976. Apple Computer Company rejected the received
staffs. a market developed for certain ready-made software
wisdom of the day and reversed the lock-in strategy. By
applications. such as payroll and accounts receivable. This
publishing all the technical specifications for its hardware and
software allowed many relatively unsophisticated users to
operating systems and by providing "expansion slots" that
have the benefits of computerized applications at less cost and
were intended for the use of equipment made by other manu
effort than mainframes. Much of the software used on
facturers. Apple encouraged third party activity that vastly
mainframes and minis was proprietary and often-was supplied
expanded the usefulness of its own products. The over
by the equipment's manufacturer. who organized it in a
whelming success of this approach has made it the standard in
fashion designed to implement a "lock-in" strategy: to pre
the microcomputer market - at least to date. Even IBM
vent the user from acquiring a competitor's hardware or
followed the trail blazed by Apple when it released its PC.
software. Because the b~ic architecture of the hardware and
At about the same time, enterprising programmers noticed
the logic of tlte software were kept as proprietary secrets, it
that it was possible to write some very useful applications for
was exceedingly difficult for competitors to create compatible
microcomputers, applications that had the potential of wide
products. Thus the market for both hardware and software had
appeal to a mass audience. Word processing and graphics were
a strongly monopolistic flavor which, while it enriched those
two applications that caught the attention of many computer
whose marketing power enabled them to offer everything
users. but it was the flI'St electronic spreadsheet, VisiCalc. that
under one brand name, tended to retard the overall development
bowled them over. At the time of its release, there was no
pf,computing technology.
program comparable to VisiCalc available on a mainframe,
With time, computers becanle available in smaller sizes
thus proving that a micro was not just a mainframe inWa
con .
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breadbox.
Helen of Troy may have had the face that
Itzunched a thouMM ships, but VisiCalc is
definitely the program that sold a million Apples.
VisiCalc simultaneously proved that micros have brought
something to computing that simply is not available on
mainframes. For the fust time, end users had a fast, efficient
and simple way to do something they had struggled to do by
hand. Previously the discovery of an error was a disaster
because of lengthy turn-around timesj but on a spreadsheet the
correction could be made and the error eliminated immediately.
Electronic Spreadsheets
Almost everyone who has worked in an office has seen
physical spreadsheets: intimidating rectangular arrays of too
many rows and columns into which you enter numbers which
don't crossfoot if you are stupid enough to double check your
work. It is signifICant that the effort to locate an error in a
physical spreadsheet can be monumental: it can take hours to
recalculate all the rows and columns of a moderately large
spreadsheet
An electronic spreadsheet is an array of rows (frequently
designated by numbers) and columns (frequently designated by
letters). The intersection of a row and a column is called a
cell. A user of an electronic spreadsheet may enter numbers,
words or - most importantly - formulas into the cells. The
formulas in an electronic spreadsheet can contain numbersj
references to the contents of other cellsj or references to a
range of arithmetic, fmancial, logical, scientific, or statistical
functions. (The precise collection of functions that a par
ticular electronic spreadsheet possesses varies according to the
spreadsheet)
The simplicity of the description of an electronic
spreadsheet belies its power. By using the arithmetic func
tions alone - addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
and exponentiation - it is possible to achieve polent results.
For example, these basic manipulations are all that it takes to
be able to calculate the "debt service factors" that are used to
calculate level debt service payments (such as home mortgage
payments) and loan amortization schedules. Previously, debt
service factors were published in long, lugubrious tables (the
fmance equivalent of those dreaded logarithms, now also
available in both natural and base 10 versions on most spread
sheets) and were only used by specialists.
The financial functions that are available on spreadsheets
greatly multiply their power. The ability to calculate net
present value (NPV) and return on investment (ROI) vastly
extend the utility of these important concepts because the
calculational grief is gone. In addition, the logical capabilities
of most of these programs (true, false, if-then) allow the
construction of highly versatile spreadsheets.
The spreadsheets described above were the basic models;
current versions offer additional capabilities. The versions
widely iil use now (e.g., Lotus' 1-2-3 and Jazz and Microsoft's
Multiplan and Excel) integrate the features of an. ele.-::tronic
spreadsheet with other desirable functions such as graphics,
flle manipulation, and the ability to pass data to word
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processing programs. Although these programs have added
complexity (with the implication of IU1 increased price tag) and
run only on the larger micros (usually at least 256K of
memory), their ability to perform tasks that are not practical
otherwise, means that we can look forward to spreadsheets of
even greater flexibility.
The power of an electronic spreadsheet lies in its ability to
recalculate all of the formulas whenever any entry is changed.
Thus, if the information (data and estimates of growth)
necessary to project revenues and expenses are on a
spreadsheet, it is :1 simple matter to cbange tlte estimate of
expenditure growtlt from, four percent to five percent and to
see immediately the impact on planned income. Referred to as
a sensitivity analysis, tltis ability to ask and answer the
question, "what if ...7" is a powerful management decision
making tool.
The SignlOcance or EJes:trQnic Spreadsheets
Electronic spreadsheets were among the earliest micro
computer programs to use a metaphor with which a large
number of people were familiar. While Apple's Macintosh
has made this approach famous today, at the time it was first
used in a spreadsheet it was a revolutionary concept. Much of
the ease of use of a spreadsheet comes from this substitution
of spatial relationships ('where' on the sheet) for logical
relationships (a ragbag of variables with various relationships
between them).
Beyond the metaphor, micros provide an immediacy of
response that encourages quick detection of logical errors
(though only if used for this purpose) and the opportunity to
experiment with your data and model. It quickly becomes
second nature to 'play' with the sheet; after all, if you believe
that revenues have been understated, why not alter the estimate
and get an early look at what income for next year is really
going to be7 In the good old days of mainframes, when turn
around times could be an hour, a day, even a week, just get
ting the errors out of a program usually took more time than
was allotted f~ it and tltere were precious few minutes left to
idly change assumptions and play games with the model.
Electronic spreadsheets, in particular, caught on because
they looked like a familiar experience and greatly simplified
the effort of using paper spreadsheets. But, beyond the
substitution of an electronic spreadsheet for a paper one, the
dynamic character of the electronic version has vastly increased
their importance to many business. Everyday decisions are
made based on electronic spreadsheet outputs that affect corp
orate assets, cause entries to be made in accounting systems,
and, in general, affect t1te economic fate of the company. If
those decision are based on spreadsheets with faulty assump
tions, incorrectly designed models, or improperly executed
instructions, the results can be catastrophic.
The Uses of Electronic Spreadsheets
Electronic spreadsheets have an application wherever
numbers are used Virtually every fmancial application can
benefit from the introductions of these powerful calculational
and modeling tools. Specific examples of uses include
preparing budgets, check account reconciliation, income tax
projections. cash-flow projections, overhead allocation, job
costing. cost analyses, profit forecasts. debt service tables,
cont.c1.
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comparative evaluations of the values of buying VeISUS
borrowing ve~us leasing equipment, estimating the impact of
capital expenditures on user fees, and even tracking progress in
a baseball pool.
While spreadsheets are versatile enough to frnd some use
wherever numbers are manipulated, their most powerful use is
in financial modeling: the representation of a complex
economic reality by variables and the relationships between
them. Typically there are variables about which assumptions
are made (inputs) and variables whose values are calculated
(outputs) based on the values of the input variables and the
relationships. As an example, a spreadsheet that calculated
debt service on a loan might use amount borrowed, the term
of the borrowing, and the interest rate on the loan as input
variables. Outputs might include a schedule of payments over
the life of the loan and a statement about what percent of the
original loan is still owed during each year of the borrowing.
Risks In J1SiDll Electronic Spreadsheets

J1sin& Your Spreadsheet More Efficiently

It is the lament of the cynic that nothing is free in this
world. Such a caution was never more appropriate than in
dealing with electronic spreadsheets where power is increas
ingly bought at the price of complexity. Great care is needed
if the use of such tools is not to backfIre on the individuals
and companies using them. Electronic spreadsheets are being
used more and more by personnel who have less and less
computer knowledge and who are correspondingly less likely
to spot signs of possible serious errors (e.g., unresolved
circular reference). More serious still, these people are using
spreadsheets whic~ are growing steadily in size and
complexity; as a spreadsheet grows, it is harder and harder to
spot mistakes or inconsistencies. Further, USeIS quickly learn
to push their spreadsheet to its limits where strange things
have been known to happen.
The ready availability of spreadsheets in the office
encourages the more venturesome employees to adapt some
one else's spreadsheet to new needs; yet only a partial under
standing of the logic of the spreadsheet can lead to incorrect or
incomplete modification which could be the primrose path to
disaster. Spreadsheets are becoming essential to the func
tioning of many organizations--they must be correct
Unfortunately, this requires a discipline familiar in data
processing environments but generally absent from the
average office.
Modelin& and Sensitivity AnalYsis

Modeling is perhaps the most exciting use of electronic
spreadsheets because it is possible to play "What if...?" with
the model. Thus one can ask of the debt service schedule
model mentioned above, "What if the cost of borrowing
increases by one-half of one percent?" "What if the loan is for
30 years instead of 20?' "What if principal payments are
deferred for two years?" In each case, the user gets an answer
in a few seconds and can ask another question. This process
leads to better judgments because the user has an improved
understanding of the relationships between the variables. For
example, in a situation where a user charge is to be detennined
which will recapture both capital and operating costs of a
facility, a simple model shows that an error in the estimation
of operating costs can easily be nine times as devastating as
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the same error in capital costs. Thus, in this instance,
wisdom would suggest that great care be applied to the
determination of the accuracy of operating costs.
The process described above is called a sensitivity analysis
because it determines which input variables cause the greatest
change in output variables. Given that one has limited
resources to deal with any problem, knowing where to focus
your attention (on the 'sensitive' variables) is a great assist in
developing models that closely approximate the reality being
studied.
Being able to isolate the variables that have the greatest
impact on the bottom line allows the model developer to
examine the possible impact of prediction errors by testing a
range of values (pessimistic, most likely, and optimistic).
Further, it is relatively easy to change a number of variables
simultaneously and thus more closely approximate the
economic reality being modeled.
Electronic spreadsheets can bring tremendous increases in
efficiency to many tasks, yet it is possible to be as inefficient
with a spreadsheet as with paper and pencil. If the best results
are to be achieved in as little time as possible, it is important
to develop good working habits. To the extent feasible, plan
your spreadsheets in advance. This is a piece of advice that is
easier to give than to follow but it is sound procedure. At a
minimum, try to set apart a section for input variables and try
to manage the 'shape' of your sheet Generally, it is more
efficient to develop your model so that its 'shape' falls within
a square with an upper left hand comer on the first cell of the
sheet (e.g., RICI of Multiplan or Al of Lotus 1-2-3) and a
lower right hand comer on the main diagonal of the sheet
In lieu of complete planning, know the potential your
spreadsheet has for reorganization and its limitations. In
particular, when the model you are working on has clearly
become larger or more complex than you had originally
intended, stop and take the time to reorganize it then--don't
wait until you are done. If you don't reorganize your model as
you go along, you had better know how difficult it is to
restructure a spreadsheet that is approaching the limits of
memory on your machine.
Generally, except for the smallest spreadsheets, it is
important to use the manual recalculation feature of your
spreadsheet Since one is usually making more than one
change at a time, waiting for the spreadsheet to recalculate
after each cell is changed can be a major waste of time. It is
much more efficient to set the recalculation to manual and
make all the changes and then recalculate the sheet once. On
the other hand, always remember that you are using manual
recalculation. It would be embarrassing to enter a number and
go to the output area of the sheet and simply copy the
incorrect answer. In general, if you think you are done, go to
the output area and recalculate once more. Watch to see if the
answer changes. It shouldn't, but it will a disconcerting num
ber of times.
Don't be afraid to treat your spreadsheet like a calculator.
If, for example, a certain entry is the sum of three numbers,
then enter the three numbers connected by plus signs. Beyond
the time saved by not having to add the numbers manu'ally,
there is an additional advantage: other users might be able to
contd. on pg 51
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MODIFICATION TO FORTH FLOATING POINT
by Steve Pearce
In the June 1985 issue of the WAP Journal an article by
Chester Page dealt with the addition of floating point math to
the F10-FORTII language ("Fast Floating Point Forth").
Forth is a stack-oriented language which is in the public
domain and available in the Pi disk library. Mr. Page's
routines are a welcome addition to the language. I would like
to offer a small "patch" which I think makes a great program a
little better.
I found when using the floating point routines that the
final screen output (i.e., when the Apple prints the result of
the calculation) was annoyingly slow. It took a while to
fmally isolate the problem, which is in screen #2. On that
screen there is a work "FAC.", which is defmed as:
: FAC. ED2E CAlL ;
The routine at SED2E is called PRNIFAC and it prints
the number in the floating point accumulator (see the article).
It is an Applesoft routine and lies in ROM memory. The
output from this routine does not use the normal Forth screen
output routines.
There is a command in Applesoft called "SPEED=" which
changes the speed which the computer sends output to the
screen. SPEED~ is the slowest and SPEED=2SS is the
fastest The actual speed byte is stored in location $PI (241
decimal). By using the SROM command from within Forth,
I was able to see that this value was usually $88. So, the
solution to the problem would be to simply store a 2SS in
this location, by executing the command: 255 241 C!.
However, this doesn't work. The area in memory from $60 to
$FF is used by the Forth interpreter to store various pointers
and work areas, and the values in this location change as the

interpreter works.
From this information, it became obvious that the speed
byte would have to be set from outside the interpreter by a
machine language patch prior to calling the PRNTFAC
routine. At the end of this article is a short machine language
routine which will accomplish this. The ORO command is
arbitrary, since Forth will insert the patch at the appropriate
location by the CREATE command. IOSAVE and IOREST
are routines in the monitor ROM which save and restore the
6502 registers, respectively. NEXT is a pointer to the next
Forth instruction to be executed. All the patch does, really, is
to save the registers and the value in $Fl, set $Fl equal to
one (the maximum speed value - disassemble the SPEED
routine at $F262 to see why this is so), call the PRNTFAC
routine, and then restore everything prior to returning to
Forth. The fmal solution to the problem is to create a new
version of the Forth word FAC.:
,
CREATE FAC.F1AS, OO8S, 4A20, A9FF, 8501,
2OFl, ED2E, OOAS, F18S, 3F20, 4CFF, 0848, SMUDGE
With this substitution, the screen output is as fast as it
should be.

REFERENCES:
"Fast Floating Point Forth", Chester H. Page, YI.AF.
Journal, June 1985, p. SS.
"Speaking of Forth: The Forth Dictionary", Bill Wurzel,
WAP Journal, March 1983, p.14
"Applesoft Internal Entry Points", CaJl.A'p,P,L.E: in
Depth: All About Ap,plesoft, p.51.
Picture Mover conrd. from pg 38

:ASM
1 IOSAVB
2 IOREST
3 NEXT
4 PRNlFAC
S

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

$FF4A
$FF3F
$0848

6

ORO
IDA
STA
JSR
IDA
STA
JSR
IDA
STA
JSR

$300
$Fl
$0
IOSAVB
#1
$Fl
PRNIFAC
$0
$Fl
IOREST

•

0300: ASFI
7
0302: 85 00
8
0304: 20 4A FF 9
0307: A9 01
10
0309: 8S Fl
II
030B:20 2E ED 12
030E: AS 00
13
0310: 8S FI
14
0312: 20 3F FF IS
0315: 4C 48 08 16

NEXTUNE

$ED2E

JMP NEXT

;Save $Fl contents in safe place.
;$0 is a safe place.
;Save all 6502 registers
;Make speed its maximum value.
;($FI contains speed byte.)
;Finally print contents of FAC.
;Retrieve'initial value in $FI
;and restore it in $FI.
;Restore all6S02 registers.
;On to next Forth instruction!
~

Electronic Spreadsheet contd. from pg 50
recognize the three numbers (where they would be less likely
to recognize the total) and get an improved understanding of
how the model might be changed to solve some other prob
lem.
The real value in a model is rarely the 'answer' which you
were fust seeking. For example, if you have created a model
Washington Apple Pi

CLC

IDA GRAFLOC
ADC HORZCOR
STA PICLOC
IDA ORAFLOC+1
ADC #0
STA PICLOC+I
OFF2
IDY #PICWB-l
COPYLINE IDA W~ Y
MASKSruF EOR ICLOC),Y
OFFS
STA ICLOC),Y
DEY
BPL COPYLINE
IDA LINNUM
OFFI
ADC #PICWB
STA LINNUM
IDA LINNUM+1
ADC #0
STA LINNUM+l
JSR INCRY
DEC LINES
BNE NEX1UNE
RTS

to estimate interest income, onCe,you have done so, play with
the model and learn what are the most sensitive variables.
Y.ou may discover that the ability to make deposits one day
earlier could substantially offset anticipated interest rate
ctianges.
'(To be continued next month.)
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Thcz "iczQ) From Durham
by !Chris IIUuqewlcz

Much Mail, Unsolicited Opinion, and
Cutting Commentary, Plus a
Look Inside ~ ~

It's the end of September as I sit here in front of my Mac,
reading mail about my August column and typing November's
installment while editing the October issue of the Duke Mac
intosh Users Group's newsletter. Merry Christmas.
Mail rrom the box. Though the mail overlloweth
not, a few letters materialized in Box 22171 this month (or, to
be more accurate, last month). David Dunham wrote to say
that he agreed with my opinions on copy protection and to
mention that--contrary to my stlltement in the AugustJoumal
he pays his MCI Mail bill by check. A quick call to MCl's
Atlanta office conftrmed my original thoughts: MCI has to
have a credit card number before you can be issued an MCI
Mail account (Evidently David subscribed before this policy
went into effect.) David also mentioned "DiskInfo," a desk
accessory that is available for the Mac; he likes it (Of
course, the fact that he wrote it might have something to do
with that opinion.) But seriously, folks, I have seen
DiskInfo, and I like it, too. It's extremely useful with pro
grams like MacPaint that don't tell you anything about your
disk (or let you do anything to it) once you start them up. I
don't have DiskInfo, though. so I don't know if it's "freeware"
or not If it is. please do everybody a favor and send the
author the money he asks. Bob Soule sent me a copy of a
letter he mailed to Apple outlining his concerns about the
future direction of the Apple II series. I only wish I had
enough space to quote it in its entirety; it's a great letter. and
Bob has done an excellent job of pointing out the present
flaws in Apple's support of the II. In addition. he lists a few
possible future offerings: MS-DOS data compatibility. a new
microprocessor to replace the venerable 6502, and true
customer support (as opposed to Apple's present policy of
"customer tolerance"). He also pleads for reasonable prices on
any future upgrades- a sentiment with which I agree abso
lutely. Apple certainly should have learned from their Mac
upgrade mistake (see below). but--call me a cynic if you will-
history has a tendency to repeat itself.
Dollars and nonsense. I um about to depart on a long
discussion of my favorite Apple gaffe: the Mac 128-512
upgrade. When Apple announcoo that they would introduce a
Macintosh with four times as much memory as the original
model, I was overjoyed. (Like most early Mac owners, I had
grown used to the fabulous graphics and was now heartily sick
of disk swaps and the ten-page limit of MacWrite.) I ftgured
on an upgrade price of maybe $200; after all, the chips
wouldn't cost Apple too much, und they could generate a lot
of goodwill by offering such a reasonable policy. As all of us
early Mac owners now know. Apple was more interested in
making a proftt (and a rather sizeable one at that) on the
upgrade than in making lots of already happy Mac owners
happier: the upgrade listed for $995. Though blatantly
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ridiculous. this price was defended by Apple PR people for a
good eight weeks; then Apple dropped the price by $200 in
order to save a little face. However, in that time, they
managed to alienate a large number of formerly loyal Apple
customers, all of whom were suddenly faced with the
realization that Apple was simply another business- no
different from mM, DEC, or any other computer company.
As Bruce Webster says. I'm not sure that Apple even realizes
what it has lost. I, for one. still own a 128K Mac because:
(1) I don't want to violate the Apple motherboard by
purchasing a non-Apple upgrade. (2) I cannot afford a Hyper
drive, and (3) I refuse to pay $695 for $100 worth of chips. I
hope Apple comes to its senses soon; otherwise, much
cheaper machines such as the Commodore Amiga will send
the Mac into the grave.
Random comment. Now that AppleWorks is one of
the best-selling programs of all time, maybe Apple will
realize that it makes other computers besides the Macintosh.
Smooth move. Apple recently announced that they
would postpone indefmitely the release of Macintosh BASIC.
As I said in my first column back in August, I have a betatest copy of MacBASIC (version 0.985).
It is an
impressively powerful language, more reminiscent of Pascal
than of BASIC, and it is fast. (My only complaint is that it
doesn't provide complete access to the Mac user interface.
However. the language is so fast--even in this beta version-
that it is possible to write code to get around this limitation.)
I am disappointed that Apple won't be distributing MacBASIC, and I imagine that the publishing companies who
have rushed books like Programming in Macintosh BASIC
into print are even more unhappy. One sometimes wishes
that one could figure out just what Apple's corporate strategy
really is.
Upon
rlJ'st
looking
into
Apple's
Inside
Macintosh. (Apologies to John Keats.) I fmally managed
to ftnd a copy of Inside Macintosh, Apple's answer to an
electrical engineering textbook. Lord, but the thing is hani to
follow! It's chock full of useful information (everything
Apple should have told you from the start and more). but all
of the sections are completely separate and there's nothing
resembling an index to help you ftnd your way around. I hope
the fmal edition is somewhat more cohesive. (What ever
happened to the clarity, conciseness, and humor of the old
Apple ][ manuals?) rve heard Macintosh Revealed, Vols. I
and 2 highly recommended as a supplement to Apple's own
manual, but I can't comment - yet - not having read either
volume.
More thoughts on the Apple scene. Well, Steve
Jobs has done what any good Silicon Valley entrepreneur does
when his company gets too big and basically out of hjs
contd.
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control: he's left Apple to form another company. I can only
say that I have mixed feelings about the situation: Apple as a
corporation is probably better off without the maverick Jobs,
but Apple the institution has defmitely lost something
intangible which it will never regain. I hope that Apple with
out Jobs will be capable of the sort of vision and risk-taking
that it was with him at the helm. Otherwise we may never
see another Lisa or Macintosh.
Rumors, rumors. Those of you anxiously awaiting
the Macintosh ROM/disk drive upgrade will be waiting till
January (at least); there is a problem with the new hierarchical
fale directory code which is holding things up. If the delay
surprises anyone, let me explain the concept of "vaporware"
I heard an interesting rumor the other day concerning the
"Mac II" that will be unveiled in January. In order to keep
things compatible with the present Mac, the new Mac will
have slots, but they will be part of an "expansion chassis"
which is external to the thing and will plug into - you guessed
it - the serial port. The catch is that it will have a clock of its
own and so will be able to run the serial port at maximum
speed (over a megabit/second). (ro prevent overloading of the
Mac's power supply, it'll have one of its own.) The advantage
to all this, of course, is that present Mac owners will be able
to add one of these "expansion chassis" too. Let's just hope
Apple prices it reasonably.
Also, there is an "ImageWriter U". It prints about twice
as fast as the old ImageWriter, and is (of course) compatible
with the Mac's graphics capabilities. The price I heard was
SS9S.
Caveat emptor. I recently bought myself a new surge
suppressor, the P22 Power Director from Computer
Accessories. It's a very attractive unit with a metal case and
five lighted switches. It protects against both common- and
differential-mode surges, and it has EMIIRFI faltering. I liked
it so much that it was my choice for the Hardware of the
Month - until I discovered that one of the switches was
defective: it tended to arc when opened or closed, a fact which
did not make me very happy. (Not only that, I could
occasionally get one of the switches to come on when the
"master" switch was turned off.) I brought it back to the store
where I bought it, intending to exchange it for a new one, but
the salesman (a helpful chap who also happens to be a WAP
member) advised against it; the store had had some trouble
with Computer Accessories surge protectors, and he didn't
recommend them. To make a long story short, I walked out
of the store with a different surge suppressor (a Datagard by
SL Waber) and $2S--the price difference between the P22 and
the Datagard. Draw what conclusions you will.
It·s a jungle out there. One of the two pieces of
advice I give out most often is this: GET A SURGE
PROTECTOR BEFORE YOU DISCOVER THAT YOU
NEED(ED) ONE. Power lines are nasty. Unless you've seen
a circuit board that's been fried (literally) by a power surge,
you can't begin to imagine what a few (thousand) extra volts
can do to integrated circuitry. It ain't pretty. (In the
December 1983 issue of BYTE, Steve Ciarcia gives an
enlightening (no pun intended) account of a power surge he
experienced.) My minimum requirements for a surge protector
are: both common- and differential-mode surge protection,
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EMIIRFI faltering, and a circuit-breaker or fuse to protect
against simple shorts. The investment isn't large (Radio
Shack has one for about $30 that fulfills my requirements),
and it just might save you a lot of money later.
In case anybody was wondering. For lack of any
thing to recommend, there's no Hardware or Software of the
Month this time. (If there's any hardware or software that
you're particularly fond of, write and teU me about it)
And now what you've aU been waiting ror.
Next month will bring the first annual Plastic Diskette
awards, my own small (as in "miniscule") contribution to
recognizing the best and the worst of 1985 in the world of
computing. Wiriners (and losers) will receive a personalized
award with - you guessed it! - a diskette on it, suitable for
framing. I am accepting suggestions for recipients - in any
category whatsoever - until mid-November. Happy Thanks
giving to one and aU!
@
Inca for ... contd. from pg 35
command hard to read. The dark letters on the light screen
with too visible horizontal lines are tough on the old
astigmatism. One "user friendly" thing: if you boot/reboot
the wrong side of the disk, you get a clear message in light
capital letters on a dark screen: nIlS IS TIlE STORY DISK.
PLEASE INSERT THE PROGRAM DISK AND SIMUL
TANEOUSLY PRESS THE CONlROL, OPEN APPLE,
AND RESET KEYS. Now that's easy to read and helpful.
WIZARDRY helps prevent the initial error by putting an
extra label on the boot side.
Mapping will help you get oriented to the terrain. Unlike
ZORK, reading the accompanying literature also helps.
Perseverance (about all I bring to gaming) is vital. I suppose
intuition and being smart would also be very helpful. The
word "quit" is not in the vocabulary. You can, however,
restart or restore one of up to five saved positions at any point
in the game. This includes, of course, any time you have
made a big mistake and find yourself dead. You can also
"pause" at any time. This is a neat feature that clears the
screen while you tend to chores. If you quit by turning off the
computer or booting something else, you'll have to
boot/reboot.
Even though I am frustrated by the puzzles, I am looking
forward to many more challenging sessions. Now, how about
filling the bucket with water and going to...
@

----------------------.
ALL HOURS CONSULTANTS

APPLE SOFTWARE 5 % OVER COST..
APPLE ADD-ONS
7 % OVER COST..
MONITORS, MODEMS, PRINTERS AND BOARDS.
ALL ITEMS ADD 5% MD SALES TAX.
*DISK SPECIAL* BOX NASHUA 2D'S $11.75.

CALL ALL HOURS 384.5910
L. _____________________
.I
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SOFTVIEWS
by

David
Morganstein
APPLE
/I
SPREADSHEETS
COMPARED.
Having provided the personal computer with a justification
for its existence, the spreadsheet can extend your abilities to
examine alternative models and quickly consider the effects of
various factors on those models. The spreadsheet can be used
to balance a checkbook, print an invoice, solve non-linear
equations, compute fmanciaI projections and solve a host of
other numerical problems. In the past year or so, a number of
new spreadsheet offerings have appeared for the Apple /I
owner. The table below provides information which you may
find helpful in comparing various programs. (If you are
wondering what happened to VisiCalc, the great-grand daddy of
spreadsheets, check the $99 FlashCalc; thats its replacemenL)
By way of a quick overview, all but one package is limited
to 254 rows (AppleWorks has 999). This is particularly
unfortunate in light of the RAM cards now available which
offer over one Meg of memory to Apple /I owners. Only two
packages, Multiplan and Supercalc3A, support linkages

PRICE
CAPACITY
Rows
Max Columns
OPERATING SYSTEM
COpy PROTECTED
USE EXTRA MEMORY
GRAPHICS
Pie
Line
Bar
Area
Scatter
MATH
Absolute Value
X to Y.(Any Exponent)
Arccosme
Arcsine
Arctangent
Ceiling (round up)
Cos
Factorial
Floor (round down)
~arithms

Mooulo or Remainder
Natural Exponent

Pi

Powers of two
Random Number
Round x to n places
SCalin~ Funcuon
Sign 0 Entry
Sin
Square Root
Tan
LOGICAL
lfThen Else

S4

APPLE
WORKS

FLASH
CALC

$250

$99

999

254
63
PRO

63
PRO
N
Y

0
0
0

0
0

1

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

1
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

between files, one way to overcome the maximum row limiL
Only two of the packages, Supercalc3A and Mousecalc,
integrate graphics into their operation. None of the programs
have a Tables command, allow you create functions or offer
Data Range functions. There is a defmite trend toward Pro
DOS, used by all the recent packages.
The table does not. tell the entire story. It does not
indicate other features which a program might provide and
which would be of value to you. For example, AppleWorks
provides a data base and a word processor, in addition to its
spreadsheet functions. Mousecalc is the only program that
uses the Mouse for inpuL The table does not indicate what
flle formats the packages can import and export (e.g. can it
read a DIP or SYLK format). There is no description of the
documentation, an important aspect especially for the novice
user. Frankly, folks, I got tired putting all this stuff togeth·
er... All that said, I hope you will fmd the information
useful!
MAGICALC
(SPREAD

-SHEEI)

MOUSE
CALC

2S4
63
PRO

Y
0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

1
1
0
0

1
1
0

0

0
0

1

0
0

1
0
1
1
0

0
0

0

0
1
0

0

1
1

0

Y
Y

0

0
0
0

1
1

1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0
1
1

0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0
1
0

1

1

1
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N

254
63
PRO
Y
Y
1
1
1
1
0

1
0
0
1
1
1

0

2S4
63
3.3/CPM
0
0

1

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
1
0
0

~

SUPER
CALC3A

$95

254
63
3.3
N
Y

Y

MULTI
PLAN

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

1

0
1
1
1
1

0

1
1
1

1

1
1
0
0
1
1
1

1

1

contd.
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Is Blank
Is Error
Is Not Available
Is Number
Is Stri~
FINA CIAL
Compounded Future Value
Compounded Yield

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Sttaight Line
Sum of Years Digits
Double Declining Balance
Discounted Present Value
Future Value
Internal Rate of Return
Loan Payment
Net PreSent Value
Present Value
Number of Periods
Interest Rate
STATISTICAL
Count
Dot Product
Linear Estimation
Mean (Average)
Median
MinIMax
Rank
Standard Deviation
Sum
Sum of Squares
Variance

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

De~iation

we~hted Avera~e

SP CIAL FU CTiONS
Linking Sheets
Choose Nth Element from List
Table Lookup
Column or Row No.
Number of Cols or Rows in Range
Value at Specified Row/Column
CeU Attributes
CALENDAR FUNCTIONS
Current Date & Time
Date Value
Date Value Conversion
Time Value
Time Value Conversion
TEXT FUNCTIONS
Changing Case
Com~fText

Num 0 Characters
Removinf: Leadi~railing Spaces
Remove onlrol
s
Character Code Conversion
Re~at Text
Find Text
Extract Sub-string
Replace Text

-.,../

XUServe (lnfosphere).
Although XUServe is of
immediate interest only to the few, unfortunate Lisa/MacXL
orphans, any Mac owner who has or is thinking of getting a
hard disk should read this review. Now that Apple has
announced their 20 Meg hard disk at a list price of $1495, aU
Mac owner should be considering the tremendous advantages
of working with a hard disk. The folks at Infosphere will
shortly be offering a new version of XUServe, called Mac!
Serve, containing the features described below, which will
work either on the XL or the regular Mac equipped with a hard
disk.
I will begin by saying that XUServe has greatly enhanced
the usefulness of my "obsolete" XL in four ways. First, it
has allowed me to partition my 10 Meg hard disk into several
smaller disks, any of which can be placed on or removed from
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the desk top. One result of these separate volumes is that the
Finder opens and closes programs and documents with greater
speed. Second, XUServe provides me with print spooling.
That is, hardcopy output is first directed to a disk file and then
to the printer. Once the disk file has received the output, you
regain control of your Mac and are free to begin another task,
often before the printer has even begun its work. Third,
XUServe provides for Cache memory, storage of often
reloaded pieces of code (the same function provided by the
utility Turbocharger for the Mac). Cache memory reduces the
amount of disk accessing the Finder would ordinarily do by
retaining software in memory. Lastly, XUServe allows me
to easily archive the files on my hard disk onto microdiskettes. It only copies those files whose data have changed.
For small businesses with several Macs, XUServe provides a
contd.
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networking system for sharing files on the hard disk and for
sharing a single printer such as Apple's LaserWriter. 111 save
comments on the networking capability for last.
Volume Partitioning. Users of hard disks found that
Finder l.lg was intolerably slow and, as the disk filled with
files, the speed of operation ground to a halt. While Finder
4.1 has improved that situation for all users (not just disk
owners), the presence of hundred~ of files on a hard disk still
carries a big price tag in time to access. The current finder
must search through all file name:; to locate the desired one.
(There are rumors of a hierarchically structured finder that will
alleviate some of this problem. but for now it remains.)
XlIServe allows you to partition the hard disk into several
volumes, calling to the desk top only the ones you require at
the time. I have a volume for data flIes, another for applica
tion programs, a third for utilities and so forth. Opening and
closing a file on one of these volumes occurs pretty quickly.
A big part of this time savings is due to the way the
partitioning restricts the sectors over which a file may spread.
Without the partition, a single file, as it expands over time,
could appear in bits and pieces, all over the hard disk. By
partitioning, XIJServe helps to control the proximity of
sectors associated with a single file. The use of volumes is
handy when a network is used as each user can have private
access to certain information stored on his designated volume
while being able to share a common system and finder.
In addition to assigning a name and a size, the features of
each volume can be selected. Specifically, XIJServe can
bring the volume onto the desk top automatically when you
boot-up. It can lock a volume so that it can be read from but
not written to or it can assign it to all users of the network.
If you want privacy, a password can be assigned restricting
access of the volume to those who know the password. TIle
dialog window below is provided by XIJServe to set volume
features.

you can dedicate as much of the hard disk as you wish for
print spooling, that is, storing the information in a buffer
while the printer does its thing.

~~~~
1756K U.er memory for application.
and cache. Sugge.t cacho of 512K.

Set CHcha size (1C1: ~

181 Rutomatlc

o Networt
Sel

)

[Cancel

DPauword

Print Spooling. Anyone who has created a long docu
ment on the Mac is aware of the amount of time required to
translate the Mac's graphics into a form digestable by a
printer. Apple 1/ owners have enjoyed the benefits of print
spoolers containing 64 or 128K of memory. On the Apple
this amount of memory can contain many characters of output
in a buffer while the printer takes its time. For the Apple's
display, a single character takes one byte. A page of 60
characters by 60 lines takes 3.6K bytes. Ten pages of text fit
in a buffer of 36K bytes. The graphics Mac is a different
animal in as much as all output (other than draft mode) is bit
mapped. If you count pixels, you will see that hundreds of K
of RAM are needed to buffer a multi-page output. Well, you
might ask, if you have a hard disk, why not use some of that
space as a spooler? Good idea! That is exactly what
XlJServe does. As you can see from the dialog box below,
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cancel)

XIJServe has "suggested" 400K and I have opted for 1M.
The above window is called from a utility program called the
Manager. The window indicates how many print jobs are in
the queue and it allows you to assign priorities to different
jobs. The hourglass signifies a time delay is desired (low
priority) for a print job. These two features are important to a
network where many print-outs may be underway
simultaneously with priorities needed for certain jobs. You
may insert a "title" page which identifies the job by "flag_
ging" it and its copies. Note, XIJServe will IUlt spool out
put directed at the Laserwriter!
Disk Caching. The disk cache feature is a time saver.
As mentioned earlier, a part of memory can be dedicated (by
XIJServe) to storing frequently used pieces of code. Using
the Manager (see below), you can set the amount of memory
you want to dedicate to the disk cache.
Uolumes
Network Rcten"'1
PlIssword ...

I

Startup Options ...
Prlntl'r Options ...

@No flags OFlag job

.:

I

jjzIii

Print Spooler Features

There ere 0 print Jobs In the queue.

~I

I

o Flag copies

1156K on 'Hard Dlsle' for .pooler and
flies. 400K I. ,uggelted limit.
~
Sel Ipooillmlt:

Set Uolume reatures Ft. , . " •

Dlocleed

~l't

1.a11

[IJ~

lhl. uolume I. 20001C and I. ulslbla
as "Rppllcatlons".
Uolume partition name:

~

(

Sel

l"uIU'1
I ( Cancel I

On an XL with 2 Megs of memory, a large amount of
memory can be selected. When the new Mac/Serve becomes
available, this feature will provide only limited benefits to Fat
Macs with SI2K where there may not be a lot of memory to
dedicate for this purpose. However, through third parties, you
can now upgrade your Mac to as much as 2 Megs of memory.
Whats more, I'm willing to bet that a new MegaMac will
appear from Apple in early 1986. With these levels of
memory available, disk caching can yield substantial time
savings.
I have not done any timing tests with and without the disk
caching feature on the XL but the benefits of the Turbo
Charger on the Fat Mac have been described in recent reviews.
The flJ'St time a file is accessed, there is little speed up
demonstrated. Upon second access, however, a factor of two
in time reduction is common.
File Archiving. One headache from using a hard disk
is the need to do periodic backing up of your files. Since a
hard disk can quickly come to contain many person-hours of
work, it is the prudent who will take the time to retain copies
on microdiskettes. (I once knew a conscientious government
contd.
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employee who retained, in his basement. a copy of every
memo he had written or received. After ignoring numerous
threats from his spouse that things had grown quite out of
hand and a clean-up was required, he returned home to fmd that
his entire collection had been "re-cycled". Turning to his
spouse with a somewhat wild look he yelled, "Did you at least
keep a copy of everything?") Completely re-copying the hard
disk can be time consuming and wasteful since many files
have not been changed.
XUServe provides a less painful solution. It can copy
only recently updated files and it can partition a file that is too
large to fit on a 400K microdiskette into several pieces (which
only it can reassemble back onto the hard disk.)
Networking. Since the cost to hook several Macs, an
XL and several printers into a network is so inexpensive
(about fifty dollars per unit plus cable to connect them), many
companies with several machines may be want to do this.
While no special software is required to share the printer, a
program is required to establish printing priorities. In addition
if one hard disk is available, a program is needed to allow all
machines to access it. XUServe currently allows the sharing
of the XL 10 Meg drive with other Macs. Mac/Serve when it
becomes available will provide the same capability with a hard
disk connected to a Mac. As it operates with an XL, the
software allows you to assign passwords to different volumes
so individual users have access to only their data. A common
volume can be read-accessed so that all users can share the
same set of fonts, desk accessories or applications. However,
the package is JWt a file server and does not permit multiple
users to ~ to the same volume. Since I have not used
XUServe in a network environment. I can not address issues
of access speed.
Summary. While Mac owners will have to wait for
Mac/Serve to obtain some of the benefits described above, we
XL orphans can take some smau solace in the creative handi
work of the folks at Infosphere. If I have any caveats about
the package, they rest in the print spooling feature. Although
I have a limited understanding of the Mac's printing support
software, it is clear that applications developers can set up the
printing function in different ways. The consequences of this
freedom is that print spooling may not save you a lot of time.
I have seen substantial reduction in the time it takes to regain
control while printing with certain programs, MacWrite and
Multiplan, while experiencing no apparent improvement with
others, Jazz. This does not appear to be the fault of the XU
Serve package but purchasers of any print spooler should be
aware of this possiblity. Infosphere, 4730 SW Macadam,
Ave., Portland, OR 97210. Phone (503) 226-3620. Price
$195.
CRUNCH, Vl.O. Before Lotus had their many-rowed,
integrated spreadsheet. Jazz, in the Macintosh market-place,
Paladin was pleasing Mac owners with their package. As a
spreadsheet. Crunch brings you 9999 rows and 250 columns.
In addition, it allows you to produce pie charts or line, bar, or
area graphs, almost instantly, of any selection of cells. Fur
ther, you can query and select rows of the sheet. much as you
can with a data base program which can access a single, fixed
record format file.
The Spreadsheet. Crunch is unique among spread
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sheets in its use of icons to permit direct access to functions
contained in menus. While the new user may need to pull
down menus and click on the selection they require, the
proficient user of Crunch can point immediately to one of the
icons displayed at the top of the screen. The icon bar (shown
below) simplifies the selection of features such as: print.
erase, fill, format cells, column width, text style, graph type
or database access. If more space is required for the screen, the
icon bar can be removed.

For many spreadsheet users, being able to see more entries
is a distinct advantage. Crunch provides two small point
fonts, Bellevue 6 and 8 point. which permit you to see as
many as 31 rows of the sheet at once. You can use different
fonts and type styles. However, while styles can be assigned
to individual cell ranges, the selection of a font affects the
entire sheet. not individual cells.
Crunch includes almost all of the functions found in Jazz
and the recently-released Excel. In addition, it contains a few
not found elsewhere but does lack one or two which are
particularly handy. It contains a number of financial functions
related to annuities which are not commonplace. It allows
you to compute the sum of the product of two columns,
known as the dot product. A similar capability gives the
weighted average of a range of cells, where the weights are
specified in a second range. With Crunch you can determine
the cell with the highest or with the lowest value (not just the
value but the identity of the cell) or you can perform a linear
estimation by supplying two cell ranges, one with the
independent and one with the dependent variable. If the
function you want is not present. you can define your own and
assign a name to it for easy pasting into cells, a powerful
enhancement not found in many other spreadsheets.
Two operations not included in Crunch but found in
competing products are: Table and Data Range. Table allows
you to quickly establish a two dimensional table of entries
which are functions of values in the left-most column and the
top row of the table. For example, you might want a table of
monthly payments for a column of interest rates and a row of
principal amounts. Although you can build such a table with
Crunch or any other spreadsheet through careful replication of
formulas and the use of relative and absolute references; the
Table operation speeds up the process and reduces the chances
for error since it automatically determines the references for
you.
A second, powerful operation found in both Jazz and Excel
but not included in Crunch is the Data Range function. With
Data Range, you can define summary statistics of one column
using a second column to define the strata over which the
summaries are taken. For example, say you have sales figures
by department and by product line. That is, you have three
columns of data, sales figures, department and product line.
You are seeking a statistic, such as a total or an average, first
for categories within one variable, and then for others (e.g.
first for each department and then for each product). Again,
this kind of computation can be done tediously by a
spreadsheet like Crunch which allows you to sort the records
contd.
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by each defming variable. You could flI'St sort by department,
then enter in a summation function for each department. After
obtaining your totals, you would copy them somewhere.
Now you have to re-sort by product and repeat the creation of
the summation (or averaging, etc.) for each produCL This is a
lot of work! With Data Range functions, you neither sort the
data nor enter the summation (or averaging, etc.) functions.
Instead., you indicate the colunm to be tabulated, the column
to be used to defme the groups and the values you want
included in the computation. This one cell can be quickly
replicated with all the different values of the grouping
variable. If you do this kind of summarizing often, you
should consider alternative packages which provide Data
Range functions.
You can split the display window to permit simultaneous
viewing of different parts of the sheeL Up to six windows can
be opened at one time and each can be resized. You can not,
however, open more than one document at a time, so each
window can only display a different part of the same flIe. One
reason for splitting the screen is to allow you to easily select
a long column of cells by clicking at the top of the column in
one window and shift clicking at the bottom in the second
window. Unfortunately, when I tried this in Crunch, the shift
click in the second window deselected the first cell selected.
Crunch allows you to establish a link between sheets so
that changes in one sheet are automatically carried forward to
another. This powerful tool allows you to pull together data
stored in different worksheets and to revise the aggregate sheet
without having to manually copy and paste the desired
information.
One very unique feature is Crunch's audit function. It has
been noted in articles that the drawback to the power of the
personal computer spreadsheet is careless use. People build
models and do not check that the formulas are correcL They
assume if the computer did it, it must be right Crunch
provides an audit function that substitutes the value of 10 for
every constant entry. Using Crunch's audit, you can readily
see if your formulas are giving you what you wanL
Crunch provides a whole host of useful features found in
competing products. These include the ability to display fixed
titles along the top row and left-most column. It contains
many numeric display formats including money, commas, and
setting decimal places. You can change column width in one
of two ways, clicking on an icon produces a one space
increase or you can type a number of spaces. Unfortunately,
you can not use the easier method of dragging the column
separator to make the column wider or narrower as you can in
1au and Excel.
Click and drag when entering ranges. While version 1.0
does not provide macros, Paladin has promised they will be
present in version 1.5.
Before moving on to graphics, I should mention two areas
were Crunch could be improved. One disappointment I found
was that absolute cell references apply to entire cell names.
That is, you can not say that the cell reference to the row is
relative but the column is absolute. This limitation makes
the creation of tables more diffIcult Second, if you currently
have data in an application, you may not be able to import it
into Crunch. While it supports the Oipboard and the Scrap
book for exporting a table or a graph to applications such as
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MacWrite or MacPaint, Crunch does not allow you to import
data either in a text form, with columns denoted by tabs or in
any standard flIe format such as the SYLK established by
Microsoft.
The Graphics Options. One of Crunch's strengths is
its excellent merging of spreadsheet and graphics features into
a single package. You can easily select an area of the table, a
single column (or row) or multiple columns (or rows) and
instantly create one of four types of charts: line, bar, pie or
area. Below you see an area chart Crunch has automatically
chosen the scale and drawn the axes. Graphs can be copied
into the scrapbook and pasted into other applications.

4.0
~.5
~.O

2.5
2.0

1.5
1.0

0.5

Example Area Chart
You can specify several options to tailor charts to your
needs. The flI'St level of options is shown in the window
below. You can add a title, label the axes or add a legend to
differentiate multiple series. The graphs can be displayed in
one of three fIXed sizes (unfortunately, they can not be
variably re-sized). For area and bar charts, the flIl pattern can
be selected from among a dozen alternatives.
I did identify one small problem with the graphing
function. When a window opens on top of a graph, partially
obscuring the display, and is later closed, the graph is not
redrawn correctly. As you can see below, the area graph
shown earlier has been incompletely redrawn. By requesting
that the plot be completely redrawn, a correct display will
appear. A minor annoyance, but one which should be cor
rected.
Options

Title:

a;...11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......

Chart Size
Plot by
Smoll
ORow
@Medlum @Column
Lorge

o
o

Other Options
(

o

a
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Incorrectly Redrawn Graph
The example below was drawn from two series in the
spreadsheet and shows the resulting line graph which Crunch
created. By including text at the top or side of a series, a label
or legend can be added to the graph, as you see at the right.
Although Crunch has a window for entering the maximum
and minimum values for axes scaling, it would not accept a
minimum of 20 for the graph you see below. As a result, I
was unable to home in on the interesting range of values. I
am unclear as to the meaning of the entry for a minimum
value, it certainly did not allow me to define the origin point
for the graph and limit the plotting range. Once you have
produced a graphic you want, it can be copied into the
scrapbook and pasted into another application, such as
MacWrite.

,
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A!I Up

Example Line Chart
The Database Functions.

The data base functions

are limited to sorting, searching and selecting from a single
flat file. Once selected, you can perform computations on
only the designated records. A transfer command allows you
to reposition the selected records to any point in the data base,
providing an extract function. The transfer function must be
used to move the selected records together if a hard copy is
desired.
DocumentatIon & Support. The accompanying 214
page manual is beautifully produced on glossy paper. It
contain~ both a table of contents and an index. About two
thirds of the manual consists of a step by step tutorial of all
of the program's features. Unfortunately, a few of the more
complex examples displayed spreadsheet windows with models
that were not explained, making the job of learning a bit more
complicated. The last 65 pages consists of a reference section
on every menu option and every function. Supplementing the
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manual, you will receive a surprisingly lengthy (12 page)
addendum with additions and corrections. While I only read
one section thoroughly, linking worksheets, I found a couple
of mistakes which were not identified in the addendum (For
example, on the bottom of page 110 there is a directory
window with an Ell that should be an E8).
I confess I had some trouble with a few of the examples,
e.g., the worksheet linking discussion. To link worksheets,
you have to create directory entries for the worksheet you are
linking from and the cells in that sheet whose information
you are copying. For some reason, Paladin uses the terms
"me" and "worksheet" to represent two different things;
although, they suggest you use the same name for both to
avoid confusion. The idea is to give you the "flexibility" to
assign any name you want to a worksheet you are copying
from. It seems to me that the Crunch could have been written
to use the name of the worksheet to represent the physical file
and all the confusion would have been avoided!
By way of support, I found no phone number (let alone an
800 number) listed in the manual which could be used to
obtain technical assistance.
Summary. On the plus side, Crunch provides an easy to
use but very powerful spreadsheet with integrated graphics.
You can link data from various sheets into a single aggregate
sheet. In addition to supplying a very wide range of
functions, Crunch allows you to create and name your own.
Crunch is unique in providing an audit function permitting
you a check on the correctness of your formulas. It offers
search and select functions which may fill some of your data
base needs. A query function allows you to make computa
tions on the selected records.
On the other side of the coin, the spreadsheet operation is
surprisingly slow to respond compared to other packages. By
slow I mean at most a few seconds to do something which
appears instantaneous in other packages, mostly an annoy
ance. While you can open up to six windows, they must all
be from the one active ftle (multiple files can not be accessed
simultaneously.) The next version (1.5) promises to include
Macros not available in version 1.1. You can not import data
from other applications. While the graphs Crunch produces
are clear and weD drawn, other graphing packages provide
more flexibility in tailoring the appearance of the finished
product. You can not create reports from the data base. The
disk is copy protected and a back-up, not included, costs an
additional $20.00.
Paladin Software Corporation, 2895 Zankar Road, San
Jose, CA. 95134 Price $295.00.
~
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MAC Q&A
by Jonathan E. Hardis
Q: I give up.

When? in Inside Macintosh are the
bomb codes listed?
A: System Enor Handler, page 12. Device Manager, page
40. File Manager, page 76. Disk Driver, page 12. Com
paring these to the list on the tear-out card in the
August/September MacM~, I find obvious, minor errors both
on the carO and in 1M, an other groups of codes on the card
which I can't fmd at all in 1M.

Q:

How do I convert a 151 Base document for use
under Microsoft File?
A: File expects to see separate fields delimited by tab charac
ters, and records delimited by carriage return characters. To
convert a document to this format, JOu should dump it as
text, and then either edit it with a wor processor (text editor),
or write a short Basic program to read one format and write the
other. (Sorry, I'm not familiar with this in detail.)

Q: Jazz imports documents from 1-2-3 but how

can I get documents back from Jazz to 1-2-3?
A: You need version 2.0 of 1-2-3, which is now shipping.
This all assumes that you have a way of transfering files
between your Mac and PC. (Sre last month's column)

0: What does the Box Font (SIGMac Disk 3) do?
A: It allows you to draw boxes around text, as the font con

sists of nothing but line segments. Several of these segments
placed side by side, or top to bottom, form the lines ora box.
Regina Litman has a short write-up about it on page 28 of
last February's lmlmal. You can also expenment with
making honzontal lines by using the Underline style.
Though sp'aces and tabs are not always underlined, you can
underline 'required blanks".

0: What's a "Required Blank"?
A: Option-Space Bar on the Mac. In word processing, a regu

lar blank is normally used to delimit words. Where you type
one, the word processor may insert extra spaces to smooth the
ragged right siCie of the paragraph. It is also free to start a new
line there. However, a Required Blank is considered part of
the word itself. It does not give the word processor freedom to
pad extra space there, nor to split a line there. I find it useful
when following a number by units. "4 feet" looks funny
when split across lines. As does this: (202) 936-1212.
Required blanks otherwise act like other blanks.

0: Is there an on-line thesaurus available?
A: Mac·Spell·Right has one. There was some further dis

cussion about what the best spel1inB checker on the Mac
might be. I didn't understand the enure discussion, but some
nice things were said about Hayden Speller. There was no
consensus, as not everyone had the same requirements (such as
the need for auxilIiary dictionaries), and what worked with MS
Word didn't necessarily work with MacWrite. Clearly, this is
an area where you should try (at a dealer) before you buy (from
the person who took the time to let you try it).

0: How can my MacPascal program use Menus?
A: You need to use the "Inline' trap mechanism.
Q: I've heard dirrerent stories. What is meant by
a "hacker"?
A: The answer may vary depending on what circles you've
traveled in, but I'll do my besl, based on my undergraduate
folklore. Long before computers were popular, a "hack"
refered to any "practical joICe" which took some level of
technical dexterity, and which usually contained some sort of
vandalism. For example, the MIT balloon which emerged
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from the 30 yard line a few years back when Yale came up to
play Harvard was a hack, as would be sealing a revolving door
and mling it with goldfish. As access to computers increased
amonB students, "hack" began to take on the more specialized
meanmg of tricks played using those machines. These
included interfering with other users, obtaining unauthorized
service, and doing stunts which you supposedly would be
prevented from domg.
As small computers became more respectable to the general
public about ten years ago, so the terms "hack" and "hacker"
became more respectable, too. Those who know the detailed
inner workings of the machines well enough to play their
dirty tricks were hi&hly qualified to get good performance out
of their new toys. 'Hacker" became a compliment based on
skill, as opposed to an indictment of naughty behavior. It is
in this sense that PBS had a special entitled Hackers this fall
(paid for, in part, by Wozniak).
Today, the term is still used in both contexts. Since the
meanings are so different, and since the word is just slang, I
would strongly suggest that you avoid using it, except to
small groups where there would be no ambiguity.

Q: Is Apple guilty of poor planning?

First, they
don't socket tlie RAM chips so we have to swap
boards to add more memory. Now, we stilI have
to swap boards to get the new, socketed ROMs.
A: The RAM and the other chips were not socketed to avoid
the bad experience Ap.fle had with the III. Any engineer or
service technician wil tell you that more product failures
happen at the connections between parts than within the parts
themselves. These failures on the chip-socketed II/ cost Apple
a lot of money and goodwill. So not using sockets both
improves reliability and keeps the ,p.roduction cost down.
However, you do use sockets if there is a good reason to.
The ROMs were socketed as insurance. If there was to be a
major bug found in them at the last minute, the design de
cisIOn was to allow for a cheap fix. This is commonly done.
Today, two years after the Mac was set for production,
Apple sees the market for more changes to the machine. The
machine is being sold to different people than fIrst envisioned,
and by different people at Apple as well. Better ROMs alone
don't deliver all Apple wants to. By requiring a board swap to
get the new ROMs, Apple keeps the number of different con
figurations low, tries to keep their corporate customers happy
by making several improvements at once, and reduces theIr
risk of having "extra" ROMs in the field used by competitors.

Q: Do you recommend getting a S12K upgrade

now or waitin~ until January (or whenever) to get
the ROM/Disk/Motherboard upgrade?
A: No one has ever made money by buying personal com
puters for speculation. No matter what you buy or when you
buy it, in short order it will be superseded by something both
cheaper and more functional. I personally consider the 128K
machine practically useless for serious work. So if I were
using the Mac in business, I, myself, would likely consider
the 512K upgrade cost a legitimate operating expense.
On the other hand, by having to ask the question, you
demonstrate that you have been gettin~ along with a 128K
machine and you have no dire need lor more memory. I
expect the upgrade package to not cost ma.&nitudes more than
the present 512K upgrade. (You are paylO~ for the service,
not the cost of the chips.) And so the chOIce is purely the
personal one every hobbiest faces.
When the new machine upgrade comes out, I predict that
there will be a period of 3-6 months during which much of the
present software on the market will be found to not be
completely upward compatible with the new machine. Lots
conld.
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The Macintosh Software and Peripherals Source
\I n!a 111 1'!11 U 1',1"

fur Thl' '\Ial'!!

MacCorner Is now offering THE multi·megabyte RAM board for the
macintosh: The new MassTech FASTMAC, Instaled & tested In 30
min., gives you up to 2 megs of Unear Memory. FastMac Is also the
~ 1meg Upgrade that PRESERVES your AppleCare or Warranty!!
(The other mega·slzed upgrades render your MotherBoard out of
spec & unserviceableJl) It is also Hyperdrive-compatible. You get
power enough to take true advantage of SW like Overvue, Omnis 3,
MacDraft or run up to eight programs In the Switcher ( even 512k
min. programs like Excel, Ready·Set·Go 2.0, MlnlCAD etc.!), space
for effective Spoofing and Memory Cache; The possibilities are
limitless!! Also Included are special SW for> 1Meg RAM Disks, and a
super·qulet LC cooling fan. A BussOut option will be available.This Is
without the shadow of a doubt the best mega· upgrade for Macintoshl
[MJu~i/'SIDI))
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Fllemaker
LaserBase
MS File
Omnlslll
ODESTA Helix
Overvue 2.0

~WIlIP:
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The superfast MacBottom (50%
faster than the Apple drive) offers
10.7 or 20 megs of storage, a
68008 proccessor, Independent
Printer Spooling, automatic turn
onloff, Desk Accesory volume
mounting, portability (fits almost
anywhere),lncredible ruggedness
& reliability. It connects to eilher of
the serials & gives you one back
(so you never run out of ports).
Come test drive the Hard Disk
Is stirring all the excitementlll
(orders being taken now on 20M)

Mac XL &' Liscl

Specials!

Wo wont to thank Usa 0WIl61l1 who hllvo lII4do MacComor 000 of
thoir promior IIOIltaIIl of HW & SW. Wo IlhaJI conlinuo to ouppcrt tho
XL & UGa and koop you Inlormod of now product Introductionsl

$249i $219 w/MassTech Board
Sale Items!
QulckDlsk
24.95
Window Dialer D/A
39.95
LaserBase
119.95
Thunderscan
184.70
Concertware +
49.95
FactFlnder
99.95
MacNlft Mac·Stereo System

124.95
179.95
124.95
279.95
259.95
189.95

EI/

Ommli~DuQOVi

Also available at MacCORNER Is our 512K, 20 Min. Board Swap. It
comes with a new 90 day Labor 11 yr parts warranty. It Is fully ready
to work with the upcoming Macintosh ROMs,& Double sided
DlskDrlves. Included are switcher & diagnostic & RamDlskSW.

GUt

-

XL SERVE (Dynamic Partitioning.printer spooling
Applelalk networi<.smart backup.)
174.00
AST Ramstack lakes you to 2 Megs (eg: Xl can
now use Switcher and 512 progs, inaeasellthe
spooling and Cadle space in Xl serve)
1 meg Ramstad<
m Ramstad<

Sale Items limited to
stock (Whllo they Last)
TurboTurtle
44.95
64.95
SAT
Home MacAcct
89.95
64.95
Smoothtalker
All Queue Educational SW in stock at 40%
discount
HabaDrive 400 (softbundle)
399.95
Apple Drive (apple extemal)
NEWII:
The MatCHARlIE at MacCORNER
MacCORNER Is a Dealer for:
Bemouli Corvus Haba Sys. MassTech

!iC

Some of the most sophisticated and
advanced bussiness and vertical as
well as Applelalk oriented applications
training & peripherals are now
available at MacCORNER:
Accnts. Choice Modules
GP Acctg modules
Vldex Appletalk Mall
Omnls III Multiuser DBase
The Keeper File Servers
Bernoulli 10·10 File Server

NEC DAYNA
Panasonic Paradise PCPC

MaoDesiGn

Okidata

I

acCorner
We are now Iocaled at
8653 Zetts Avenue in
Gaithersburg MD (Comer 01
3551 &Shady Grove rd)
Come Pay us avisit and
enjoy a test drive 01 any of
over 100 Software
packages I Our New hours
are 1().8 moth, 1().6 fri &
10-5 Saturday

Washington Apple Pi
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R.ach

Ribbons Imagewriter
31/2" Sony 10 box
3 112" Memorex 10 box
31/2" Basf 5 & case
Disk Bank System 3
Amarray MediaMate 3
8 1/2" x11" Paper (2500)

'1'h.

4.89
29.95
29.95
16.95
14.99
11.95
29.99

New At Mac:9o,.iier

ACCES SORY PACK til (Paint aJtter .etc...)
CRUNCH (with multiplan trade·in)
EXCEU (Intg.WorkSheet.DBase,Charts)
EPSTART/JetsIart(Drivers: HPJet & Epson)
JAZZ (5 very well integrated applications)
LASE RSTART(printon HP laser)
MAC +11 (Runs apple II progs on Mat:)
MacART dpl (Clip art & Art Book)
McCAD (Prolessional electronic circuit design)
MacCOUNTANT 1(Acetg lor S.Business)
Mac 3-D (basic 3-D graphics manipulation)
MacDRAFT (Excellent.blows ffNay MacOraw)
MiniCAD (ProlfesionaJ 3-DCAD.SUPERBII)
MacPlOTS 2.0 (New Sizes.Color Plotting)
OVERVUE 2.0 (Fastest Power ()'Base)
Ouid< & Dirty UTllITIES(D/As.utils.more...)
Q&D MOUSE EXCHANGE (8.Board System)
READY SET GO 2.0 (100% more powerfull)
THUNDERSCAN (NewSW: ImglS" &laser)
TURBOCHARGE R(Disk cacne.speed up Mac)

34.95
159.95
269.70
Call"
389.70
79.95
89.96
34.95
375.00
189.95
175.70
189.95
379.95
139.95
189.95
37.95
37.95
99.95
199.95
89.90

MacCorner
cln u. AI (301)

330·911' (VA 340.7032)
Dr.p b, 5653
Zall. Ava,
Glllh... burilo Md 20577 or Wrllo To:
MleCORNER, PO DOE 1248·D Roehlll. Md 20850
Policy: Froo Handling & Dolivory for ordelliabovo $ 150 on liD SWand
IIIIloctod HW packngoa. Call for GPodic mlos. COO-a add $2. Mel Ros 6%
Tax. POIli. chocks clear in 2-5 days.We lake CHOICE &AMER EXPRESS
'Pendi I9l9a58 PRICES ABOVE FOR APPLE" MEMBERS ONLY
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of programmers haven't followed the good advice from Apple.
(And. in J>8I1icular, programs wntten using certain C
compilers won't behave correctly with the new file system.)
But this will lead to revised versions that will work better on
both the old and new machines. EvenruaUy (by next Spring
or Summer), if you use the Mac for serious work, I would
expect it to be very attractive to have the new upgrade in order
to take advantage of the performance improvements.
_p~am to use to
download programs from CISIMAUG ?
A: One of the most rugged is FreeTenn 1.7, which is found
on SIGMac Disk 24. It was written for exactly this purpose.
In addition, if you have a good quality phone connection and
limit yourself to downloading short files, you can speed up
the process by a factor of two (on CIS lines in the U.S.) to
three (oversees). The extra speed comes at the expense of error
correction. Any noise on the line will cause the download to
fail and you'll have to start it over. (It works by telling CIS
that a section of the file, called a block, was received WIthout
error even before it acruaUy is. This reduces the delay as CIS
has to wait for a response before sendin~ the next block.) It
doesn't improve speed on downloads from smaller boards.
Mainstay Ilas a program out called TurboDownload. which I
think does exactly die same thing.
On a spare copy of the program, use FEdit (SIGMac Disk
21 - Pay up!) to make the followin~ patch. Find the hex
string: 4$IED FD8F 43ED FEE6 203C 0000 0001 A02E. It
may be at offset IC6 in block IC. Change these bytes to:
1020 FD8F IB40 FEE6 7006 4EBA F9F6 4E71. ThIs patch
affects only MacBinary format downloads, nothing else.

Q: What b the best terminal

Q: How do I find the phone numbers for local

bulletin boards?
A: Start by using the WAP bulletin boards. The phone
numbers are in the front of the Joumal. Call the office to get
a password. Once on our system, you will find a large,
current list of other boards in the area (and beyond).

Q: When will the Sider hard disk for the Mac be
out?

A: I don't know, but advertisements of its availability were
greatly exaggerated.
Q: Why do desk accessories fail to work with

Smartcom O?
A: The Smartcom IT disk comes with a stripped down Sys
tem file. It contains everything Smartcom needs, but not
everything other applications and DAs need Hayes did this to
make more space on their distribution disk for example files.
To use DAs with Smartcornr 01" to use Smartcom WIth other
applications under the Switcher, create a new disk for it
starting with a copy of your System (Build) disk, which
contains a complete System file. Apply the System Update
program to it, install Desk Accessories, and then copy
Smartcom II from its distribution disk to it, along with the
Help file and the documents you acutally use. You don't even
need the Help me if you keep the manuaI handy.

0: How do I get Red Ryder to work on my Lisa?

A: Scott Watson says, "I recall having several XL people tell

Q:

Have any commercial Macintosh programs
been written by women?
A: Elaine Hall co-wrote (with her husband) MacMuscle,
which she demonstrated at WAP earlier in the year. Others,
such as MacProject, Sargon m, and Consulair C were also co
written by husband and wife teams. Diane Duane has just
fmished a new text adventure game, Star Trek: The
Kobayashi Alternative: (It won't be out until Spring.) (She
is the author of two Trek novels, The Wounded Sky and My
Enem)" M)' Ally, and a two-part Trek comic for DC coming
out in Dec/Jan.) "I can say WIth some pride that this is one of
the meanest, nastiest, most challenging text advenrures
anyone will have seen in a while. No, you don't cheat -- in
fact (forseeing that possibility, the title being what it is) the
programmers have encoded the text files and were toying with
the idea of (for the IBM version at least) gimmicking the
programming in such a fashion as to format the disk of
anyone who tried to crack the game. I leave that to them.
This game is definitely a posSIble-win situation. It's just
gonna be a BEAST to 1ieat. Which is as it should be.
"The game is framed as the 'supplement' to the original
Maru scenario...the 'real thing' version, made to test other
qualities starship captains must have...the ability to
synthesize data, to cope, to keep an eye on a lot of things at
once... and to keep their sense of humor in the middle of it
all. People are going to be beating their heads against this
game for months. I look forward to having rocks thrown at
me in the street
"It's gonna look pretty on a Mac, too. Dynamic windowin},
realtime status reports, and a very smart parser. Fun fun fun!

Q: What advantages does the Imagerwriter II have
over the old Imagewriter?

A: Descriptions of the new features appear elsewhere. But

presently, the advantages mostly benefit Apple /I users, not
Mac users. Except for draft mode printing, where you use the
characters built into the printer, the speed of normal printing
is largely determined by the speed of the Mac, not the printer.
With the current Imagewriter driver, neither the faster print nor
the (optional) print buffer help much for High Quality
printing. But you gain about a 30% speed improvement for
Standard Quahty pnnting. Thunderscan will alSo work about
30% faster. When the Mac's printing software is rewritten and
released. High Quality printing will f)e made faster, too.

Q: In the last Journal, you mentioned new soft

ware required for Thunderscan on the Image
writer-II. Will myoid scanning module fit?
A: No. You will have to exchange it for another, and I don't
think the cost is set yet I'm sorry for the omission.
Supposedly the new deSIgn is now shipping, and it will work
on tloth pnnters.

Q: I'm tryinl; to prepare a document to be sent to

the LaserWnter, on a different Mac without a
LaserWriter attached. Even though I'm using disks
. which work well on tbe LaserWriter machine, I
can't cboose the LaserWriter in tbe "Choose
Is
Printer" Desk Access0"fj on this machine.
there any way to do 50. I want to use Page Set
up.

me that a certain [version] of MacWorks was altogether foul
with RR, and when they tried the newest version, the
problems miraculously disappeared." By the way, the current
version of Red Ryder is 6.2. (Did you send your money in
yet?)

A: No. Choose Printer does check to see if there are any
LaserWriters COMected (If you have multiple Laserwriters on
your AppleTaJk network, sax, with different paper types in
them, you can assign them different names to choose between
them.)

0: With Red Ryder, as soon as the modem fin

Q: Hel!,>!

IShes dialing the number it hangs up. Why?
A: Be sure that you don't have any extra characters at the end
of the DIAL or REDIAL commands, such as "M (carriage
return). A single carriage return is automatically appended,
and any extras beyond that are an abort signal to the modem.
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On my XLisa, when I boot from the
hard disk, the welcome screen is visible, tben
maybe even the Finder menu shows before the
system crashes with a Sad Mac face. Forcing the
XLisa to boot from a noppy (by holding down the
option key immediately after you hear the 4th and
final click during the startup sequence) works fine
contd.
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up to the point just before the Hard Disk icon
should appear. Then it's back to Sad Mac.
A: AI Hatch provides the answer: If the Desktop file on the
hard disk becOmes conupted (by a program bOmb, power
failure, or whatever), each time the Finder accesses the
Desktop, it crashes the s~tem. The solution is to always
have on hand a disk with FEdit (or a similar program) set as
the Startup ap,Plication. When you boot from It, this
bypasses the Finder and allows you to fmd and delete the
offending Desktop ftle. (Note that Mac users could just hold
down option and Command at boot time.)

0: When is Turbo Pascal expected ror the Mac?
A: Sooner than anyone had thought Borland has switched

their schedules, and the Mac will be the second 68000 based
machine that gets Turbo Pascal. (The first is the Sun work
station that it's beinS written on.) I don't know if this speaks
well of the Mac's mstalled user base, or otherwise of the
Amiga Look for it around the turn of the year.
Another cheap Pascal has already hit the market for the
Mac, but I know of no one who has dared to try it out It's by
TML Software CTML is Tom Leonard), P.O. Box 361626,
Melbourne, FL 32936. (305) 242-1873, and costs about $50.

Q: I want to make a letterhead in MacPaint, to be

used at the top or a MacWrite document. But why
does the letterhead print much lighter than the
rest or the page?
A: When you use High Quality printing of a MacWrite
document on the lmagewriter, each character is printed twice.
You not only get the dots seen on the screen, you get extra
dots placed haIf-way in between then. However, pictures
copieCl over from MacPaint (which may include text if you
used the MacPaint text tool) print only in Standard Quality,
dot-for-dot as you them see on the screen.
You can try, several tricks: Use a fresh ribbon - that should
reduce the difference in contrast between high and standard
quality printing. Print the letterheads directly from MacPaint 
and then run the paper through again when you t>rint from
MacWrite. (This has the added advantage of allowmg you to
combine Paint and Write sections horizontally.) Experiment
to see if MacDraw images work better. ~JC in the
Scrapbooks of the PaintIWriteJFinder upgrade disks - that bar
chart that takes time to draw is from MacDraw. Try pasting it
into a MacWrite document) I don't know if the LaSerWnter
would help you.

not to be confused with MusicWorks, the program, from
Hayden).

0: When wiD Mac Wizardry (demonstrated by Ron
lVartow at the last SigMac Meeting) be out?
A: Things have hit a little snag. Author Robert Woodhead

went off to Japan thinking the program was "in the bag". It
had been stable (that is, it didn't crash) for months. But after
"cosmetic" changes were made, it suddenly started crashing
with IDe2 bombs at random times. So he IS still working on
it, from Japan. When things go wrong, they really go wrong.
He ~oes on to report, "I was playing pinball on a 1000 Yen
bet about $4.50) when the eaithquake hit Damn thing tilted
and lost! Argh!!"

QUICKIES: FontlDA Mover Version 2.4 is out ... Look
for it soon at a user group near you ... Many Word Processer I
Text Editor programs run faster once the whole document is
read into memory ... A fast way to get this done is to Search
for a non-existant character stnng ... When you get a Dialoj
and change no settings, pushing Cancel instead of OK speeds
things up .., At the meeting, one member really flamed off
about the Anchor modem. Try before you buy ... Slide Show
Magician is offering a $20 update to registered owners ...
A Medical Office, database system built around Omnis 3 is
being developed locally; contact Program Workshop, 8315
Frosty Ct., Lorton, VA 22709, (703) 550-8012 for details ...
Clinton Computer is offering a 25% discount on Apple
products to all Pi members ..• This is especially nice if you
are shopping for a LaserWriter ... Falcon Systems is offering
Pi memljers discounts on Hyperdrives ... The group buy price
on Excel is $239 ... As usua~ thanks to the people on
CISIMAUGni for providing infonnation used in the column.
~

Q: Using MS Basic, I understand how to draw in

a window and to use different sizes and styles or
type. But how do I print on the Imagewriter in
different tyj>e?
A: Sorry I couldn't figure this out while we were on the
phone, but I finally found the answer. Look up WINOOW
OU1PUT #file-number in the manual.

Q: What is the current situation with music com
p'osition programs ror the Mac?

A: The two old favorites, MusicWorks and Concertware, keep

leap frogging each other with new features. To be really up
do date, -check with both companies, Great Wave Software and
Hayden, respectively. Concertware is soon coming out with a
version that supports a pol)'Phonic keyboard. The new kid on
the block is Deluxe MUSIC Construction Set It advertises
many advanced features (including MIDI), but Tim Smith
warns that the program is both obnoxiously copy protected (it
doesn't ask for the master disk - it just t)ombs), and it
generates more pops and clicks (noise) than the competition
when the Mac's sound hardware is used.
If you want to go beyond the Mac's sound hardware and
have external MIDI instruments produce the notes, also look
at "Total Music" by Southworth Music Systems. At the
Boston show, I was amazed at what it could do. Other MIDI
offerings include StudioMac from Creative Solutions (in
Rockville), and a product from MusicWorks (the company,

Washington Apple Pi

Extended 80col.
-Upgrade "our I Ie to 1281<
- Take advantagt of Doubl. Hi-ns
-Extra memory in Appleworks
-Run all 1281< softwar.
-Rudy for immtdiatt shipping.
-Guar ant ••d.

$60.
Questions & Orders: Call Josh at 966-9080 .v.s.
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A SLICE OF THE WASHINGTON APPLE PI

OFFICERS & CHAIRMEN
President
Vice President
Secretaryrrreasurer
Librarian
Program Chairman
Membership Chairman
Newsletter Chairman
Newsletter Editor
SIG MAC Chairman

HOTLINE MEMBERS

- Lynn R. Trusal

Lynn R. Trusal

-

Randy Pasley
Kurt Holter
Bruce Taylor

Tony Svajlenka
Bruce Taylor
Scott Galbraith
John Lee
Randy Pasley
- Lynn R. Trusal
- Kathy Kenyon
- Lynn R. Trusal

-

(301)
(301)
(301)
(301)

845-2651
695-9416
663-4199
371-8181

The above members of the "Frederick Apple Core" (FAC)
have agreed to field questions on Apple computer hardware and
software for FAC members. Please no calls after 10:00 PM.

The Frederick Apple Core meets the second Thursday of
each month in the large conference room of the U.S. Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases, Ft Detrick,
Frederick, MD 21701-5011 at 7:30 PM.

Upcoming Programs

The SIG MAC of the Frederick Apple Core meets on the
fourth Tuesday of each month in the same location and at the
same time. MAC owners in the local area are welcome. Call
Lynn R. Trusal for details.

SIG MAC Upcoming Programs

November 14 - Demonstration on operation of an
Electronic Bulletin Board System
December 12 - Program to be announced

November 26 - Demo of plotter drivers for the Mac
December
- No SIG MAC meeting will be held
because of the holidays!!

"MACPLOTS II - A Second Plotter Driver for
the Macintosh"
by Lynn R. Trusal (Frederick Apple Core)
In the July 1985 issue (page 52-53) of the Washjn2ton
Apple Pi Journal, I reviewed a program for the Macintosh
called "Plot-It" (Mesa Graphics) that was the first commercial
plotter driver available for Macintosh. I also mentioned the
upcoming release of another program called "MacPlots II"
[Computer Shoppe, 615 Guilford-Jamestown.Road, Greens
boro, NC 27409, 919-229-4843] and promised to review it in
a future issue of the Journal. This article is the review of that
program.
MacPlots II comes with an 82 page manual and one disk.
If you return the owner's registration card, you are sent a free
back-up disk. The program runs on a 128K or 512K Macin
tosh and is available in two versions: a business version
($195) and a drafting version ($295). The drafting version
supports professional drafting plotters such as Hewlet Packard
(HP) 7550A, 7580A, 75808, 7585B, 75868, and all the
Houston Instrument (HI) plotters, while the business version
supports Hewlet Packard 7470A, 7475A ,and 8 HI plotters.
Future upgrades plan to support Gould, Sweet P, and Roland
plotters. Software compatible with MacPlot II includes:

MacDraw, Jazz, MacProject, Chart, MacDraft, and MacPaint
It may also be possible to plot text produced in MacWrite by
use of the "clipboard" method. Only MacDraw and MacPaint
support plotting directly from the program while the other
programs plot from the "clipboard." MacDraw is the only
program that supports the addition of color to text or charts
created in other programs. Data can be "cut and pasted" into
MacDraw for this purpose. Programs that create bit-mapped
image flIes (i.e., MacPaint) do not give the same high quality
output as vector-mapped flIes (i.e., MacDraw). Therefore,
MacDraw output is vastly superior to that of MacPaint In
my article on the Plot-It program, I mentioned that Ploc-It
cannot plot straight diagonal lines. The resulting output
yields jagged diagonal lines similar to Imagewriter output.
This was because Plot-It could only plot graphics out of
MacPaint While this may be satisfactory for text needs, I
did not fmd it satisfactory for graphics. This leads me to the
MacPlots II.
The setup for MacPlots II is pretty straightforward. The
manual details the dip-switch settings for HP plouers and
contd.
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provides the cable pin-outs for HP and III plotters. There is
no need to buy or make a special cable since the Imagewriter
cable works nicely. Various dialog boxes ask you to select
the particular plotter and port settings, including output port,
baud rate, parity, and the number of data and stop bits. A
baud rate of 2400 is recommended for HI plotters and 9600 for
HP plotters. In the page setup dialog box, the paper size,
scale of output, pen speed, and plotting orientation are
selected. Paper size varies from 8.5 x 11" to long axis
plotting with the drafting version of the software. Drawings
may be scaled from 0.25 to twice the original size and pen
speed may be slowed up to 80% when using drafting and
transparency pens. The last series of options fall under the
category of "optimization." Since the plotter plots the draw
ing in exactly the order it was entered, the "optimization"
options allow you some control over the plotted output A
"pen change" option makes sure that all portions of the
drawing to be drawn by pen #1 will be plotted fIrSt before
going onto pen #2. This is useful when individual pens have
been assigned colors. A "top-bottom" and "left-right" option
changes the way a graph is plotted based on the plotting
orientation chosen. The last option allows customizing the
scaling of fill patterns and line lengths necessary when the
scale of the drawing is increased or decreased from the 1: 1
default option.
I tested the program by plotting a scientific graph created
in Microsoft Chart and pasted into MacDraw for the addition
of colored output. In MacDraw, it was possible to tum the
orientation of the "Y-axis" label sideways to conform to the
custom for scientific graphs. Since Chart does not support
the addition of standard error bars, this was also done in
MacDraw.
Cutting and pasting from Chart into MacDraw did result
in one annoying problem unrelated to the MacPlots II
program. When I copied a line graft to the Chart clipboard
and pasted in into MacDraw, the open circles and squares
marking the data points became solid. I was unable to select
them in MacDraw and use the "none" fill pattern to return
them to their original form. I eventually had to "cut" them
out and recreate them using the MacDraw tools. Customer
Service explained that not all software programmers support
the "clipboard" feature in the same manner and even two
"Apple" programs had caused them some problems with
"clipboard" compatibility. I did not encounter this problem
when a bar graph was "copied and pasted" ihto MacOraw.
Color may be added to the graph in MacDraw by grouping
a portion of the graph and pressing the "option" j followed by
a color pen number. You are in reality, assigning a pen
location and not a specific color. The appropriate color pen
may then be placed in the correct pen holder of the plotter.
This procedure is somewhat confusing but satisfactory results
can be obtained with practice. It is important to note that
MacPlots II does not support "clipping and white lines." In
other words, some care must be exercised in the graphic layout
since the "send to back" option can cause plotting problems.
Items that partially cover other items will be plotted,
regardless of how they look on the screen. Frankly, I did not
fmd this a major problem. Computer Shoppe is currently
studying the problem of "clipping" and it may be supported in
later editions. A discussion with customer service explained
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that algorithms exist but 1 M byte of memory and a 68020
CPU are needed for sufficient power to handle this problem in
real time. MacPlots II does not support all fonts and some
fill patterns are not satisfactory in apperance.
Once the graph is completed in MacDraw, it must be
saved by using the "PIer format". With two disk drives, the
MacPlots II program may be in one drive and the MacDraw
program in the second drive. When the "Plot" option is
chosen, a dialog box asks you to choose a me from the "clip
board" or "disk file". Once the desired me is opened, the
program takes several seconds to perform "optimization" and
then begins plotting. A clock-like feature in the upper left
comer of the screen gives a pictorial image of the time
required for plotting.
All in all, I found the plotting results of MacPlots II to be
most satisfactory. I have not tried plotting out of any pro
gram other than MacDraw and have not used the "clipboard"
plotting option. The manual needs some improvement and
the manner of assigning colors could also be made simpler.
These should be addressed in future upgrades. In closing, I
would like to add that I found the personnel of the Computer
Shoppe to be very helpful when I called them for help. If the
person I was talking to could not answer the question, they
got someone who did know the answer. I wish all software
houses were as cooperative!!!
Figure 1 is a sample of the plotter output produced by
MacPlots n.
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MAC PROGRAMMERS' GROUP
ANNOUNCES FALL SCHEDULE
The SigMac Programmers' group announces that its
November 7 meeting -will be on the Dialog Manager. The
December 5 meeting will discuss TextEdit. Future programs
will continue to focus on particular pacts of Inside MacinJosh.
The SigMac Programmers' group meets on the ftrst
Thursday of every month at 7:30 at Our Lady of Lourdes
school. 7500 Pearl Street, one block east and half a ,block
north of the Bethesda Metro Center stop on the Red Line.
Meetings will be held in a classroom at the school, rather than
in the cafeteria as in past meetings. Look for signs to the
classroom. Everyone who is interested in prograinrning the
Macintosh, regardless of language, is invited to attend. For
more information, contact Tim Buehrer at (703) 548-8971. @
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MACINTOSH FONT NUMBERS

by William J. Jones

If you have developed, as I have, a collection of Macintosh
fonts, you undoubtedly have run across instances in which
you have been unable to install particular groups of fonts in
the same system. The problem is that each font has its own
Font ID number, and two fonts with the same number
cannot coexist in one system. Duplicate font numbers arise
either because various font creators have independently chosen
the same number, or, more likely, because a font has been
created by modification of an existing one, but without
changing the 10 number.
There are a total of 512 font numbers (0 to 511). Font
number 0 is the System Font, which is Chicago. Font
number 1 is the application font, which is any other font
(with its own number) which is designated in the program.
The default application font is Geneva.
According to the Official Word from Apple, font numbers
are to be divided into three groups; official Apple fonts, fonts
registered with Apple by software developers, and unregistered
fonts. Table 1 sets out the number ranges which Apple has
designated for each group of fonts. Unfortunately, a bug in
the Font Mover, which was carried over into the DAlFont
Mover application, prevents it from recognizing font num
bers higher than 255. As a result, according to the user's
manual for Quick and DirtyTM Utilities Vol. 1 (Dreams of the
Phoenix, Inc., $39.95), "people have just been choosing num
bers in the range 11 to 255 arbilr.ui1y."
The Quick and DirtyTM utility Font Manager gives you the
nu~er of each font in your system or on a disk, allowing
you to renumber them to specific numbers, or assigning them
randomly from among the numbers unused in an open me.
The FONTastic™ font editor program (Altsys Corp.)
similarly has provisions for the assignment of font numbers
to newly created fonts.
The Macintosh uses the font number by translating it into
a base ront ID and resource numbers which vary by the
size of the fonL For more information on these numbers, see
the various documents about fonts on SigMac disk 11,
particularly the one titled MacFont Tips. The Resource
Mover deals with these numbers, and not with the individual
font numbers discussed here.
Table 2 is a listing of fonts from a variety of disks
which indicates the font numbers assigned to them. The
table omits additional sizes of Apple fonts (which necessarily
share the ID numbers of the originals). Also, the Chicago
12 font on Through the Looking Glass has the same name and
10 number as any other Chicago, but really is an entirely
different fonL It can be moved with the Font Mover for use
in other applications, but if it is it should be given a new
name and 10.
Table 1
0-127
128 - 383
384 - 511
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Apple fonts
Assigned by Apple to software developers
Available for independent font developers

Table 2
Font Numbers
FontName
Chicago
New Yorlc
Geneva
Monaco
Venice
London
Athens
San Francisco
Toronto
Seattle
Cairo
Los Angles
Times
Helvetica
Courier
Taliesin
Boxes
Silicon Valley
Broadway
Greek 10
Greek 12
Russian
Philly
Andc er
Hood River
APL
GenMath
Exeter
Palo Alto
Moscow
ASCII
Santiago
ChicMath
Vectors
Ravena
Eon
Tiny
Future
cyril
CYRIL
Ophil

Music
Lothlorien
Rangers
Bubbles
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0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
20
21
22

24

Apple

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
" (Laserwriter font)
"
"
"

9

SigMac Disk 3

30
31

SigMac Disk 5

10
12
20
41
181
218
242

SigMac Disk 9

12
12
14
16
17
18
23
24
SO

SigMac Disk 11
"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

6

SigMac Disk 12

9

"
"
"
"

10
12
12
12
12
13

13
14

"
"
"
"

contd. on pg 69
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MICROSOFT ANNOUNCES OPTIMUM MEMORY
SIZES FOR ITS MAC APPLICATIONS RUNNING
UNDER SWITCHER
by Martin O. Milrad and Tam Warrick
Microsoft Corporation has begun bundling Andy Hertz
feld's "Switcher" program with its applications. Included with
Microsoft's applications is a 21-page manual describing the
preferred and minimum sizes that should be allocated for each
application:
Preferred
Minimum
Agplication
Size
Size
Chart
192K
128K
Excel
304K-SI2K
2S6K
File
288K
128K
Multiplan
lOOK
128K
Word
lOOK
128K
In addition, Microsoft announced a number of
cautions that should be observed by those using Switcher with
some Microsoft applications. Excel and File have no known
limitations.
Microsoft Chart: "When you configure Chart with
Switcher, be sure to make it the fust application you install.
If you don't, arrows on charts may not appear in their correct
positions."

Multiplan: "In Multiplan versions 1.02 and earlier, if
the infonnation stored in your Clipboard is greater than SO
cells and you see the message 'Save FonnattedlUnformatted
Values,' you should paste into the Scrapbook before trying to
paste into the other application. Clipboards storing more than
SO cells will not transfer to the other application."
Microsoft Word: "Option-Command-shift-(period) Do
not use this key sequence to select text from the insertion
point to the bottom of a document. When Switcher is
present, this sequence causes an emergency exit from the
program.
"When you are using ExcellWord, do not use Excel's
Delete command from the File menu to delete a Word docu
menL This will cause a disk error.
"When you are using Word and the Finder in a
Switcher configuration, do not delete any Word documents
that you've been working with during that Switcher session.
Even if you've saved and closed the Word document, you
should quit Word before you delete documents that have been
opened during that session."
The manual, Using Switcher with Mir.rosoft Applications.
is Microsoft Part No. 000-096-031.
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MacNv"ice Cvlumn
I-D
by Ralph J. Begleiter

1

Home Utility Records
Maybe you're not yet using your Mac for any serious
business jobs. But you'd like to try a project to familiarize
yourself with the computer's ability to handle calculations,
records and text. And you'd like to produce a good looking and
useful final presention document, too. Here's one for Mac
Novices: prepare a record of how your home uses gas and
electricity, so you can track energy efficiency and utility costs.
The techniques used in this project will be useful later on,
as you use your Mac to track business expenses, and it could
even be saved as a "format" for tracking your small business
utility and other recurring costs. But, for now, it's just a
project to give you a chance to "play" with the techniques and
to leam how to use your Mac to its limit.
You'll need some "spreadsheet" software, such as Micro
soft's Multiplan, Haba's Quartet or anyone of the other "num
ber-crunching" Macintosh programs which are now available.
You don't need an especially sophisticated program for this
project, however, since you won't be doing anything very
complex or any exotic calculations.
You'll also need a program which produces charts. Again,
there are many now available. You don't need the "best
available," unless you plan later to really use this capability a
lot. (I used Microsoft Chart for this project.)
And, of course, you'll need those utility bill receipts
you've got piled up in a drawer somewhere. They'll provide
the raw material to produce the comparative analysis of your
home's utility use.
First, open the "spreadsheet" program and start a new
document. Call it "Utilities". This will be a simple
worksheet, including only a few rows and columns.
Arrange your worksheet so you can easily enter your
home's natural gas and electricity usage each month. Include
rows for totals by month. And to give you a variety of views
of your utility consumption, be sure to include space not only
for the cost of fuel, but also for the quantity of fuel consumed
This will give you a view of energy consumption as well as
home operation costs. Here's my sample worksheet:

Figure 2 - Select Datil to transfer to [hert -

Next, QUIT your spreadsheet program and open a new
document in your graphics program. (Remember that Mac's
clipboard is "holding" the data on "electricity costs" while you
switch application programs.)
In the "New Series" window of your charting program,
position your pointer, click, and PASTE from the EDIT
menu. Voila! Your "electricity cost" information appears in
the list of new "values", sequentially.
Follow the instructions with your charting program to
designate the "electricity cost" values according to "dates" (tell
your program to chart them "by month").
Next, choose an appropriate format for your chart; in this
case, a simple "line graph" is probably the right choice. Add
appropriate "titles" and "legends" using the application pro
gram's instructions, and feel free to modify your chart until
it's appealing to the eye and easy to understand at a glance.
With a bit of fancying-up, using the features in your
graphics program, you'll soon have a chart which looks some
thing like this:
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Now, SELECf the data from one row. Start with
"electricity cost," for example. Select all the data in that row
and "COPY" it into the clipboard
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Now... QUIT the graphics program and return to your
worksheet, with all its raw data. Select a new row of data,
such as "electricity consumption". Repeat the process outlined
above, first COPYing the data into the clipboard, then
PASTING it into the "New Series" window of your graphics
program.
You can place several different utility measurements on
the same chart, so comparisons are easier. You might end up
with a series of charts which look something like these, from
which you can analyze your home's use of energy.
conrd.
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You might even dig out your dusty old box of previous
year financial records and do a summary of your home's utility
usage over the past few years, like this:
IAnnual Natural 6as Costl
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Remember, these fonnats, like others you've created on
your Macintosh, remain in Mac's disk memory, so you can
simply add to the data periodically, without having to rebuild
the chart and the worksheet each time. Simply add new col
umns or rows, and new data values in the charting program.
Create new charts using the fonnat of the old, or simply add
more lines to the existing charts.
Once you've done the initial set-up work, the future is
much easier, particularly if you update your data regularly
(instead of trying to do it all at once in a tedious session).
Of course, if you are a large water consumer, you can also
keep track of water/sewer costs and consumption on the same
worksheet, and create a companion chart to the ones for
electricity and natural gas. The same format may also be used
to track gasoline consumption. You can keep track of
gasoline usage per car, if you separate the data. And you can
use your credit card receipts (which record gallons purchased)
to monitor fuel consumption as distinct from cost
Granted, you may not find utility usage charts on your
home to be very useful, but they are interesting to look at
Most importantly, working your way through a simple
project like this will familiarize you with the features of your
spreadsheet and charting programs, and will give you ideas on
how to use our Mac for com arable ro'ects at work.
®
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by James M. Burger

SEATTLE: EXCEL SHIPPED
AS THE APPLE TURNS

So much is happening in the Apple world that it is hard to
decide what to- write. For a variety of reasons, I will not
spend much space reviewing the newest Soap rivaling
Dynasty and Dallas - "As the Apple Turns." The only
comments - Without Steve Jobs there would have been no II,
III, Lisa or Mac (sure the Woz designed the II, but Jobs
cajoled him into a commercial enterprise; sure Smith, Hertz
feld, etc. designed the Mac, but Jobs brought the machine to
market). But, Jobs' skills do not appear to be appropriate for
running a nearly $2 billion company. Only the manner of
parting - personnel raiding, lawsuits, etc. is regrettable.
Overall, I am optimistic about Apple's future. To quote the
usually quotable Guy Kawasaki (Apple's Software Develop
ment Czar) - "It feels like the cool rains have come and gone,
rinsing the dust from the air and washing it away."
EXCEL
Since Spring Comdex I have been writing about
Microsoft's proposed new super-spreadsheet product Excel.
Finally, after two years of development, Microsoft shipped its
release version, as promised, in September (well September
30th anyway). Gates was the keynote speaker at Apple's
NorthWest Dealers Conference which I attended in Seattle,
Washington. I will not attempt a review here, but save that
for a full scale effort. Instead. I'll summarize by saying that,
in my opinion. Excel is the best spreadsheet program avail
able on any personal computer.
GATES NUGGETS

Bill Gates, as usual, made several interest comments. One
that was no sllrprise - Microsoft has a greater share of Mac
software than any developer on any Machine. But one that did
surprise me was that all Microsoft business products (Word,
Plan, Chart and File) have sold equally as well. Gates also
announced some new products: Fortran which will have a full
7-7 compiler; Logo (developed outside Microsoft by the II
Logo authors); and, version 2.1 of Basic, which he claims
runs twice as fast as 2.0.
The future: Gates had some interesting, but naturally
biased, comments on software integration. (How many of
you read Poumelle's column on this subject recommended in
this column last month? See September 1985, Byte) There
are, according to Gates, two ways to integrate: within the
Application - such as Jazz - or, within the Mac environment,
e.g. WordlExcel on Switcher. In MS-DOS in the IBM
operating environment you an: forced to do integration in the
application. But the Mac has a "much richer environment"
Most Mac applications use many common interfaces (pull
down menus, scroll bars, etc.) Microsoft products strive to
have as much commonality as possible. Thus, Switcher
comes at the environmental level unifying programs with
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common user interfaces such as word and Excel; thus, a single
key stroke moves Excel numbers into Word.
Gates listed some negatives of integrated applications. He
feels that there are limited resources available. That is manual
size, disk size, amount of code and training time. He believes
that the main applications areas - number, word and data
processing - should be kept separate. (I would add commun
icating). Gates maintains that a software house can more
readily push state of the art in each separate area. He held out,
for example, some tantalizing improvements in Word - auto
indexing, table of contents, spell checker and thesaurus. With
improved hardware (he didn't say how but one could guess 
open architecture, more RAM, etc), and an improved
operating system (new ROMS?), Gates sees continual
"generational" changes in software. Excel, Gates claims, is
the fIrst of in depth state-of-the-art software fully utilizing the
Mac interface. I would agree and believe he is right about
more to come. Despite Microsoft's heavy involvement in the
IBM-PC world, Gates promises his company's continued
commitment to Mac.
APPLE'S NEW ADS

By the time this issue of the Journal is printed you will
probably have seen Apple's new advertising campaign
featuring real live users, including yours truly. For those of
you interested in how it happened (the rest can quit this
section and move on). The May issue of Personal Computing
had an article on thought outliners. The Living Video Text
people (ThinkTank 512) had given my name to the author
who talked to me and eventually included a picture of me with
my XLisa. In tum. the ad agency for Apple, Chiat-Day in
Los Angeles, asked if I would spend an hour with them. I
agreed. They video taped the session which was essentially my
talking for an hour about Mac. They also taped a number of
other people. That led to approval by Apple of their concept
and thus the ad with me in it
Unfortunately, I could not get them to mention my
increasing involvement in computer law, that is, representing
developers and publishers. I cannot remember who said - any
publicity is good as long as they spell your name right (some
one please write and tell me who said that). No, I'm not
getting paid for doing the ad. I really believe in the Mac and
use it in my work, like many of you, every day. Apple would
like to hear "success" stories of Mac in the business world
(not surprising, considering the competition). I can't guaran
tee that you will get an answer, but if you want to send in
your story write to Charlotte Smith, Apple Computer, Inc.,
10201 N. DeAnza Blvd., Mail Stop 23-El, Cupertino, CA
95014. Understandably, Ms. Smith will be more interested in
the story if you name a "friendly dealer" who helped you out
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CORRESPONDENCE
Thanks to reader John Alvey, who took the trouble to
review my small Ie dictionnaire in the September Y:l.AF.
Journal. My regrets to all our French readers for my excesses
on the French language. I have revised the little dictionary
and John has graciously agreed to review it. So, for all who
want a revised copy, please drop me a line at the Pi OffICe.
John also has advised me that a good French and English
computer dictionary is by M Ginguay: Djctionnajre d'jnfor
matiQ.ue published by Masson.

into one to create active forms for business.
PBI Software, Inc., 1111 Triton, Foster City, CA 94404.
Fokker Triplane.
$59.95.
Flight simulator with
emphasis on air acrobatics.
Bridget Software Co., 1309 Canyon Rd.• Silver Spring.
MD 20904. Graph Master. $34.95. Produces bar, line,
pie and scatter graphs. Reads Bridget's Record Master data
base fIle. ASCII fIles, or uses keyboard entry. Has data
reduction and algorithms, graph overlay and stacking options,
graph and data editing, etc. For 64K Apple ][+. lIe,lIc.

PRODUCTS RECEIVED:
Unless otherwise indicated, the products are for the Mac
and the price, if indicated, is the suggested retail price.

BOOKS. ETC.
BECH-TECH (see above). Facts or MAC posters.
$19.95 each. #MP1 complete main logic board schematic and
#MP2 Analog board, power supply, mouse and Keyboard
schematics.
Scandinavian Computer Furniture, Inc., 14875 N.W. 77th
Avenue. Miami Lakes, FL 33014.
(800 557-5777).
MacTable. $495.Computer desk designed especially for the
Mac.
~

SOrrwAREPBI Software, Inc., 1111 Triton, Foster City, CA 94404.
Strategic Conquest. An absorbing tactical and strategical
game, where you create armies, ships and aircraft and battle
your computer. with "2 billion" possible world combinations
and 1-12 levels of expertise.
Telarium.
Amazon, Fahrenheit 451 and Dragon
World.
Sierra On-Une. Championship Boxing; Ultima 1
(for the Atari).

USE YOUR HOME COMPUTER TO TRACE
YOU.R FAMILY R00JS WITH

MICRoliflooTS

INFORMATION RECEIVED:

7411 RIggs Road, Suite A 104
Adelphi, MD 20783 • (301) 43901799

HARDWARE
BECK-TECH Corp., 41 Tunnel Road, Berkeley, CA
94705.
MacMEGABYTES.
128K conversion $849,
512K conversion $549. Kits $699 and $399, respectively.
ROM enhancement $149. Memory Upgrade which brings
Mac's memory to I024K Bytes. Has own ROM enhancement
to provide contiguous application work space. Oaims to
work with all Mac software which obeys Apple's MAC
system software rules.
SOFTWARE 
Boston Software Publishers Inc, 19 Ledge Hill Road,
Boston, MA 02132. Maclndex™. $49.95. An automatic
index preparer for authors. creates alphabetical index of each
occurrence of key words or phrases; works with MacWrite.
MacPublisher IITM. $149.95. An electronic page com
poser with many features.
Chang Laboratories, 5300 Stevens Creek Blvd. San Jose,
CA 95129. Rags to Riches. $195. Small business
accounting system - general ledger, accounts payables and
accounts receivable.
Mainstay, 28611B Canwood St, Agoura Hills, CA
91301. N'cryptor. $39.95. Data protection application.
Disk Ranger. $49.95. Disk cataloger and labeler, captures
both volumes and mes, SO pin-feed labels included (additional
labels at $19.95). TypeNow. $39.95. Desk accessory
which tums the Mac into a modern memory typewriter, gives
on-screen preview before printing - for small typing jobs that
are hard to do with a word processor (ever do mes labels?)
Megahaus Corp., 5703 Oberlin Drive, San Diego, CA
92121.
Megarorm.
$295.
An electronic "forms
processor," a graphics/spreadsheet/data -base program rolled
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• LaserCopies

~

• ColorCopies

SOe each for WAP

8-colors • 1-pass

• DeskTop Publishing

Word-processing -+ Typesetting -+ Quality Reprographics

• Digitizing & Peripheral Rentals
Macintizerlll

•

ThunderScan nt • Mouse SlicklY

PC Resources· Appointments & Messages • 860-9600
Reston Copy Center. 11800 Sunrise Valley Dr· Reston, VA 22091
Complete selVlco information & price sheet available on request.
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MacBCPL: A Review
Chuck McMath
Although the Macintosh may be the computer "for the rest
of us," it probably has as many programming languages avail
able for it as any other computer. Macintosh owners can
choose from Basic, Fortran, Cobol, C, Lisp, Logo, Assem
bly, Prolog, and Pascal, among others (thanks to Rich
Norling for this observation). Perhaps the richness of the
Macintosh environment has contributed to the many available
programming milieus. At any rate, we Mac owners have an
embarrasment of riches from which to choose.
One offbeat entry in this 1anguage sweepstakes' is a
language called MacBCPL, from Topexpress Ltd., in
Kensington, England. Let me assume that you have never
heard of BCPL (and I have yet to speak to someone who
knows exactly what the language is). To place BCP~ in its
proper perspective, it's necessary to trace back a bit in the
history of programming languages. When the C program
ming language was written at Bell Labs, it started from an
existing language called B.. This language, in tum, was
derived from BCPL. Historically, BCPL has been used for
writing compilers (much as C is used for that purpose today).
I suspect BCPL was available when its only competition was
an assembler. In short, BCPL is very similar to C ~ for
the lack of high-level data structures and datatypes. The only
unit of storage in BCPL is the word, or 32 bits. Let me
repeat that -- the ONLY UNn' OF STORAGE IS A 32-BIT
WORD. This 'feature' is one of the most distinctive aspects
of BCPL, and causes many of the differences between BCPL
and other programs (in addition to many headaches). In other
areas, BCPL is pretty standard -- or better. BCPL supports
simple variables and arrays (multi-dimensional). The lan
guage also has such features as looping controls, iteration, and
if-then-else constructs.
What You Get
MacBCPL comes on one non-copy protected disk, with a
2C>O+ page reference entitled BcpL' the Laneu3ee and its
Structure. by Martin Richards and Colin Whitby-Strevens
(which I believe is the standard reference on the language; in
fact, it may be the only reference), and a slim (60 page)
MacBCPL-specific reference guide. My first encounter with
BCPL was one of panic -- I opened the plastic bag, took out
the contents, threw away the assorted trash, and sat down to
read the Mac guide. Page 4 describes the contents of the ~
Macintosh disks. Since I only received one disk, I panicked 
- looked through the trash for a few minutes, contemplated
getting another copy, etc. -- until I read the documentation
more carefully and saw that the second disk contained a Basic
interpreter (which I assume is a separate item).
The disk contains the following: the standard Edit and
Link applications, which app<:ar with many languages, a
BcpL application (the compiler -- which you can transfer to
directly from the Edit application -- a nice touch), library and
header files, a disassembler, and a comprehensive example
program. The sample program is one of the most thorough
I've seen with iUlY programming language. It demonstrates
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the use of windows, menus, textedit routines, scrolling, file
inpufloutput, and filter procs, among other things. The
trouble is, you need to use this sample much more than you
should (since there isn't much in the Mac-specific book to
show you exactly how to do things). In fact, that's the whole
trouble with BCPL -- what is supplied is of high-quality, and
useful -- a lot of attention was paid to the little things;
however, what isn't supplied is frequently necessary.
The BCPL reference is a typical language reference manual
- complete, but pretty dry. The MacBCPL manual is well
written, goes step by step, and doesn't assume a lot of
knowledge on the part of the owner. While it doesn't cover
anything comprehensively, it covers everything once (with
simple examples).
Descriptjon Qr HCPL
BCPL, in general besides having ONLY ONE
DATATYPE - TIlE 32-BIT WORD (have I mentioned that
before?), allows the declaration of simple variables, and arrays
(either dynamic or static) of the basic datatype. Strings can
also be declared and used as in Pascal. Variables must be
declared before they are used, and can be either initialized when
they are declared or can be set to a null value. Typical 'struc
tured' constructs are supported also - counted (for) loops,
repeat until/while loops, while - do loops, if-then-else, and
case statements. In fact, just about any type of construct
you'd want to use is available. And if that's not enough, you
can declare variables inside of any of these constructs; these
variables are local to that construct, and can be used as any
other variable inside the construct; they go away when you
leave the construct Global constants can be declared, as well
as macros (as in C header ftles). You can perform conditional
compilation through the use of labels. A standard library
contains input and output routines (allocate/deallocate storage,
character, block, and file I/O).
So much for the 'generic' BCPL. On the Mac, languages
are made and broken depending on the ease of access to the
Mac's ROM, for in reality, no language, however fancy, is
any good on the Mac unless you can program the distinctive
10Qk we all know and love. So how does MacBCPL stack up
in this regard? Pretty well. Access is provided (it appears -- I
didn't test EACH routine ...) to most of the ROM routines,
both Toolbox and OS. For those few routines that don't have
a interface defined, you can either write one using the existing
ones as a guide, or construct an interface -- an example is
provided. I wouldn't worry, though. I wrote a few sample
programs that didn't ever need to use more than their in',erface
files.
Trouble In Paradjse
So, you say, this language sounds great Where's the
catch? The problem in using BCPL has to do with (can you
guess?) the ONLY DATATYPE BEING THE 32-BIT WORD.
This 'unique' scheme forces the BCPL programmer to go
through a few contortions when passing parameters to Mac
contd.
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routines (and as you Mac programmers have noticed, fm sure,
we spend a lot of time passing parameters to routines).
Whereas the code to call routine SetRect in Pascal looks like
this (tRect is of type RECI):
SetRect(tRecl, 10, 10, 120, 2(0);
in BCPL, this same line would look like this:
SetRect(tRect «2, 10, 10, 120, 2(0)
The reason for the « is that in BCPL the variable tRect
would be declared as an array of 2 elements (8 bytes). Since
SetRect only wants 4 bytes, we need to shift the contents of
the array left 2 bytes. If you didn't do this either one of two
things would happen (speaking from experience): 1) nothing,
or 2) address error (10.. 02). The problem with this adjustment
is that some ROM calls don't seem to need this shift, while
others definitely need it -- only trial and error can tell. In
addition, getting to just about any of the Pascal-like records
derIDed in Inside Macjntosh is difficult You need to extract
the appropriate bits using a bit-selection mechanism that is
part of BCPL. This holds for such necessary things as the
portRect for the current Window, and all grafPort parameters.
As you might suspect, you spend a lot of time counting how
far something is offset from the start of a record - and this
sort of thing should NOT be necessary in 1985. Besides, in
my opinion, programming on the Mac is so involved, you
want to free your mind from focusing on the implementation

of your language in order to concentrate on unlocking the
power of the Mac. That's the main failing of BCPL, and it
pains me to admit that, because as far as production quality
goes, Topexpress Ltd has its act together, from a very under
standable manual, to a fairly fast compiler, even down to a
nice 'fault' routine ~at you can call which displays a dialog
box with your message, and Continue/Quit buttons (so many
other languages could use nice little touches like these).
Winding Down
So what's the bottom line? BCPL is a language that's
like a party game -- you drag it out every now and then to
show it off, but you don't use it on a day to day basis. And
that's sad, because I wanted to recommend it; but no matter its
price, it's nOl a bargain. BCPL shows its age when compared
to other Mac languages available today; and with languages
such as Modula Corporation's Modula-2 interpreter or 1ML
Systems' $49.95 Pascal compiler as competition, BCPL
clearly suffers. Unless you plan to write non-Maclike
programs using your Macintosh, or intend to write a com
piler, or unless you 1iG counting byte offsets to determine
where in a data structure some variable resides, I can't advOCa1e
your purchasing BCPL.
@
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OOOOOOPS!
acPoly.... puzzles may look
easy, but they're not. And
that's the fun. All 100 on this disk
can be real problemsl

M

Take the MacPoly knight, for example.
You sized up their shapes, then
'moused' your pieces in. Now the last
one doesn't fit! OOOOOOPS!
No matter how you approach lhis
unique Chess Piece, or any of the other
problems, the fun is in the puzzling.

Washington Apple Pi

Terrific mind stretchers, they're great
for puzzle fans of every age.

Only $l9.95 Plus S3 shipping
New 'Iork State residents,
please add sales tax.

MacPoly has 100 problems ranging
from E~)' to Impossible-yes, truly
impossible! Authentic teasers by Sam
Loyd and H. E. Dudney, puzzle masters
of the 1900's, are included. MacPoly
runs on a 128K or a SI2K Macintosh.

Write: Sabakf
Dept. 2409
p.o. Box 8217
Rcgo Park. NY 11374

Personal checks accepted.

Sabak;
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A STORY ABOUT VALUESOFT
by George R. Hohmann

-"""",

The legal-size envelope appeared in my mailbox on June
26, and I read it over dinner. "Here's the Mainstreet Filer up
grade you've been waiting for - the new ValueSoft
MANAGER," said the headline on the brochure.
Golly, they were right, I was indeed hoping that some
body would upgrade Mainstreet Filer. I had become exas
perated with Filer's uninformative prompt screens and, most
of all, the disk swaps launched each time I used the protected
program. They hooked me in the second paragraph: "Main
street Software has ceased operation ..."
While I washed the evening's dishes I thought of the
implication: I might somehow lose my $125 investment in
the Filer program if something catastrophic happens and I
need factory help. As I turned it over in my mind, it became
clear to me that if I didn't go with ValueSoft's new Manager, I
would be left in the dust So when the evening's chores were
done, I went back to the brochure.
"It's much easier to use - and a lot more powerful - than
your old Filer program. Best of all, upgrading to the Value
Soft Manager won't require you to re-enter your data." The
brochure's headlines read like a dream come true: "The
Manager Files It All", "Manag(:T Handles the Mail", "Get the
Total (and Subtotal) Picture", "Order Today and Save $40.00",
"10 Day Money Back Trial".
The brochure pointed out that although Manager was
advertised in MacWorld for $89, I could take advantage of "a
limited one-time offer" and get it for just $49. The brochure
went on to promise me the new program "will be shipped
within 2 weeks of receipt of your order." This was a very
important promise, because the fmn said I should send them
my original Filer disk. Hmmm. While they had my Filer
disk, I could not use any of my Filer data ...
Two weeks without a database program did not seem like a
big problem, because I had been planning to take a few
vacation days around the Fourth of July. I figured I'd send my
original Filer disk and my check right away, and shortly after
I returned from vacation, the new Manager program would
arrive. After all, I thought to myself, just think of the added
benefits I would receive with the new Manager!
I sent in my order on June 27, went on vacation a week
later, came back to work on July 9 and on July 16 - the day
ValueSoft promised I would have my new program - the
postman brought a letter from California instead of a package.
"I was pleased to learn of your recent order from our
organization," ValueSoft President Gerald D. Eschen wrote.
"It is always a pleasure to welcome new customers to our
company. Your response to our mailing has been exciting
and all orders are being processed in the order received. We
anticipated shipment this week: however, one of our quality
assurance testers, in the fmal stages of testing, discovered a
small bug which required some additional fine tuning. We
now anticipate shipment the week of July 22. We value your
confidence, and will always do everything possible to provide
you with the finest software products and service."
OK, I thought, I can live with that. No use getting a
74

program with bugs in it. Let 'em fme tune it
When the week of July 22 ended, they still must have
been fme tuning, because I had no program· no old, decrepit
Filer program and no new, streamlined Manager program.
I'll admit I had a twinge of nervousness when Mr. Eschen
sent that July 11 letter, but anxiety really began to grip me as
the month of August rolled around. I broke down and called
ValueSoft The fellow at the other end of the phone was very
pleasant "What's your zipcode?" he asked.
"26554."
"Oh, yea, George Hohmann...," he said, reading out my
address. "You're on the list to ship today by UPS Second Day
Air. You'll get your program the day after tomorrow."
"Wow, thanks a lot," I replied.
"Thanks for being so patient," he said.
And two days later, sure enough, the UPS truck pulled up
with the long-awaited package. I could hardly contain myself
as I unpacked it and filled out the Warranty card. I did wait 'til
after work to start reading the instruction manual. Ahh, the
binder was classy. Neat color graphics. And a good-looking
instruction manual, too.
With a fresh cup of coffee beside me, I settled into my
favorite easy chair that night and began to read the manual.
But Page 3 pulled me out of my chair and made my stomach
chum.
"Before You Begin," the page was titled. "What You'll
Need," was the subtitle. And then this list
-·A Macintosh (128K or larger)
_·An external disk drive
-·A printer (if you want to print data)
_.The Manager disk
-Extra disks for storing data
I had everything except the external disk drive. Oh, an
external disk drive! Don't they cost four or five hundred
dollars? "Yea, they list at around $495, but I can get you one
for about $400," my favorite Apple dealer told me the next
day. "But you don't want to buy one just now."
"What?" I asked, amazed that my trusted dealer would try
to discourage a sale. "Yea, you dont wanna buy one just now,
because they're going to come out with a double-sided disk
drive."
I thanked him for the frank advice. Later in the day I went
back and read the original mailing ValueSoft had sent me. I
went back and read the full-page MacWorld ad. In fact I read
everything I had ever seen by ValueSoft about their Manager
program: you guessed it, not a hint anywhere about the need
for an external drive.
I booted up the Manager once and looked at the icons,
before I packed all of the material for storage. I am now
waiting for the new external double-sided disk drives to come
out, so I can buy one and use the Manager. Meanwhile, I
have borrowed an old, decrepit, poky Mainstreet Filer program
from my dealer. It chugs along and although it is cumber
some, Filer gets the job done.
Best of all, it's paid for.
®
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USING WORD WITH THE LASERWRITER
by Leon Moore
the problem. With MS Word, one can delete text a number of
Wow, what a combination! A new Mac, a 'full-feature'
ways. One of the 'undocumented features' of the word
word processor, several groups that advertise time available on
processor appears to be the 'select and delete with the
LaserWriters and a bicycle racing club that needs a newsletter.
Wen, it sounds good and in fact it works reasonably well.
backspace key' bug. For what it is worth, Microsoft's
Technical Service (206-828-8089) won't admit this one
But there are a few things waiting to surprise you. Having
done two newsletters using the Mac, Microsoft Word (version
occurs. The Douglas' claim to have sent Microsoft disks
1.0), an ImageWriter to proof the text and a LaserWriter for
demonstrating the bug. Lesson Number Three for the
neophyte - don't select and delete text with the backspace key
the final copy; here are a couple of things that may help
if you want you Mac's screen and your ImageWriter to
others.
reproduce text in the same way as the LaserWriter. To work
The newsletter is reasonably short. Only 8 to 12 pages.
around this 'undocumented feature' .all the text had to be saved
Normally it is done in three columns on 8 112 by 11 pages.
as Text Only' and completely reformatted.
MS Word should allow you to do this electronically (translate
Finally, after another three hours work, with only a couple
as 'a lot quicker than cutting and pasting paper'). It would
seem reasonable to run the proofs on the lmageWriter, get it
of time-outs for a terifflC thunderstorm in Kensington (Lee
could you hear the thunder?) another issue was quickly
right (two or three times) and only use the LaserWriter for the
produced. The LaserWriter copies corresponded line for line
fmal copy. The first time the newsletter was typed with a
New York font for headlines and texL This text was taken to
and character for character to the ImageWriterproof, except for
a LaserWriter operator expecting this wonderful machine to
being off-center 1/8 inch to the right. Microsoft's Technical
tum the ImageWriter pages into beautiful prose. I spent a
Service suggests if you want to prepare copy for the
LaserWriter that you have the person with the LaserWriter
long afternoon working with Earl Douglas to convert the text
install the LaserWriter driver in place of the lmageWriter
to Times and Helvetica and finally to reformat everything
driver on a working copy of Word. Use this disk for text
before producing the final copy on the LaserWriter. Lesson
preparation, switch to a working copy of Word with the
Number One for the neophyte - 12 point New York does not
ImageWriter for proofs and switch back to the working copy
occupy the same amount of space as 12 point Times and
Helvetica.
with the LaserWriter for the fmal copy on the LaserWriter.
Wow, this is quicker than cutting and pasting paper? I wonder
With all this newly reformatted copy, one would expect to
what Lesson Number Four for the neophyte will be?
~
see on the Mac's screen and from the lmageWriter, exactly
what was on the sheets produced by the LaserWriter. What ~~~~~~~~~~~~
...: ....
you see and what you get were close to, but not the same as
produced by the LaserWriter. The material from the
LaserWriter was about S lines per column or about IS lines
For your favorite personal computer user: : :.
per page (remember 3 columns per page) longer that what was
produced by the ImageWriter. Lesson Number Two for the
neophyte - what you see is nat what you gel llDl=. you
have clicked Tall Adjusted' on 'Page Setup' from the 'File'
menu. Then what you see on the Mac's screen and what you
get on the ImageWriter will closely correspond to what is
produced by the LaserWriter (except in quality).
For the next issue, I didn't consider myself a neophyte.
,.
Having been through the 'ttial-by-fJ.re' one could expect to
produce a 12 page newsletter from the LaserWriter in less than
A SUBSCRIPTION TO PC-ADS
an hour. To do a three-column page, the LaserWriter 'thinks'
;J;
MAKES
A WONDERFUL
for about three minutes before it produces the page. This
time, Times and Helevitica (borrowed from software at work) "II;
HOUDAY GifT!
were installed on a master copy of Word. All the text had
been proofed on the lmageWriter and fit lust right'. The ;§
LaserWriter begain immediately (after the three minute wait)
to produce a copy that corresponded line for line and character
for character to the ImageWriter proof. Only two details were
missing. The right half of the third column was chopped off
by the LaserWriter and what had been a half inch margin on
J;J
Call 670-1717 weekdays 8:00am-n~on for a FREE
the left was now five-eighths inch. In other words the
sample copy or information.
.,
LaserWriter was producing the text 20 to 30 percent larger ;,
than it should and the page was off-center one-eighth inch to
the right. Mr. Douglas and his father immediately diagnosed
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Copied from The Wall Street Journal. dated August IS, 1985.
(Bob Wilbur WAP#4708)

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

The following letter was recently sent to Videx, Inc.:
"Yesterday, I called your organization and was referred to
Walter, who I was told is your technical sepcialisL I described
the problem I had had with my Videx Videoterm™ board over
a long period of tilre. The best way to characterize the prob
lem is that when we boot up our Apple ][+ and then call up
the 80-column dispay by typing PR#3, the display comes up
as is expected. After a period of about three or four minutes a
series of « »'s appear on the screen on one side and then on
the other down several lines, and they seem to vibrate. If one
pushes the return several tim£:5, the pattern on the left and
then on the right will reappear. We are also getting stray @'s
and missed characters when printing a program that my son
has programmed in the 4O-column mode.
Until about a year ago when we bought a Macintosh, we
did not have a printer and so we never really had any need for
clean copy from our Apple or had paid much attention to the
«'s on the 8O-column display. Now that my son is in college
and taking Advanced Basic and Pascal, he really needs access
to the Apple for serious busin~s.
I called your office and spoke about all of this with
Walter, who I must say was interested in my problem, and
after I told him the whole story, he said that I should pack up
my board and send it back for testing, repair or replacement
without any charge. I could not believe what I was hearing and
hastened to repeat that I bought the Apple and the board about
three years ago (checked my records and it was in May 1982).
He said that did not matter--it was the policy of your company
to handle problems of this nature in this manner. He gave me
an ItMA # and said that it should be printed on the outside of
the package so that when it was received it would be handled
promptly. This is really the kind of service and support of
one's product that is the exception rather than the rule.
I should add that our son, who is now twenty, and his
parents are partners in a small software mail order business.
and we try our best to accommodate each and every customer.
However, your policy surprised me beyond imagination, based
on several bad experiences we have had with several software
publishers. More than once I have called software fll1J1S to
inquire on behalf of prospective customers or purchasers who
had inquired about some application for a particular program,
or about its compatibility with some fll111ware, and have ended
up with comments like, "We OOnt' know" or "We don't have
time to research this trivial question", or the like.
Let me tell you that the next time I hear of anyone who
needs any fll111ware for the Apple, or for that matter software
like Desk Calendar™, MacGummon™ or MacVegas™ for
the Mac, you can be sure that I'll recommend a Videx product
.......... Thank you again and I wish you continued success
in the microcomputer field. You should know that fll1J1S like
yours are the exception, rather than the rule. I am taking the
liberty of sending a copy of this letter to the Washington
Apple Pi, Ltd, the top users group in my opinion, with a
membership of over 5000, to post or cite in an upcoming
issue of their monthly journal if they wish."
Joel H. Broida, Computer Ware Unlimited
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'Artl Artl'
(By Peggy Edersheim, Staff Reporter of The
Wall Street Joumal)
Richard Streeter's bytes got bitten by an "Arf Arf," which
isn't a dog but a horse.
Mr. Streeter, director of development in the engineering
department of CBS Inc. and home-computer buff, was brows
ing recently through the offerings of Family Ledger, a
computer bulletin board that can be used by anybody with a
computer and a telephone to swap advice, games or programs 
or to make mischief. Mr. Streeter loaded into his computer a
program that was billed as enhancing his mM program's
graphics; instead it instantly wiped out the 900 accounting,
word processing and game programs he had stored in his
computer over the years. All that was left was a taunt glowing
back at him from the screen: "Arfi AIf! Got You!"

'Hackers' Strike Again
This latest form of computer vandalism - dubbed for
obvious reasons a Trojan Horse - is the work of the same kind
of anonymous "hackers" who get their kicks stealing sensitive
data from government computers or invading school
computers to change grades. But instead of stealing, Trojan
Horses just destroy all the data files in the computer.
Trojan Horse creators are nearly impossible to catch - they
usually provide phony names and addresses with their
programs - and the malevolent programs often slip by bulletin
board operators. But they are becoming a real nuisance.
Several variations of the "AIf! Arf!" program have made the
rounds, including one that poses as a "super-directory" that
conveniently places computer flies in alphabetical order.
Operators have begun to take names and addresses of
electronic bulletin board users so they can check their
authenticity. When a computer vandal is uncovered, the word
is passed to other operators. Special testing programs also
allow them to study the wording of submitted programs and
detect suspicious commands.

Intedacer Beware
But while AI Stone, the computer consultant who runs
Long Island-based Family Ledger, has such a testing program,
he says he didn't have time to screen the "Arfl Arfl" that bit
Mr. Streeter. "Don't attempt to run something unless you
know its pedigree," he says.
That's good advice, because the computer pranksters are
getting more clever - and nastier. They are now creating even
more-insidious programs that gradually eat away existing files
as they are used. Appropriately enough, these new programs
are known as "worms."
~
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DISKETERIA DISPATCH
by Jim Little
We have more new disks this monCh - five for Apple 1/
owners (after the six issued last month), and three for Macin
tosh owners.
Fred Edwards has compiled Disks 165 and 166 and
submits the following descriptions:
WAP DISK 165; Happy HQlidays
This disk replaces Volume 103 (Merry Christmas). All of
the programs on that disk are included here as well as several
new programs. All of the programs have been 'proofed' to the
best of our ability and, with two exceptions, they are in
Applesoft Basic. With the exception of the two Integer-Music
programs which are indeed music only, all others are either
Lores or Hires graphics, and several also include music
subroutines.
There are four main programs on the disk which are linked
in such a way that running anyone of them will cycle
through all of the programs in that category. These programs
are:
THE CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
THE HANUKKAH PROGRAM
THE NEW YEAR PROGRAM
THE BIRTHDAY PROGRAM
At any time during the course of running one of these
main programs you can move to the next program by pressing
the ESC key or go to the WAP Menu program by pressing
the M key. Each of the programs will print a text message
when you have seen and/or heard it all. At that point pressing
the ESC key will move you on to the next one. For those of
you who are into simple programming, the text message is in
lines 100-120 of each program and may be changed to
whatever you want All of the programs listed below under
the main programs can be run on their own, either from the
WAP Menu or by simply typing RUN (NAME).
THE CHRISTMAS PROGRAM
Xmas Tree
Xmas Mom Tree
Santa Claus
Xmas Card
Fireplace
Xmas Scenes
Xmas Eve Tree
Tree Carols
Reindeer
Xmas Kaleidoscope
THE HANUKKAH PROGRAM
Mennorah
THE NEW YEAR PROGRAM
Happy New Year
New Year Kaleidoscope
THE BIRTHDAY PROGRAM
Birthday Cake
Birthday Kaleidoscope
MISCELLANEOUS (must be run individually)
Joy to the World-Int: An Integer Basic music
routine.
Deck the Halls-Int: Another Integer Basic music
routine.
Trim A Tree: Uses paddles.

Washington Apple Pi

WAP DISK 166; Charts and Graphs
The WAP disk library has not, to date, offered JQ}ny
programs to produce charts and graphs. This is now being
rectified with the three programs described below. There are a
number of commercial programs available which permit much
more complexity but this disk will serve to introduce you to
the area and considering that they are, in the main, written in
Applesoft, they produce a wide variety of charts and graphs
which should meet most of the needs of the casual user. The
disk, as supplied, does not have enough blank sectors to serve
as a data storage disk. Users with two disk drives may desig
nate Drive 2 as the data storage drive and use an initialized
disk for storage. Single drive users should use an initialized
disk in Drive 1 when saving or loading data. As always we
URGE you to make a copy of the disk before you use it
{166.1} MICROGRAPH - The original program on
which MICROGRAPH is based appeared in Softalk magazine
for January 1983 (pages 111-119). It was called 'BASIC
GRAPH' and is still, in the original form, popular on the
WAPABBS. MICROGRAPH is an expanded version whose
most important addition is the inclusion of a printer routine to
permit 'dumping' a graph. The program permits the user to
enter up to 16 data points and 16 titles, edit the entries, save
the data to disk as a text file, load previously saved data from
disk, graph the data as either a bar chart or a pie chart, and
print the chart either as the chart only or as a data table plus
the chart Instructions are included and may be printed.
{166.2} PIE CHART - Permits the entry of up to 10
data values and associated titles. The user can also enter a
chart title and sub-title, select the starting angle of the chart,
choose between 'line' label mode and 'block' label mode, select
1 of 5 colors for each data point, choose location of 'data
storage' drive, and 'screen dump' the chart to a printer with a
suitable interface card. Data files are saved to disk as 'text'
meso A 'data edit' capability is not included. Instructions are
included and may be printed.
(166.3) SOFfGRAPH - This is both the most com
plex and most professional of the three programs. It is based
on a four part series in Softalk magazine (Jan-Apr 1983) and
was written by David Durkee. It should be noted that a printer
routine has been added to the program and that this rou- tine is
not described in the instructions. The special printer codes are
in lines 710-720 of the menu program. If you find you need
other codes enter them on or between these lines.
CAPABILITIES: Up to 18 data values are permitted per
data set A value may be up to eight characters long, either
positive or negative, and either integer or decimal. A data table
may contain up to four data sets of 18 values and associated
labels. Labels are limited to eight characters per label
although the 'pie chart' routine permits 'doubling' to get a six
teen character label.
In the 'bar/line' mode you may choose automatic labeling
by months or days or choose a 'numeric' and increment it
automatically.
The pie chart mode charts one data set at a time and per
contd.
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mits sorting by either value or label. A rotational choice is
offered to put the chart either above or beside the labels.
The barlline mode will chart from I to 4 data sets per chart
and permits the user to mix bar and line on the same chart.
Four grid densities may be chosen and any part of a data set
may be selected for charting. Choice between color and black
& white is offered.
The data editor is both powerful and inclusive.
Sample data files for piE: chart and bar/line modes are
included on the disk as is a bar chart sample. A very detailed
instructions file is included and may (should) be printed.
Three International Apple Core disks are offered this
month. W AP Disk 167: (lAC 40) is a Basic-based Pilot
language disk. Pilot is an instruction language where the
computer "talks" to the student. Answers may then be com
pared with the instructors listed replies, and the programming
then may branch as desired to correct wrong answers. While
this Public Domain version is not super-fast, it works and
indeed the demonstration that it does work is the disk itself.
Rather than the ususal text print out of documentation, this
program leads the user through the command list, corrects
wrong answers by review and reinforcement For the price,
how can you go wrong?
WAP Disk 168: lAC 41 & 47 is an experiment It
contains Applewriter utilities. We have placed the )[+ on one
side of a double sided disk and the lie on the other. An extra
notch has been cut into the disk to do this.
These changes to AWare meant to help the user with the
Epson MX series or the C. Itoh Prowriter (NEC 8023 is
similar) with the Oraphtex Plus printer card. One set of files
provides a simple introduction to AW II. Additional flies
explain how to footnote and format the text on the monitor
screen. WPL Multiprint is taken from the May 84 WAP
Journal as an example of customizing AW II. Documentation
is on the disk. When you make the changes on your
Applewriter please note that these modiflcations are to be done
on a ~ only. This modifles the 3.3 versions and not the
Pro-dos Applewriter.
W AP Disk 169 is a "donation-ware" terminal program
"EVE v2.1" for the ][+ and lie users with a Hayes
Micromodem. It operates at 300 baud, and should work with
the compatable equipment now on the market. It does not
work with the Transmodem 1200 (the one I use). Included in
this system are fIle transfer programs, extensive error checking
for file transfer, and automatic storage for incoming text
Many of the commands have built in safety features. Quitting
with information in memory automatically saves the contents.
Its nice to be protected against goofs. On the other hand if
you have a full memory and want to throw it away, there is a
fast dump too. It's the reset key. Poof and its gone.
As a bonus, loading this disk patches the DOS 3.3 so that
the "verify" command is gone and in its place is "type". It
works like this: type filex.
The text fIle called filex is
displayed on the screen. If you initialize a disk with this patch
in place, the new disk will also include the command. Pay
$30 to the author if you decide to keep the program.
Disk 103 will be withdrawn at this time to the archives.
Fred Edwards new disk replaces the contents of "Merry Xmas".
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SlaMac DiSk 26; American Sim LanWJaae Fonts
"It is estimated that fourteen million people in the United
States are hearing impaired. Nearly two million can be clasi
fled as deaf. The purpose of the documents and software on r"\
this disk is to provide the interested user with a new set of
communication tools.. Used for self teaching or in a formal
educational setting these tools provide a method of learning
and practicing the skill of communication with the American
Sign Language Alphabet These communication skills are
easy to learn and use." RICHARD L, SMITH. creator of the
fonts and Basic pI02ram on this disk.
These fonts are fun! Who could have imagined this use of
the great Macintosh fonts capabilities. This diskette includes:
· A Discussion of Fingerspelling and How Fonts were
Made.
· ASL Fonts in Five Point Type Sizes (14,18,24,36 &
48).
· A BASIC Program for Learning to Read Finger
spellings.
SiaMac Disk 27: CycJan Deyelopment System
The Cyclan Development System is a complete assembly

language development system. This is copyrighted software,
and the owner of the software requires that you license its
use. The fee is very modest $10.00 for an assembly
language system is dirt cheap. Please abide by this license
arrangement so others will create more great software like
this.
SigMac Disk 28: World Mapping Programs
(pmmmmed and commented by Fred Espenak)..
1\
WORLDMAP generates a world map using a straight
forward cylindrical projection. This gives you a cartesian
coordinate style map where longitude and latitude form the
abscissa and the ordinate axes, respectively .
GEOMAP plots the world coordinates on an ortho
graphic projection. This gives you a global view of one
hemisphere of our planet, just as it would appear from space.
Both programs allow you to choose the origin of the
resulting map as well as the scale. You can even select the
resolution of the map by choosing from anyone of three
input data flles: WRLDAT.O (low resolution - 20K),
WRLDAT.l (medium resolution - 36K) or WRLDATJ (high
resolution - 86K). Of course, if you program in BASIC and
have need of a different mapping projection, you can use
WORLDMAP and OEOMAP as examples to write your own
map projection program (please send me a copy!). If you
have special data you wish to display on a map, you're
welcome to modify WORLDMAP or GEOMAP to plot this
additional information. Whether you're a programmer or not,
you can always convert your generated map into a MacPaint
document and add additional details and labels from inside
MacPaint.
@
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WASHINGTON APPLE PI DISKETERIA HAIL ORDER FORH
Software for Creative Living
This form is only for ordering disks that you want mailed to you.
5 1/4" DISKETTES: - Members $ 5.00 ea.; Non-members $ 8.00 ea •• Plus $1.00 ea. postage up to a maximum of $5.00
3 1/2"·
- Members $ 7.00 ea.; Non-members $ 10.00 ea •• Plus $1.00 ea. postage up to a maximum of $5.00
Pascal
(See also Volurre 133)
DOS 3.3
3.3 contd.
() Volune 144 lAC 27 Applesoft Prog. ( ) Volume 300 PIGO: ATTACH 1.1/BIOS
( ) Voll.ll1e 41 lAC 25 Mach. Lang. Uti1.
( ) Vol ume 301 PIG1:
( ) Volune 42 One Key DOS ***
( ) Volune 145 Apple Logo Tool Kit
( ) Vol ume 302 P1G2:
( ) Volume 43 lAC 29 Utilities H
( ) Volume 146 Logo Documentation
( ) Volume 44 Utilities I
( ) Volune 147 Apple Logo Sample Prog. ( ) Volume 303 PIG3: (PIGO:. PIG2:.
( ) Vol ume 304 PIG4: PIG4:. and
( ) Volume 45 Diversi-Copy ***
( ) Volume 150 EDSIG1 (Elem. Math)
( ) Volume 305 PIG5: PIG11: are
( ) Volume 70 Business/Hath/Statistics
() Voll.ll1e 151 1983 Tax Template
( ) Volume 306 PIG6: re-issues)
( ) Vol ume 71 Husic
( ) Volume 152 lAC 31 Hiscellaneous
( ) Volume 307 PIG7:
( ) Volune 153 Investments A
( ) Volwne 72 Keyboard Games
( ) Vol wne 308 PIG8:
( ) Volune 73 Text Adventure Games
( ) Volume 154 Investments B
( ) Vol ume 309 PIG9:
( ) Volume 74 Paddle Games
( ) Volune 155 lAC 33 Miscellaneous
( ) Volune 75 Color Graphics for Fun
( ) Volume 156 lAC 35 Applesoft-AWlle ( ) Vol une 310 PIG10:
( ) Volume 311 PlGll:
( ) Volume 76 Educat ion
( ) Vol ume 157 lAC 36 Arcade Ganes
( ) Volume 312 PIG12:
( ) Volume 158 Apple Logo Programs
( ) Volume 77 utilities
( ) Volume 313 PIG13: Guer111a Guide
( ) Volume 90 Spreadsheet C Genl. Bus.
() Volume 159 Recipe Files
( ) Vol ume 314 PIG14:
( ) Volume 91 Spreadsheet 0 Investment
() Volume 160 Utilities &Games
CPIM
( ) Volume 92 Spreadsheet E Bus. Recd.
() Volune 161 Wizard Worker
( ) Voll.ll1e 401 Master Catalog
( ) Volume 93 VisiPlot & VisiTrend
( ) Volume 162 Games E
( ) Volume 402 Utilities 1
( ) Volume 94 CALCULINK ***
( ) Voll.ll1e 163 Graphs and Displays
( ) Volume 403 Communications
( ) Volune 100 Utl1ities A
( ) Volume 164 Games F
( ) Volume 404 Utilities 2
( ) Volume 165 Happy Holidays
( ) Volume 101 Utilities B
( ) Volume 405 utilities 3
( ) Vol ume 102 Games A
( ) Vol ume 166 Charts and Graphs
( ) Volume 406 ZCPR2 Install
( ) Vol une 167 lAC 40 - Pi lot Lang.
( ) Volume 104 Bus iness A
( ) Volume 407 ZCPR2 Documentation
( ) Volume 168 lAC 41&47 - AW Util.
( ) Volune 106 Science Engineering
( ) Volume 408 ZCPR2 Utilities
( ) Volume 107 Games B
( ) Vol une 169 Hayes Term. Prog. ***
( ) Vol ume 409 Modem 730
( ) Vol ume 108 lAC 10 (Graph ics)
Eamon Sed es
( ) Volume 410 Essential Utilities
( ) Volume 109 lAC 11 (Applesoft Tutorial) ( ) Volune 180 Dungeon Designer
( ) Voll.ll1e 411 Text Editor
( ) Volume 110 Personal/Education
( ) Volume 181 Beginners Cave
( ) Volume 412 Spreadsheet
( ) Volume 111 Games C
( )*Vol une 182 Lak of Minotaur
( ) Volume 112 Utilities C
( )*Volume 183 Cave of the Mind
Macintosh - @$7.00 (see above)
( ) Volume 113 Business B
( )*Volwne 184 Zyphur Riverventure
() Si!t'lac 1 MS- BASIC P(}ns
( ) Volume 115 lAC 12/13 Hisc.
( )*Volume 185 Castle of Doan
() Si gMac 2 At!< inson' s Goodies
( ) Volume 116 lAC 14 Micranodemll
( )*VollDTle 186 Death Star
() SigMac 3 Fonts
( ) Volume 117 Picture Packer
( )*Volume 187 Devll's Tanb
() SigHac 4 MS-BASI C Pgms
( ) Volume ll8 Utilities 0
( )*Volume 188 Caves of Treas.lsl.
( ) SigMac 5 Desk Accessories
( )*Vol ume 189 Furioso
( ) Vol ume 119 lAC 15 Hisc.
() SigMac 6 Mac Paintings
( ) Volume 120 lAC 16 Misc.
( )*Volume 190 The MagiC Kincpom
() Si!1'lac 7 Desk Calendar & M5- BASIC
( )*Volume 191 The Tanb of Molinar
( ) Volune 121 WAPABBS 1.1 Doc. **
() Si gHat 8 Mac FORTH Programs
( ) Volume 122 lAC 17 Misc
( )*Volume 192 Lost Isl. of Apple
() SigMac 9 Not One Byte
( ) Vol une 123 French Vocabulary
( )*Volume 193 Abductor's Quarters
() SigMac 10 Mostly BASIC
( )*Volune 194 Quest for Trezore
( ) Volume 124 Utilities E
( ) SigMac 11 MacFonts) Reccmnended as
( ) Volune 125 lAC 18 Misc.
( )*Volume 195 Underground City
() SigMac 12 Mac Fonts} a pair.
( ) Volune 126 Sights and Sounds
( )*Volume 196 Merlin's Castle
() SigMac 13 RAM Disk and Altered Finder
( ) Volume 127 Math/Science
( )*Volume 197 Horgrath Castle
() SigHac 14 Filevision Templates
( ) Volume 128 Games 0
( )*Volume 198 Deathtrap
() Si!t'lac 15 Progamner' s Playground
( ) Vol une 129 GLAQ
( )*Vol une 199 The Black Death
() SigMac 16 New Members Disk 1985
( ) Volume 130 Diversi-DOS ***
( )*Volune 200 The Temple of Ngurct
() SigMac 17 Red Ryder 5.0 ***
( ) Volune 131 Personal/Educ. 2
( )*Volume 201 Black Mountain
() SigMac 18 MusicWorks Collection I
( ) Volume 132 lAC 19 - Utilities F
( )*Volume 202 Nuclear Nightmare
() SigMac 19 Mock Accessories ***
( ) Volune 133 lAC 20 - Pascal &DOS 3.3 ()*Volune 203 Feast of Carroll
() SigMac 20 MacPaintings II
( ) Volume 134 New Members Disk
( )*Volume 204 The Master's Dungeon
() Si!t'lac 21 Utilities I (ResEd)
( ) Volune 135 WAPABBS 1.1 Disk 1 **
( )*Volume 205 The Crystal Mountain
() SigMac 22 Desk Tools
( ) Volume 136 WABBS 1.1 Disk 2 **
( )*Vol une 206 The Lost Adventure
() SigMac 23 Fonts III
( )*Volume 207 The Manxane Foe
( ) Volune 137 lAC 21 Spreadsheet A
() SigMac 24 Telecom I
( )*Volune 208 The Gauntlet
( ) Volume 138 lAC 23 Utilities G
() SigMac 25 Utilities II(Switcher 4.4)
( ) Vol une 139 lAC 24 Educat ion 3
Forth
( ) Volume 140 Education 4
( ) Vol une 700 Asserrbler/Disassenbler () SigMac 26 ~. Sign Language Font
() SigMac 27 Cyclan Developnent Systan
( ) Volune 141 Special Data Bases
( ) Volume 701 Full Screen Editor
() SigMac 28 World Mapping Programs
( ) Volume 142 lAC 28 Pinball Games
( ) Volune 702 GoForth Tutorial
( ) Volume 703 Fig-Forth
( ) Vol ume 143 Sports
( ) Volune 704 Floating Point Arithmetic
* Volume 181 required with these disks.
** Vols. 121. 135. 136 must be purchased together.
*** Use of this disk requires sending money directly to the author.)
(NOTE: ALLOW 3 TO 4 WEEKS FOR MAILING.)

Total Order '"

Make check payable and send to:

NAME

~ ADDRESS
CITY. STATE ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TELEPHONE

disks.; postage $__ ; Total amount enclosed $,_ __

- - - - -WAP

Washington Apple Pi

MEMBERSHIP NO.

----

(US funds payable
on a US bank)

Washington Apple Pi. Ltd.
Attn. Disketeria
8227 Woodmont Avenue. Suite 201
Bethesda. MD 20814
DATE
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WAP TUTORIAL REGISTRATION
The following three WAP tutorials are being offered to Apple II owners on Tuesday evenings from 7:30 to 9:00 PM,
at the office, 8227 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD. (The tutorials start promptly at 7:30; if you bring your
computer please arrive 15 minutes early to set up.) You may sign up for any or all of the series.
They are
designed for the "beginner" and will be repeated monthly. A revised outline of the tutorials was given in the
October 1985 issue of the WAP Journal.
()
()
()

~

November 5 - WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF APPLE
- ( ) December 3
November 12 - HOW TO LISE YOUR APPLE SOFTWARE
- ( ) December 10
November 19 - POPULAR APPLICATIONS FOR YOUR APPLE - ( ) December 17

The fee for each tutorial is $10.00 with an Apple, monitor and disk drive, $15.00 without (monitors available for
1st 5 registrants - call office). Please note that WAP does not have equipment for you to use; if you do not
bring your own, you will haye to look over someone's shoulder.
Tutorials at $10.00 (with equipment)

Tutorials at $15.00 (without equipment)

SigMac is sponsoring a series of two monthly tutorials for the beginner. The fee for two tutorials is $20.00.
They will be held at the office, from 7-10 PM on Monday evenings. You are strongly urged to bring your Macintosh.
( ) Monday, November 25 and December 2
( ) Monday, January 20 and 27
The following "non-regular' tutorials are being offered on Saturdays at the office. Attendees should bring their
computer, monitor, disk drive and suggested program disks. (Monitors are available for the first five registrants
for the Apple II tutorial. Call office.)
November 16 - AppleWorks Enhancements (lIe & Ilc) - Jay Jones. 9:00 AM - Noon.
formatted ProDOS disk.
(
) $15 with Apple, member
) $20 with Apple, non-member
(
)
) $25 wlo Apple, non-member
$20 wlo Apple, member

Bring AW program and

blank

November 9 and 23 - Macintosh Multiplan and Chart. 10:00 AM - Noon.
( ) $20 with Mac, member
( ) $25 with Mac, non-member
( ) $25 wlo Mac, member
( ) $30 wlo Mac, non-member
Please check the desired tutorials and return this form with feels) made payable to Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. to:
Washington Apple Pi, Ltd.
Attn. Tutorials
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201
Bethesda, MD 20814

Name ______________________________
Daytime Phone

-------Total Enclosed $

Evening Phone
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Up Your Mac'·
With A 512K,I,
IY2 or 2 Megabyte
Ram Upgrade
KEEP YOUR MacTM
We ship you a complete, reworked
board! Use our tools to take out the
old board, put in the new board and
enjoy either 5I2K, 1 , 1 ~ 5 or 2
megabyte memory. Atter you make
the swap, return your old board to
us.

't r .'.

Consider The VOAD Advantages:
512K, I, 1.5 or 2
megabyte upgrade with:
TM
• FREE Mac Memory D isc
• No loss of use
TM
• No shipping yo ur MAC

• Immedi a te Ava il ab ili ty

• 120 day warranty

• Big Savin gs

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Place Your Credit Card Order By Phone: Call Us, We'll Ship C.O.D.
(213) 450-2929

VOAD SYSTEMS
3304 Pico Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90405
:: MacINTOSH is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Mac M emory Disk is a trademark of A ss imilation Pr ocess

™

WASHINGTON APPLE PI, LTD.
8221 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201
Bethesda, MD 20814

BULK RATE

u. s.

POSTAGE

PAID
PE RMIT , 5389

Silver Spring, MO
20910

FORWARDING AND PillDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES.

TIlree-In-One Offer! Just $598
(Includes On-Site Warranty)
• A 30 cps letter-quality printer
• A timesharing keyboard terminal (when modem equipped)
• A Selectric*-style keyboard typewriter
AJ daisy wheel printer terminals are renowned for
exceptional performance, high reliability, and applications
versatility . Now you can have all this for only $598" in our
special limited offer.
• Optional 45 characters per second
• Changeable type faces
• Full ASCII keyboard with
numeric pad
• High resolution X-Y plotting
• Complete electronic forms
control
• 256-character buffer
• Asynchronous RS-232 interface
• Printwheel, ribbon cartridge,
and cable included
• 3D-day parts/labor warranty

And you can choose from a list of options including
forms tractor, pin-feed platen, paper trays, side shelves,
extra printwheels, APL keyboard and 2K buffer.
For information telephone
Sean Belanger
(301) 840-5700

"sum~est ....d sell inK priet', t'xdudt.'s uptions

and is subjt>ct tu (haoKl' without nutict' .
Model shown includes ct.'rl.lin uptiuns.
Offer avail.lble unly in tht' Cllnli~uous U.S.

·Sdt'ctric is a trademark uf IBM .

1

ANDERSON
JACOBSON
8653 Grovemont Cir.
Gaithersburg, MD 20m
-4191

